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ABSTRÀCT:

The frame of rselective understandings of reaLity and the non-

selecÈive realityr is presented as a viable frane for considering the

nature of scíence and religion, Èheir interreLationship and their re-

lationship to the whole of reality. Emphasis is placed on the radical

distinction between a1l expressed-understandÍngs of reality¡ which are

necessarily selective¡ and Èhe non-selective whole of realÍty, beyond

all expressions and the concept of undersÈanding. A variety of view-

points, western and eastern, religÍous and scientific, are examÍned in

the context of the whole to provide expanded Ínsight.

The problen of selectivity is first presented in an overview of

various aspects of contemporary western culture, that is language,

thought, cosnology, models of the self and relÍgíous traditions. Spe

cific statements of the problen of selectivity and the means to its
1"

aleviation are then presented from the perspective of two easÈern phllo-

sophical religious systems - Nagarjunars account of Madhyanika Buddhisn

and Sankarars interpretation of AdvaiÈa Vedanta. ReÈurning to the

western perspective¡ the problem of selectivity in the nethod and con-

tent of science is discussed. Finally, DavÍd Bohmrs díscussion of the

abstracted aspect and the whole is found to illuninate the distinct,ion

between selective understandings and non-selectivity.

Exposure to new and various viewpoints is essentlal to manrs
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vitality, creativÍÈy and growth. DogmätÍcal1y extrapolatlng a Llnited

viewpoint to encompass the whole is destruct,ive and contradictory.

However, particular perspectives are useful when they are orientated

within the whole. Recognizing that the non-selective whole is perceived

in various, although selective' manners stinulates man to realize the

infiníte depÈhs of insight.



1

INTRODT'CIIOIT

This thesis presents rselective understandings of reality and

the non-selective realityrl as a viable frame for consÍdering the nature

of science and religion, their interrelationship and their relationshÍp

to the whole of reality. Emphasis is placed on the radical distinction

between all articulated understandings of reality, which are necessarily

selectiver and the non-selective whole of reality, which is beyond all

articulation and even the concept of understanding.

All manrs selective understandings determine vrorlds whÍch are

relatively real. !{hichever articulatÍon of an understanding of reality

is selected, it is only a shadow of absolute t,ruth and less than the

non-selective whole of reality. The distinction between selectíve

understandÍngs and the non-selectíve whole is not that of opposites'

such as in the duality of subject and object. Nor is it a quantitative

distinction, so that addition to selectivity results ín a non-selective

totality. Non-selectivíty indicates a wholer Dot a conglomerate. The

concepts of duality and quantity belong to the realm of selective uirder-

standing. The non-selective whole ís beyond all such concepts. Se1ec-

tive understandings and non-selectivity are not contÍnuous' but indicate

two radícally different manners of apprehending reality. Selective

understandíng, by virtue of íts relative nature' implies the non-

selective absolute. Comprehending selectivity in the context of the

non-selective whole, reveals its inherent Iímitations as selectivity,
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and reveals manrs potential for transcending its cÍrcumscribed perspec-

tive. Ilowever r aIl perspicuity of selectivíty is neaningless without

the drawing power of the non-selectÍve whole.

Each indívidual, each historical period and culture mÍlieu needs

a self-understanding in the context of the vaster whole. A symbol frame

providing this self-understanding appropriate to a given time can arise

out of the existing cultural matrix and become a vÍable vehicle for re-

imaging prevaÍling insights into the whole of reality.

In modern western cívilization, it is vítal that any symbol

frame seeking to provide meaning for all facets of life and knowledge

include both scientific and religious insíghts. Science ís a dominating

aspect of twentieth century western culture. The scope and success of

its knowledge has made it a powerful force. Many individuals regard

science as the vehÍcle for establishing meaning and truth in theír

wor1d. However, modern physical theories offer a cosmology which Ís

alien to manrs ordinary perception of his environment. Science is also

not a field whÍch has traditionally addressed ítself to fundamental

questions of existence. Thus, science alone cannot provÍde modern man

with meaning in his life. Religion has traditionatly been the real-m of

ultímate questioning and the provider of the meaning of existence. Yetr

in the face of the power, success and scope of science, many religious

ímages and myths appear invalidated or irrelevant. If religion ís to

contÍnue to provide meaning in lhe modern world, it cannot ignore scien-

tific understanding. However, most indivÍduals have not found a means

to harmonize these two facets of modern life. Society and indÍviduals

have become schizophrenic, compartmentalizing scíence and religÍon into
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separaÈe spheres, and moving in only one of these spheres at a !ime, at

the exclusion of Èhe other sphere.

There cannot be a common ground between scÍence and religíon

unless conmunication is established. It is time for science and re-

ligion to becone allies, as they srere once in the past, formÍng a common

force in confronting the problems of Èoday and seeking meaning in life.

The frame rselect,ive understandings of reality and the non-selectÍve

realítyr is intended to provide the basis for such a common ground.

Both science and religíon are valid attempts at understanding

reality fron different presuppositions and perspectives resulting in

different reflective statements about reality. Both have truth and are

paths in their own right. Emerging from a basic substratun, but having

different points of departure and methodologiesr Èhey poÍnt to different

aspects of realÍty. Each as articulated understandings present only

selective perceptions of reality that necessarily fall short of the non-

selective whole of reality. Although religion is primarily concerned

with the ethereal spiritual realms, while science seeks to system-

atically and rationarly probe physicar phenomena, the distinctíon

between the two is not rigid. Science is not sÈríctly objective, having

inÈuition and an awe of naÈure as central facets. Neither is relÍgion

strictly subjective, as empiricisn, reason and abstraction play vltal

roles in its understanding. However, an awareness of the specífics of

each must be naínt,ained and one must not be reduced to the other.

Simply intermingling science and religion weakens both and creaÈes

confusíon. Nor can science or religion be absolutized over the other,

for both are only articulations of understanding, inconplete in the¡n-
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selves, and both must point beyond themselves to the whole of reality

that transcends and is the locus of any articulatíon.

Standing between science and religÍon man experiences tension.

Subtletíes of thought are needed to deal with theír dynamic inter-

relation. Looking at both, but not símply adding one to the other, is

needed for a comprehensive understanding of life in the western world.

ScÍence and religion are ultimately Íntegrated ín the non-selective

whole.

Examining problematíc areas and fundamental questioning results

ín deeper undersÈanding and in the uncovering of new meanings. InsÍghts

must be continually restated and resought to maintaÍn their relevance in

cultures wíth changing experÍences and perspectives. The difficult task

of seeking a common frame for science and religion is vital for findÍng

a meaningful self-understanding in a modern scientific culture.
rSelective understandings of reality and the non-selective

reality' is introduced as a frame within which the problem of the inter-

relation of scÍence and religion can be addressed. In dealing with a

problem of such fundamental importance and complexity it Ís helpful to

draw upon the unique insights of various expressed understandings of

realíty. The thesis examines a variety of viewpoints, western and

eastern¡ religious and scientific, and thereby confronts areas of con-

flíct and tension, in an attenpt to expand horizons and seek an under-

standing of the issues involved that surpasses that proft.rr/"a by any

single perspective in isolation. These various perspectives are pre-

sented with an avrareness of their Ínherent limitations and the in-

portance of orientating all relative view¡loints to the whole of realíty
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beyond linltation.

The presentation of the fra¡ne of rselectlve understandings of

reality and the non-selective realityr is not an attenpt to address all

the issues arising from the npnumental task of interrelating science and

religion. The intentÍon is to provide the foundatÍon from whích spe-

cific íssues can be examined in detail with an anareness of their inter-

relationshíp to the whole field of the study of scienbe and religion,

and to mants search for meanÍng in the modern world.

The first chapter is a statement of the problem of selectivÍty

in the terms of various aspects of contemporary western thought. CuI-

ture¡ language¡ thought, cosmologyr modeLs of the self and religious

traditions are discussed in the context of their tendency to present man

with a limited view of reality. The utility of confinement to abstrac-

tions from the infinite whole of reality is recognized. However, when

conscíousness of the selectíve nature of a given perspective is lost and

a particular viewpoint is dognatically asserted to exhaust all possibil-

itÍes, destructive contradictions and conflicts arise. Thus, the im-

Portance of beÍng consclous of t,he selecÈive nature of all limited

viewpoints and of orientatÍng all selective perspectives to the non-

selecÈive wholer âDd manrs potential for surpassing the confines of

limÍtation, is stressed. The discussion is necessarÍIy vague, as lt is

sinpLy an overview of the numerous and complex problems arising ln these

facets of modern wesÈern culture.

The second chapter presents specific statemenÈs of the probl-en

of selectivity and the means to its allevlation from the perspective of

two eastern philosophical relígious systems - Nagarjunars account of
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Mãdhyarnika Buddism and éañkarars Ínterpretation of Advaita Vedãnta. The

philosophical nature of these two religÍous systemsr that is their

abstract, systematic and analytical presenEationsr results in a discus-

sion of selectivity that is clear and concise, and íntelligÍble and

attractive to the contemporary western culturer which is dominated by

scientific thinking. Both Nãgãrjuna and éañfara dÍstinguísh con-

ditionedr conventional knowledge fron unconditioned, absolute knowledge.

fgnorance results Ín conventíonaI knowledge obscuring the absolutely

real. But rigorous analysis uncovers the conEingent and thus unreal

nature of aII conventional knowledger ârld negates all lÍnitationr êr-

abling true knowledge to arise.

Nãgãrjuna ana éairfara are fundamentally religious in Èhat they

provide a means to escape the confines of selectivity through a spiritu-

al path that frees nan from the lÍmitations of conventional knowledge,

and the destructive contradicÈions and sufferíng arising from en-

snarlment within it, to absolute knowledge and liberation. Thus, the

ult,imate meaníng of exístence is dísclosed. As these two philosophical

relÍgious systems are perspectives from the easÈern wor1d, they provide

unique and ínvaluable insight into Èhe subtletÍes of the distinction

between selective understandings of reality and the non-selectÍve reali-

ty for western man.

A discussion of Èhe problen of selectivity in the nethod and

content of science Ís undertaken in chapters three and four. This shifÈ

to science also involves a return to the western perspective. Howeverr

the insights of Nãgãrjuna ana dañ¡<ara into the contradictory and limited

na¡ure of aII conventional knowledger and the impossÍbility of a com-
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plete, consistent and meaningful description of the phenomenal world are

useful in informing an understanding of the scientific method and the

cosmology presented by modern physical theories.

The methodotogical problems encountered in the scíentific dis-

cÍplines are felt even more acutely in other disciplines vt?tich are less

clearly defined and which employ less rÍgorous research techníques.

Thus, an examínation of the process through which scÍence acquires

knowledge, the posÍtivistic and purely relativistÍc misunderstandings of

the scientific method and the usefulness, limitations and potentials of

science focus on fundamental íssues of methodology as such.

The modern western culture demands pragmatic knowJ-edge and

technology from physics. But it also expects physical theories to

provide nan wilh a meaningful cosmology. However, the theories being

developed and the phenomena being uncovered by modern physicsr ârd their

interpreÈation by physicists, depart so radÍcally from man's comnon

sense view of his environment that they raise basÍc questions about the

nature of science, the manner of its knowing and the value of the know-

ledge it discloses.

The frame of 'selective understandings of reality and the non-

selective reality' provÍdes Ínsight into the central issues of scien-

tific meÈhodology and physical theories.

David Bohmrs discussíon of the abstracted aspect and the whole

provides an excellent íllumination of the frame of rselective under-

standÍngs of reality and the non-selecÈive realityr. IIe is a wesEern

scientist, but with a perspective ínfluenced by eastern and relÍgious

thought. Bohm proposes holonomy' Èhe law of the whole, where all ím-
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plicates all in undivided wholeness, as the basis for new understanding.

He discusses the linitatÍon and fragmentation in the presenÈ melhod and

content of ¡nodern physics and the meaninglessness of the cosmology

offered by existing modern physical theories' and suggests a means to

alleviate Èhese problems by placing them in Èhe context of the unbroken

whole. His distinction of explicate and implicate orders ís relevant

for a clearer understandÍng of physical phenomena and consciousness, and

their relatÍonship with the whole. Bohnrs discussÍon is comparable with

Mr-gãrjuna's and éañkara's presentations, but offers unique insights.

The frame of rselectÍve understandings of reality and the non-

selective reality' discusses the nature of selective perspectivesr âDd

their utility if there is a consciousness of Èheír limitation and their

dangers íf they dogmatically attempt to usurp the whole. It seeks to

establish an orientation of selectivity to the non-selective wholer and

thus to indicate the potential of human understanding and freedom. The

thesis seeks basic principles as opposed to specific and detailed dis-

cussionsr and in doing so explores a varíety of perspectivesr western

and eastern, scíentifÍc and relígious. The usefulness of specialized'

and therefore selectíve, perspectives in given contexts is noÈ disputed.

Howeverr the lack of consciousness of selectivity and the contradictory

and destructive nature of taking a linited view¡roint for the whole of

possible insight is criEicized. In addressing such a large variety of

issues and perspectives, the discussion of the thesis is necessarily

general. The Íntention is to establish a frame in which scíence and

religion can interrelate and thus províde the foundation for more sPe-

cialized research.
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1. SELßCTI\rB T'NDE RSTÀNDINGS OF REÀI,ITY AND

TEE NON-SELBCTIVE REAI, ITY

Through an examination of the various facets of western culture,

the problem of selecÈivity Ís disclosed. Discussed are both the utility

of confinement to a selective view¡roint and the destructive tendencies

of a partÍcular viewpoint Èo becone implicit and usurp the whole of

understanding. When selective understanding is placed in the context of

the non-selective whole, the potential for human undersÈanding is re-

alized.

Man is ordinaríly selective in hís awareness of reality. He is

conscÍous of a limíted range of experience' while being ignorant of the

unlimíted and unexplored realms beyond the world with which he is famil-

iar. What man experiences Ís deternined by what he has experienced and

conceíves, and supposes he can experience. The worldview which man

chooses to lÍve with is shaped and conditioned by the non-necessary

assumpt,ions of his culture. The language¡ logic¡ cosßology, nodels of

the self and religious traditions of a given culture define the linited

understandings of manrs world. Different cultures function from differ-

ent presuppositions, and thus present various conceptions of the world.

AII are valíd in theÍr own terms. But all- are linited. Reality allows

various non-arbitrary configurations, none of which exhaust the whote.2

All patterned worlds are relaÈive, describíng and relating

abstractions from the greater whole. The particular construcÈive con-
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ventÍon whÍch man lives with is necessary Èo organize experience con-

veniently and coherently. IE reduces the vast amount of influxing

information to a manageable proporEion, enabling the establishnent of

con".nÈtation and significance, contrast and action. However, the

Iimited conception man lives with is only a shadow of the wholer an

aspect without meaning apart from the whole.

A particular viewpoint becomes deceptive when there is no con-

sciousness of its incompleteness. Manrs worldvie¡r tends to occupy aII

his attention so that events outside its range appear meaningless or

untrue. New experiences and Ídeas are viewed as a threat to hís sense

of realiÈy and are thus repressed. As this selective arr¡areness is

rooted in manrs very manner of existence, everyday experiences only

serve to augment it, causing it to appear a priori. In mistaking an

aspect of realÍty for the whole, in absolutizÍng a relatíve perspectíver

man's limited conceptíons becone illusory and destructÍve. MisidenÈifi-

catÍons Èhen occur and manrs openness to the whole is usurped.

Continual expansion and adjustment to new experiences is neces-

sary for a healthy society and healthy individuals within that society.

Man has the potentÍal of moving beyond linited perspectives and of

becoming aware of deeper meanings, of a greater whole. He is able to

become critically conscious of the selective nature of his perceptions

and of the means to alÈer them, and to orientate all his relatÍve con-

ceptualízations to the whole. OnIy the whole of reality is absolutely

real, while all ¡nanrs selective understandings determine worlds that are

only relatÍvely real. A selective aspect does not have neaning apart

from the whole. Thus, it is vital not to mistake the part for the whole
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or to lose sight of Èhe vaster connections.

1.1 CULTURE

The presupposíÈions of the culture of which nan is a member

provides the frane for interpreting and unifying dÍverse areas of ex-

perience. A particular culture Ís constructed of images chosen and

created by man. The beliefs of this culture in turn nold manrs world-

view, creating an unending cyc1e.3

The agreement concerning what is real and possible is the npst

funda¡nental agreement in a conununity. Conformity to the existing social
t ((ù((j/(ck,..¿lj(.

structure is stressed through positive stimuli to certain behavioural

patterns, and the díscouragement or prohibition of other forms of behav-

Íour. Thus, man learns to respond to the world as he believes others

belÍeve he shouldr ând to experience only that which is socially accept-

able.4

Man is overwhelmed by t,he uncertainty and responsiblity of

determining truth and values for himself. Thus, he craves the seeming

consistency, stability and consensus of his convictÍon community, even

at the sacrifice of his independence and freedom. He will even distrust

his own perceptions, experiences and thoughts in an effort to conforn to

Èhe social norrn.5 In seeking identity with something broader and sta-

bler than hínself, the institutionalized systen, his sense of nonentity

is assuaged. As cultural presuppositions are rooted in nanrs very form

of lÍfe, everyday experiences and thoughts, language and actÍons only
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to reinforce them. The social norm thus rises above public question-

ing6.

Cultural belÍefs and presuppositions maíntaín a psychic fílter

admitting only certain exPeriences and ínterpretations of hÍs en-

vironment into mants consciousness. In an effort to impose and maintaín

the order and meaning necessary for human survivalr the complexity of

incoming Ínformatíon is reduced to a manageable fractÍon. Provided

there is an awareness of its selective nature, the filtering process

enables concentrated thought and action, without the interference of a

continual deluge of irrelevant data.7

But if the non-necessary assumptions of a culturers limited

perspective are accepted unconsciously and uncriticallyr man becomes a

slave of his culturers worldview. They control man without his being

aware of this control. The rules of interpreting and interacting with

the envÍronment become so impticitr thaÈ when data not agreeing with

this conception of the world arises, they are rejected or not seen. All

apprehension of a more encompassing reality is suppressed. Díssonate

experíences are resisted by Lhe community as they undermine the sense of

stabilily and security resulting from comrnitment to a worldvíew. Once a

particular viewpoint is arrived at with anxiety and expectation, the

emotional investment ís so great that it becomes preferable to distort

experience to fit beliefs than to sacrifice the viev¡pint. AlternatÍves

lead t,o doubt and freedom leads to insecurity. Unusual experience is

feared as it threatens man's idea of his world.S l{hen new ídeas or

experiences do break through, social pressure forces the repression of

these perceptions. The contradiction between what is perceived and what
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is determined as possible to perceive is internalLzedt resulting in

inner conflict and neurosis. Forfeiting his freedom through fear of the

unknown, man can no longer ídentify his creations as such, and becomes

imprisoned in a particutar and partial view of reality. !!hen creativity

and freedom are suppressed, society stagnates and its values become

omeanrnçtl-ess. /

All patterned worlds are relative. But once they become im-

plicit, they are extrapolated to encompass aIl existence and ab-

solutized. The existing social institutions become the necessary or-

ganizations, the self-legitimatizing ideology inaccessible to analysis

and public questioning, which usurp all values of life and restrict

openness to the greaÈer whole. In a wortd of numerous and diverse

cultures, such rigÍd worldviews result in conflicts and contradictions.

However, although mants consciousness is largely conditioned and

determined by the particular culture in which he lives' that cultural

perspective is reciprocally informed by man. Thus' man has the poten-

tial to realize the selective nature of his social environment and to

break free from its constraints. He has the por,rer of self-direction'

the abitity to renounce the helpless security of conforming to the

social norm and to undertake the responsibility of determining his

interaction with the perception of his environment. Continual ad-

justment to nevt experience, openness' creativity and growth - all- are

necessary for the survival of healthy ÍndÍviduals and cultures.l0 Thusr

man needs an awareness of the limitations of his particular culturers

conceptíon of the world and an orientation to the whole beyond all

linÍted perspecÈives.
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T.2 Í.ANGUAGE

Language arises from Èhe need and pressure to communicate in a

social context. rt ls a tool developed by nan to organize and convey

the knowledge and experience man gleans from interactÍons wÍth his

environnent. A gÍven language lifts to aÈtention and perpetuates an

interpretation of the world accordÍng Èo the presuppositions of the

culture in which it is found. Different worldviews result in different

languages and functions of language, so that unfettered communication

can usually arise only where social environments coincÍde.11 Manrs

intellectual disposition and experience, and hís degree of being ín-

formed, provide an expecÈation of the probable neaning of a communi-

cative context. When thís príor information ís combined with new in-

formation, a relatÍvely specifÍc understanding is engendered. Different

languages, possessing dlfferent prior information, establish different

meanings fro¡n the 
.same 

situation.12 All sEatements are creative ínter-

pretations of the world. Thus, what man accepts as the real world is

largely unconsciously built upon his culturers habitual ways of inter-

communication wÍth other itens ín that world.

Language has nany levels of forns¡ ranging from the specific,

regid or hard to the poLymorphic, symbolic or soft stages of forma-

lization. 13

tlard language takes a forn much more rigid and narrowef than the

ordinary language of everyday communication. Logical treatments of

language strive for precise utÍlizatÍon of language and strict gram-

matÍcal analysis. In its extreme, hard language is idealized as seman-
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tically closedr âDd reduced to an unambiguous, abstract cde that func-

tions solely for the reduction, storage and retrieval of information.

Words are seen as names with literal neanings.14 Specific nathematical

formulae are examples of extrenely hard language.

tanguage functÍons through contrastr and thus lays a world of

separation before man. A strict subject-object dichotomy is inherent in

all discursive language. Rigid grammatical treat¡nents of Ianguage

breaks l-anguage into discrete parts. In languages where nouns are

treated as primary, fragmentatÍon and dualiÈy dominaÈe all íntercom-

nunication. In additionr the specialized uses of a single language in

different disciplines, each with its own task and approach, perpetuates

fragnentation beÈween people and theÍr understandings.15

Describing language as soft is recognizing the polymorphic and

imprecÍse nature of most communícation. Language is not nerely a code.

It is fluid and subtle, filled wiÈh unclear concepts' unconscious mean-

ings and hidden interconnections. The unambiguousr hard use of language

is an abstraction from the ambiguous' diverse subst,ratu¡n of the overall

usage of language.16

tanguage behaviour ís permeated wíth explanation as opposed to

definitÍon, with interpreÈation versus translation.lT À statement or

concept is only understandable in relation to the enÈire conÈext Ín

which it is expressed. The meaning of a co¡rununication ís not sinply the

sum of the words communicated, as thÍs would requíre Èhe total text to

be known before any part ís intelligible. Rather meaning is discerned

and enabled to come forth with progressÍve immanence throughout Èhe

disctosure of the whole conununication.lS To fully understand any com-
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munication, it is also necessary to be familiar with the cultural con-

text in whlch tt Is expressed. In addition, the con¡nunicator is not

always clear on his intention, and unconscious meanÍngs often influence

his co¡nmunication. Finally, the social and personal context of the

individual who is receiving the conununication affect his understanding

of what is being conveyed. Thus, in any language behaviour a circular,

nutual ínfluence exists between a con¡nunication and Èhe understanding of

that conmunication. If there is a consciousness of this rhermeneutical

circler, its obstacles need not debilitate genuíne conununication.

In íts soft form, language has a highly symbolic nature. Sym-

bols enable words to point beyond literal descriptÍons, dichotomÍzing

conceptualízations and specialized meanings to a whole, of which man may

have an intuitive awareness, but which he cannot specify in detail.

Symbots express man's capacÍty to transcend the lÍ¡nitations of concrete

siÈuations and live in terms of possibilities. Metaphors are deliberate

and refined contradictíons. By juxtaposing the familiar with a novel

situation, they suggest new ways of understanding.lg Through symbols or

netaphors man can communicate his inner and imaginative perceptions in a

form that is socíaIly rooted and acceptable. By surrendering to the

potential, innate po$ter of a symbol, sonething of the origínal ex-

perÍence Èhat envoked it can be gleaned. Transforning exPeriences or

ideas into an image keeps them dynamic, and thus alive and meaningful.

Public symbols require cont,inual adaption to the new forms of experience

of a changing society to remaln intellectually and culturally relevant.

But as long as symbols retain their abilÍty to point beyond precise

meanÍngs to a deeper experience they should not become static and
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impotent.20

There are important forms of corununicatÍon besÍdes the wrÍtÈen

and spoken word with the ability t'o convey nuch neaning. Art, music and

architecture, ¡nathematics and scientific formulae, dance and theatre¡

physical behaviour and expression, and so on - all have the capacity for

Ínportant and profound conununication.

The forms of language are clearly diverse. Examining the var-

ious facets of the so-catled soft language discloses its importance. If

Èhe unclear aspects of language are omitted, communicaÈion becomes

superficial. Paradoxes arise from confusing the different levels or

forms of language, or fron ignoring the polymorphic nature of language

and seeing language only in its semantically closed, hard form.2l Soft

Ianguage ís not reducible to its hard counterpart. Its polymorphic,

open-ended nature escapes precíse definition, and often conceals the

logical structure of language. Yet gram[atical structure is needed to

prevent language from degeneratÍng into Èotal ambiguity. The interplay

of both soft and hard language, while respecting their unigue spheres,

Ieads to linguistic neaning. Thusr iÈ is vital to look at language as a

whole and to see unity in its various functions.

There are limitations to languagers abílíty to communicate which

must be respected. Ttrinkíng is richer than languag¿.22 A man can have

knowledge of something and yet not be able to precisely formulate that

knowledge. Only a fraction of experience can be articulated and shared

through language. The whole of exÍstentíal- experience extends beyond

the scope of language. There are fÍnal statements whích are the best

possible expressions of an experience or insight which can be made in a
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given context. Such an articulatÍon may not be capable of improvement'

yet the articulation fatls short of the original insight and the insight

falls short of the reality which trÍggered the insight. The non-

selective whole of reality is ineffable. However, language remains

useful and powerful as long as it retaíns the ability to point beyond

itself to that which it atÈenpts to exPress.

The lirnitations of language should be explored and exhausted

before language is l-eft behÍnd. The ordinary language of everyday

conununication is¡ perhaps, the rnost powerful form of langauge. As it is

undÍfferentiated and unspecialízed, being common to all indivicluals in a

given cultural context, it has the greatest potentía1 for successful

transmission of meaning.23 Communication is also ¡lossible across cul-

tural contexts, suggesting the existence of unÍversal experience trans-

cending concrete siÈuations. Attempting communication with oÈher cul-

tures or language groups can lead to an a$tareness surpassing that

achieved by one alone. Struggling with Èhe conÈents and limitations of

conununication can lead to new insights into language and that which ít

seeks to express. Genuine and successful communication can carry mants

own experience further, creating nel{ experíences.24

If language is not used with an awareness of its limítations,

and no longer points beyond itself, it conceals the vaster whole it

attenpts to convey. lrlhen ordinary language becomes a fa¡niLiar habitr

there is no longer reflection on íts limited nature and it inplies that

it dírectly descrÍbes the world.2S There is a danger Ín man's world

being limited to what he can express. However, if man is conscious of

the lirnitaÈions of language he can make use of íts powerr without be-
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coníng a prisoner of its limited perspective.

1.3 THOUGHT

Thínking is for the sake of experience. The application of

nan's nind on hÍs experiential world determines how his world ís con-

ceived and perceived. How man thinks is largely defined by his hÍstori-

cal and cultural nílieu. Yet, the tradition which defines nan's cogni-

tions is shaped by nan hinself.

When man's thought processes are discíplined, distinct logical

strucÈures emerge. Logical thought is lÍnear and structured like time.

It is a series of thoughts succeeding one anoÈher through associations

determined by habiÈ, conditioning and rnemory. This causal sequence of

thoughts is usually recurrent, resulting in relatively fixed ideas.26

Manrs thought structures introduce order and regularity into the

wealth of heterogeneous experiences he encounters, so that his ex-

periential world does not appear ambiguous. Generally' the perception

of order is callÍng attention to siniLar differences and different

si¡nílarities.27 Only by contrast are ideas possibLe. Inherent, in all

conceptualizatÍon is the creaÈion of boundaries and the dichotomization

of the experiential world into subjects and objects. Once the world is

analyzed into relatively separate¡ inÈeracting partq, these parts are

organized into an overall structure.23 The concepÈual structure used to

organize ¡nan's experiences defines the linitations of what is real and

possible. By concentratíng on an abstraction of a potentially over-
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whelmíng experientlal reality and defining its syst,ematíc strucÈure,

nanrs world becomes logically consistent and confined.

Contemporary western cultures are permeat,ed by an extreme ra-

tional orÍentation to the world. Through the insistence on the

necessity of Èhe princÍples of non-contradiction and identity, western

rnan imposes a linear, deÈerminate and unambiguous conceptualízation onto

all thoughÈ processes.29

The logical presuppositions of a given order determine the kinds

of problems and possÍble solutions which may arise wiÈhin that order.

Theories or models are specific mental construcÈions which aid Ín the

solution of these problems. Reducing experience to manageable bits,

these theories and ¡nodels function as systematic metaphors, as selected

representatÍons of aspects of a complex system for specific purposes.

Theories or models determine the manner Ín whích various problens and

phenomena are observed. Íhey determine the facts, giving order and form

to the ínflux of experience. A given system can lead to a variety of

models. No single model is adequate, for no fixed or partial picture

can completely describe the dynamic complexity of a whole system.3O

Models should be taken seriously for imparting useful insights into

aspects of a larger whole. But they are not actual descriptions of a

whole system.

Thus, thought is an instrument for grasplng and shapÍng a con-

ception of reality. ft is necessary to determine a degree of systematic

order of man's experÍential environment through the dichotomizíng con-

ceptualizatíon ínherent in thought. TtrÍs order provides consistency and

clarity' establÍshes sÍgnificance and contrast, and thereby enables an
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understancling of the empirÍcaIly gíven and provides a framework for

constructive action. By commitment to a given orderr total randomness

is avoided and the discipline conducive to creative rtork is provided.

Howeverr an established order re¡nains an artificial construction

with limiled validÍty. ft Ís a non-necessary assumptÍon of specific

thoughÈ processes which is clear and fruitful Ín certain do¡nains, but

not ín others. It has little meaning apart from the greater whole of

human experiences from whÍch ít is abstracted. No síngle systen of

logical thought nor the order generated by it has indefinÍte validity.

As man's experiences and insighÈs change and grow, so his logical order-

ing of them ¡nusL adjust.

RatÍona1, associaÈive thought functÍons upon a deeper level of

íntelligence or Ínsight. Insight Ís beyond dichotomatizing thought and

discursive language, beyond causal, temporal logical structures. When

rational thought reaches the borders of its real¡n of functioning, and is

quiet, Ínsight emerges. Unlike associative thought, insight is not

divisible or analyzable, but, is the denÍal of all such Èhought pro-

cesses. It is the removal of the confines anil limitations of formal,

rationaL thought, and allows access to the vaster whole of conscious

exper ience.3l

Thinking about an insight results in íts being unfolded ex-

plicitly in rational thought. The parÈicular explÍcit forn an Ínsight

takes Ís Ínfluenced by the context in ¡ùich it emerges. VarÍous forms

of logÍcal thought have been developed by man, based on fundamentally

differenÈ ideas. The logic founded on the principles of non-

contradiction and identity permeating the western world Ís onLy a single
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possibility. Other possibilities Ínclude logic founded on change,

radical pessimism, irrationalíty, dialectics or mystical pantheism. The

logÍcs of Buddhisn and oÈher eastern spiritual philosophies radically

differ from the logic faniliar to western nan.32 !,[odern physical theo-

ries are also int,roducing the possible necessity of radically new modes

of logical thought. All these possibilities are abstract systems of

thought based on Ínsights into a more encompassÍng experienÈial whole.

When a given systen of thought extols itself, Ímposing its

particular form onto the whole of conscious experience, iÈ is con-

strictíng. It then sees iÈself as being autonomous, a dÍsinteresÈed and

self-evident necessity, totally precÍse and perfect. Once an origÍnal

prenise, which may not necessarily be valÍd or founded in genuÍne in-

sight, is formed and takes hold, an elaborate system is built up by

seemÍngly logical deduction from the original premise. As any logÍcal

systen has been laboriously consÈructed, through a great deal of per-

sonal investment, those devoÈed to iÈ are reluctant, to question its

presuppositions. It then becones rigidly fixed and viewed as permanent.

ClaÍning to exhaust all possibilities, it is intolerant of other pos-

sible systems of thoughtr and new logical attitudes are met with hos-

tility, ignored or usurped. An intersubjectÍve, unambiguous agreenent

with that logical system is demanded. When a rule no longer has an

exception, Ít is not seen as a rule and becomes an unconscious habit.33

Absolutizing a system of thought in thÍs nanner results in deception,

distortíon and contradict,ion. When rational thought thus ignores that

it Ís presenting only one possible structuring of conscious experÍencer

any foundations Èhat it might have had in genuine Ínsight are lost.
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But no system of thought, is a law unto itself. It Ís relativei

at best an ordered abstraction of an insight into a vaster experíentÍal

whole. It is necessary to be aware of the thought process for what it

ís to avoid confusion and not to be trapped in fixed categories. Ra-

Èíonal thought can be used consÈructÍvely, but needs an awareness of its

Iinitations, and an orientaÈion to the deeper insight which is its

foundation.

l_.4 cosMoLocv

A gÍven system of thought imposes a parÈicular ordered structure

onto manrs environnent, thus defining an overall model of the universe.

The emergent cosmology reduces the universe to a manageable abstraction.

Specific patterns are delineated by which phenomena can be understood

and given meaning, so that the universe is sensible and predictable.

Understanding the cosmos and manrs place within it has been a long-tern

quest of nan.34 AII cosmological models of the unÍverse are constructed

of images creaÈed and chosen by manrs thought processes and experiences¡

which in turn are deter¡nÍned by cultural presuppositions. Although man

represents the universe to himself he remaÍns a part of the universe and

a creation of ít. Cosnology varíes, being dependent on the historical

and cultural nilieu in which it arises.35 A given cosnology causes nan

only to be familiar with the universe as selection, describing and

relatÍng abstractions from a greater realÍty.

Science contríbutes a great deal of precise, detailed knowledge
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of the structure of the universe¡ making the environment in which man

¡nust survive orderty and manageable. However science focuses its atten-

tion on the physical universe, solidifying the distinction between the

human mind and the ¡naterial world. Most western science reduces manrs

environment to a self-determinant system of efficient causes operating

in the naterial constituents of the unÍverse. ft generally seeks to

control the world mechanistically, usually ignoring the subjective

elements of mants environment.36

However, íf cosmology is to be meaningful and comprehensive' it

cannot be restricted to the interactions of physícaI phenomena. Gen-

uine, traditional cosmology considers both the quantÍÈative and qualita-

tive aspects of mants environment as vítal conponents to an under-

standing of manrs place in the cosmos.37

The con¡non error of any cosnology, wheÈher scientific or phil-o-

sophical, is to infer that sÍnce Èhe uníverse is cornprised of particular

constÍtuents iE is somethíng particular. By extrapolating general laws

from a single region of immediate experience to all other regions, it is

deternined what can and cannot exist in the universe. Causality' sPacer

tine, substance and other differential aspects of realÍty are forms Ín

which present experience is understood. As they establish order and

regularity, they beco¡ne the conditions for all sensible ex¡lerience. By

projectÍng these conditions as necessities of the entire universe' the

universe ís represented guantitatively and qualitatively as a closed

system. The universe, like any object' is thus li¡niÈed to a single

complexÍtyr a particular order of thingsr ând the potential for ex-

periencing a vaster whole is usurped.3S
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Man becomes so preoccupied with examining Èhe details of hÍs map

of the universe, he ¡nisses the who1e. The rules for interpreting and

interacting wiÈh the universe become so implicit that man becomes their

prisoner. Once man ident,ifies with an explanation, it is no longer

critically judged and contrary informaÈion does not make a connection

wÍth ¡nan's thought processes.39 A misunderstanding of cosmology that

disregards its inherent 1Ímitation as a particular explanation of uni-

versal phenomena, and applies that particular explanation to the whole,

results in contradiction and conflict. Such illegitimate dognatisn has

no place for the whole and inhibits creaÈivity and growth.

The universe is not easily understandable, and therefore not

simply representable by a single nodel. Universal order and ¡nan's

understanding of it are provisional, changing with developments in

science or other areas of human experience. A selectÍve representation

of the universe should not be taken for the enEire reality. For cos-

mology noÈ to elininate itself it needs an orientaÈíon beyond itself in

the vaster contexÈ of the whole. The universe is not merely a develop-

ment of man. Thus, if man is sensitive to universal forces, rather than

just his preconceived ideas of them, he can learn a great deal.40

Cosmology should be continually re-thought. ft is a lÍmited represen-

tation of the unÍverse and if iÈ is recognized as suchr and placed in

the context of a greater, unlinÍted whole, Ít will not become dogmatÍc.
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1.5 II{ODELS OF THE SET,F

Man also manufactures models of the self corresponding to his

prevailing worldview. Manrs conscÍousness is inforned by feelings,

thought,s and sensations defined by his cultural and historical context.

Reciprocally, a given curt,ural nilieu is influenced by manrs serf-
understanding.

Itlays of thinking about what the self Ís or oughÈ to be lead to

molding an Ímage of Èhe self, so that being becomes a function of know-

Iedge. The self is thus limited by what nan thÍnks is ¡rossible. For

man to ¡nake a model of the self is to allow his thoughts to create the

very reality of which they are supposed to be a model.4l

The dominant worldview teaches unquestioning conformity to the

existing inage of the self. lrlhat nan is for hi¡nself is what sÍgnificant

other members of society have come to see he should be, what they treat

him as being. Manrs appearance becomes what others see as normal.

Sanctioned social standards provÍde positive stÍmuli Èo certain forms of

behaviour and negat,ive injunctions inhibiting the exploration of new

modes of self-conception and social interaction.42 Sociat institutions

are incorporated into the model of the self, as man seeks identity with

something broader and more stable than himself in order to appease hÍs

sense of non-identity.43 Fear of the unknown and of self-deternination

cause man to desire the apparent solidity and unaninity of a convict,ion

community. Thus ¡nan denies his indivíduality and liberty in order to

lÍve in security. All subsequent behaviour confir¡níng the nodel of the

self is actually the operation of the ¡nodel itself, so that a model of
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Èhe self is self-maintaining. Different forms of social condiÈíoning

lead to different models of the seLf, creating divisions between in-

dividuals and groups which lead to conflict.44

Forced conformity to societyrs model of the self results in

man's alienation from his true self. When imporEant members of society

punish man for correct self-perception, because it does not correspond

to what has been established as socially acceptable, man comes to dis-

trust his own perceptÍons. Instincts are privatized and repressed as

defense mechanisns, ofÈen unconsciously, Such censored self-

understanding and self-deception does not eliminate the conflict between

nan's inherent self-nature and societyrs image of the self. Rather, the

conflicÈ surfaces in other, hÍdden ways. Inner turmoil, guilt and

anxiety plague man without his being fully conscious of the source of

these confIicts.45 Man Ís denied his potenÈia1 for self-determination

and self-critiquer ând the possibility of transcending the socÍaI con-

text and exploring new facets of self-understanding and awareness. WiÈh

no growth or sense of personal responsibility man's inner Life becomes

monotonous and meaningless.

Manrs self Ínage results in his seeing himself as distinct from

the external world and other indÍviduals. The dichotomizing Ínherent in

conceptualization results in the notion of a definiÈe, pernanent con-

scious entity, independenÈ of its environment and other conscious en-

tities.

Manrs consciousness is imprisoned in a personality structure

that habltualLy captures all of his awareness. The ego is manrs self-

centred perspective, the li¡nited and i¡npoverished Ínstrument he uses for
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tíving in the world in hÍs ordinary state of consciousness. Although

the ego Ís only an aspect of the self, man clÍngs to it' denying iÈs

relative character. The individual then becones a diviiled person. One

facet of consciousness splits from and regards the rest' resulting Ín

inner fragnenÈation. Even in having a thought of itself, the self must

distance itself from itself. A particular model of the self is only an

aspect of the self, and yet it ílçoses its lÍmíted' fixecl pattern onto

the whole seIf, confíning its developing nature. Other facets of con-

sciousness besides the donÍnant, waking consciousness, which is deter-

mined by societyrs model of the self, are denied, leading to inner

contradiction and conflict.46

As knowledge of the fragmentary and limited nature of his self-

image is painful, man suppresses awareness of thÍs ÈruEh. Fearing the

responsibility and unfamil-iarity of genuine self-exploration' nan pre-

fers to confÍne himself to his linited model of his self ."1 the il-

lusion of security it exudes. The self becomes inprisoned in its self-

image so that the nodel of the self becomes the self.47 The limitless

potential of the self, its creativity and Íntelligence, its originality,

spontaneity and freedon, is constricted, resulting in a crisis in the

individual and thus in society. Manrs problems lie in personality

itself, not in distortions of personality.

The self cannot be encompassed by any model. It is inportant to

distinguish consciousness from a contenE of conscÍousness' the self from

a npdel of the self. Any phenomenon is understood only in relation to

the whole. Manrs problems cannot be solved when the model and the self

are confused, but only when he is aware of the pervasiveness of models
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of the self and the limiting and distorting influence they exert on the

se1f.48 Once man realizes the meaningless and contradictory context of

all models of the se1f, they can be conÈrolled and eventually elimi-

nated, and the limitless potential of the self realized. By going

beyond the tyranny of the ego, by surrendering aII notíons of the self,

man can realize the deeper levels of consciousness, the inner spiritual

depths of the self, and live ín terms of possibilÍty and freedon. Then

man co¡nes to know the self in iÈs wholeness as potentially inclusive of

all things.49

1.6 REIJIGIOUS TRADITTONS

Relígious traditions interpret diverse areas of experience

according to the presuppositÍons of their cultural milÍeu. They are

concerned wÍth the whole of exÍstence. Religious traditions attempt to

provide access to the ultímate depths of reality and their central

symbols are models for the toEa1 nat,rix of 1ife.50 They address the

perennial problens of life to provide cosmÍc and self-understanding, and

to offer a way of life and world order. Àlthough rooted in individual

consciousness, the religious conununity is of vital importance to the

religious tradition, due to the transpersonal nature of man's spiritual

life. À religious tradition is unequivocally tied to its history, its

povrer being generated by the community of individuals, events and líter-

ature which comprise and transmit that tradition.5l À religious tra-

dition offers a cohesive structure through which man can find neaning Ín
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IIlE.

Moved by a profound experience of the depth dimensions of lífe,

man is notivated to express his undersÈanding of reality. A final

articulation of these insÍghÈs is found in mature religÍons. The ar-

ticulation is final in the sense that a better ex¡rression of this under-

standing of reality' in thÍs context, cannot be found. However, any

articulation must fall shorÈ of the insight whÍch inspired it, and the

insight falls short of the reality. Thus, any articulation of ultimate

truth is particular.

As all expressions of insights into reality are particularr

religious tradÍtÍons utilize symbols and myÈhs to convey their insights.

Models sysÈenatÍze the syrnbolic representations of aspects of manrs

relÍgious experience into cohesive structures which guíde understanding

and action in manrs religious tife. The value and power of symbols lie

Ín their ability to point beyond thenselves to the foundations of manrs

expressed insight. If an articulated understanding is defined too

precÍse1y or abstractly it becomes an idea empty of content. Symbols

nove beyond literal descriptions to the whole at the heart of manrs

relig ious experience. 52

Cultural presuppositÍons nold the symbols and nodels chosen to

express nanrs religious Ínsights. Interpretation enters alI ar-

ticulation and understanding of profound experience. Thusr there are

various relÍgious traditions, each with its own, uníque presentation of

ultimate truth, dependent on the worldview in which it arises.

A religious tradítíon must be flexible and dynamic¿ changÍng

with man's experience, to remain a living truth. An authentic tradÍtion
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must be continually recreated if it is not to become redundant and

meaningless. It must be tolerant of diverse experience and not attempt

to usurp all exístence and understanding under its particular presen-

tatíon of truth. By going behind the articulation and context of a

religious traditionr the ultimate e:çerience which lies at its heart can

be gleaned. A genuine religious tradition is concerned wÍth the whole-

ness of reality and with essential freedom.53 In its specific nanifes-

tation it Ís an aspect of and path to this whole. As its nanífest form

is particular, iÈ must point beyond its external expressíons to its

ground.

If a religíous tradition does not remain aytare of the wider

connectÍons in which it is grounded, aware of the limitatlons of its

npdel-s and articulations of its insights, it becomes estranged from its

grounds. It then misidentifies its parÈicular understaniling of reality

for the whole of reality and thus conceals the whole. Its symbols lose

their power and the religion is reduced to a set of articulated dogmas.

Blind insÈitutionalized belief replaces profound experience, and re-

ligÍon becomes but an aspect of hunan existence as opposed to Èhe cen-

tral natrix of all life.54

No anount of theorizing can tell man as much about reality as

direct apprehension. Therefore, a religious tradition must not only

deal with words, historical documents and systematic ¡nodels of neaning

and action, but with human experience. Each man must apprehend reality

for himself, must have his own self-authentÍcating moment of insight

into the whoLe to which a relígious tradition points. Man must be open'

ready to face ultimate Èruth where it reveals itself, to penetrate to
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the level where symbols are no longer necessaryr âDd to face the con-

sequences and responsibilities of this experienee.ss Man must look to

the whole for his ovrn critical judgemenÈ of truth.

L.7 SELECTIVE UNDERSTANDINGS OF REALTTY AND THE NON-SELECTIVE

REALITY

Only the non-selective whole of reality is absolutely real,

while all ¡nanrs selective understandings determine worlds that are

relatively real. Whatever particular model or articulation of an under-

standíng of reality is selected, it is always an inconpLete absÈraction

fron a vaster realíty. Irl?¡at man sees as reality and calls Èruth, is but

a shadow of greater truth. No matter how pervasive a selection is, it

ís necessarily less than the non-selective whole from which it is se-

lected.56

The distinction between selectivity and non-selectivity is not a

quantitatÍve one, so that additions to selectivity lead to the non-

selective whole of reality. Rather, it is the distinction of quantity'

with Èhe possÍbility of being stretched to Íts limits, and. the trul-y

infinite. Non-selectivity does not indicate a conglomerate, but the

whole. The tyro are not continuous' but two radically different nanners

of apprehending reality. SelectíviÈy and non-selectivity are not op-

positesr such as subject and object, whÍch can be regarded as complemen-

tary aspects of existence, or which can be added or integrated to form a

greater whole. The experience of the absolute is completely different
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from experience in the relative world. lilhen the límits of relativity

are reached, there ís a leap to the transcendent. A selectÍve world of

actuaL occurrences exists in consequence of not containing everything

that potentially exísts. The non-selective reality exísts in conse-

guence of beÍng the whole of exÍstetce.57

Man finds himself in a selectíve world. Às this world is cir-

cumscribed and only contains certain things, it can be constructively

structured. SelectivÍty is useful in providing the concentratÍon and

contrast necessary for the intelligent anil significant organization of

experience.5S Andr as aspects reflect the whole, of which Èhey are

parts, working with a selectÍviEy gives some íntimation of Èhe whoLe.

Co¡nmitment to a selective understanding enables fruitful action, pro-

vided there is awareness of its limited nature. ft is inportant to

value the relative world at its own worth, as far as it goes, but not

more' and not to misconstrue it, as havlng absolute value.59 SelectiviÈy

is useful, but limited.

The whole of reality cannot be captured in a model, but it does

allow the unfolding of various non-arbitrary configurations. None of

these configurations exhaust the whole, for each describes but an aspect

of reality. A given unfolded order, which ls valid for certain de-

limited areas of experience, nay not be adequate for new experience.60

Order and manrs understandÍng of it are ti¡ne bound, and all creative or

created interpretations of the world are provÍsional and relative. The

different arrareness and experiences of different indiviiluals and groups

result in different orders of exístential meaning. One order may be one

índividualrs or group's most appropriat,e vehicle to central truth' a
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different way be nþre appropriate to another. No one order can usurp

all the others, f.ot each is relative and incomplete. A given order is

not interesting in itself. It is inÈerestíng only as far as it reveals

the whole.

As all selective understandings of reality are partíal, it is

vital not to be trapped wholly withín a single convíctÍon systen. If a

selecÈive understanding is seen to establísh the absolute boundarÍes of

the real and possible, then it becone destructive. When the partlal

extols it,self' believing it has captured the wholer an idolatrous con-

fusion of the part and the whole, È,he symbol and the reality, occurs.

Through illegitÍmate dognat,ísn a pareial order becones a reality of its

own, with little connecÈion with actual reality. Man becomes trapped in

this partial image of reality, caught in the detailsr and nisses realíty

as a whole. The idenLification with a created order beco¡nes impliclt,

so that. all experience noE agreeing wiÈh it is rejected. In losing

sight of the role of his nodel, man becomes its prisoner, limíting

realíty and thus causing contradiction and crÍsis.61

Manrs problems cannot be solved when he confuses his selective

models with the whole of realÍty.62 To be released fro¡n the prison of a

limited model of reality man must first become aïrare that Èhe nodel

exÍsts and then realize that the model represents only a selective

aspect of realÍty. Man must be conscious and critical of Èhe role of

models. He must adnit his cultural condítioníng, and yet recognize that

his presu¡rpositions can be analyzed and d.iscussed. I{orking reflectively

and wíth discrimination in a selective vlewpoint enables man to discern

Íts inherent linitations and relativize that perspective.
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Once man is conscíous of the role of his selective viewf¡olnt, he

can nanipulate it and can interfere with its stabilizing forces. Ques-

tioning and pointÍng to things problernatic opens man to new under-

standings. In abrogating the constraÍnts of his ordinary selective

awareness, man is unsettled and stÍmulated. By being recePtive to the

viewpoints of others, and accepting diverse experience, new insighÈ can

be attained. There is risk in forsaking the old for the new, and fear

of the unknown often acts as an obstacle to expanded experience. Ilost-

ever, the boundaries of Èhe possible are continually being challenged.63

Man does not attain full aerareness of most challenges, because his

habitual experÍence patterns suppress them. Nevertheless' some succeed

in forcing themselves into nanrs consciousnessr resulting in a shift in

his idea of what is real. AII is possibl-e if man ís open' allowing the

whole to reveal itself.

Growth expansion and creativity keep nan alive. As new neanings

and new ways of looking at problems emerger Ít is vital to continually

reorganize experience in new and creative ways. Emptying hi¡nseIf of all

selective viewpoints enables man to give free play to his spiritual core

of infinite pot,ential. In the depths of man's consciousness there is

something which touches and is iilentical to the whole of reality. At

this point identity and dichotorny dÍssolve. All merges in undivided

wholeness. All are mutually enfolded aspects of the whole' wÍth each

aspecL reflecting the whole.

Selectivity must be understood in the context of the non-

selective whole. By understanding the nature of selectÍvÍty' ít can be

pushed to its limits and transcended. Selective viewpoints should be
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utilized consciously, crltically and responsibly, and with an awareness

of the relation to the whole. Any aspect is Ínteresting only as far as

it reveals the whole, and can be judged only Ín relation to the whole.

Onty the non-selective whole of reality can be accepted as absolutely

real.64

Each selective understanding implies the non-selective whole of

reaLity by its very nature as selection. All relativity establishes an

absolute to which alL relates. Thus, any effort to absolutize a selec-

tive viewpoÍnt is rendered ínadequate¡ contradicÈory and destructive.

Ilowever, wíthout the non-selectÍve whole of reality all recognition and

explanation of the limitations of selectivit,y are meaningless. To

attaÍn the infiniter it is not enough to push to the boundaries of

selectivity. The pull of the non-selective whole is necessary. The

transition from selective understanding to the non-selective whole is

no! continuous' but a leap ínto a wholly different awareness.65
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2. TÍ,LT'I{II|ATIONS OF ÎEIS FRÀI'IE BY TTIO PEILOSOPEICAL RELIGTOUS

SYSrBüS

To illuninate Èhe subtleties of the dlstincÈion between selec-

tive understandings of reality andl the non-selectíve realiÈy, a dis-

cussion of two very concise and coherent philosophical religÍous systems

is provided; that is Migãrjuna's account of Mãdhyamika Buddhis¡n and

Éairkarars interpretation of Advaita Vedãnta.

Not only do Nãgãrjuna and éañkara disclose the limÍted nature of

all relative knowledge, as opposed to ineffable, ínfinite absolute

knowtedge, they also offer a conprehensive means for breaking free of

the confines of limÍtation to attain absolute knowledge. Since they

provide a means, a spiritual path, for liberating man from the bondage

and suffering that results from attachnent to the ideas and objects of

thought, which arise in ignorance¡ Nãgãrjuna and dañkara are fundamen-

tally religious. They provide a spiritual discíp1ine that purifies the

mind of conceptualization and false belief so that eternal knowledge and

Iiberation can arise unfettered, thus establishíng ultímate meaning.

I call the relÍgious systems of Nãgãrjuna and lañkara philo-

sophical because of the sysÈenaticr analytical and abstract nature of

their presentations. Nägãrjuna ana 6aírfara dístinctly state that reI-

ative knowledge, which is rooted in ígnorance, obscures absolute know-

ledge¡ and they methodically negate aII relative knowledge as dependent

and limitedr and therefore unreal, so that true knowledge can be dis-
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covered. This phit-osophical orientatÍon is appealing and comprehensible

to modern western thought, which is dominated by scíence and rat,ional

analysis.

2.I UÃOgve¡rrxe BUDDHTSM - NAGARJT]NA

Mãdhyamika Buddhism, as elaborated by Nãgãrjunar66 is concerned

wíth the conditions which govern the transcendental intuÍtion of abso-

lute truth, and seeks to distinguish absolute truth from conventional

truth. An analysis of the fundamental factors of existence and the

dichotomizing conceptualization of conventional knowledge reveals them

to be empty of real existence and truth. They are merely illusory

fabrications which obscure and distort, the absolutely real. Through a

rigorous negative dialectic Nãgãrjuna reveals them as such and removes

these imposítions on reality, thus freeing man for the transcendental

intuition of absolute truth. Nãgãrjuna avoids the extremes of dogmatism

and meaningless níhilism, presenting only a means to remove ignorance

and allow the unfettered rising of true knowledge' which is absolute

freedom.
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2.1.1 Conventional and Absolute Truth

Nãgãrjuna nakes a radical dístincÈion between conventional and

absolute truth. Conventional knowledge (sainvfti) perceives the con-

ditioned world of nanrs everyday experiencesr which is only relative and

apparenÈ, and not truly real, IL discerns reality with the particular

viewpoints of dichotomitizÍng conceptualizatíon, thereby restricting and

falsifying reality. Absolute t,ruth (paramãrtha) is reality free of alL

condÍtions and li¡nitatíons. It is ultimately real.67

Penetration into the phenomenologÍcal world perceived by con-

ventional knowledge reveals that it, exists and is conceived only through

dependent relatíons. Dharmas are the fundamental factor" 
"orr"rrÈuting

all existence as it appears to the discriminating ¡nind. The world is

composed of an endless series of simple, monentary ultlrnates, whích, in

cornbination, are exhaustive of the epistenological components of the

description of all phenomena.6S However, dharmas derive their nature

only through conditioned co-production. Each is a reciprocal re-

latlonship with all other facÈors of existence, with its nature beíng

the result of the co-operation of aL1 conditioned factors. But what

arises in dependence lacks self-nature and does not arise in truth. Àny

reLative and functionally dependent thÍng can exist and be conceived

only through and in its relationships. By itsel-f it is nothing. Thusr

the mutually contÍngenÈ dharmas lack self-sufficient independenÈ re-

a1ity. They are enpty (éünva) and ultinately unrea1.69

The entirety of phenomenological existence is an everchangÍng

successíon of dharmas. Every thought, sensation and volitÍon, every
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human being and object - all experience is a collection of dharmas.

Things take on different forms due Èo the varying nature of the group-

ings of the dharmas. As contingent dharmas are not real in themselves,

all compound Èhings derived from then are also unreal.7o All thÍngs

lack ontic self-existence - all are empty and unreal. Thusr Èhe world

of ordinary experience discerned through conventional knowledge is

relative and apparent, and empty of reality.

Ilowever ' ignorance (avidyã) of the dependent and unsubstantial

nature of all ex¡leriential phenomena impuÈes erroneous self-existence

onto things. Ignorance arises from the non-apprehension of real truth.

By attrÍbuÈing ÍnÈrinsic value to appearance' ignorance results in

attachmenÈ to objects and ideas as if they were genuinely real. Ig-

norance leads to dichotomatízing conceptualization with the manifold of

named things as its objects,Tl The Èhought, constructions of con-

ventional knowledge seize onto falsely discriminated entities as if Èhey

were absolutely existÍng, and thus sees reality in terms of identity and

dÍstinction. The illusory impuÈation of self-exÍstence onto what Ís

essentially contingent and empty of real existence results in an invalid

view of the world.72

In a radical distinction from conventional truth, absolute truth

is not conditíoned or relative. The absolute is free of the possibility

of f.imitation or change, identity or distlnction. It is absolutel.y

isolated having nothíng as Íts conditÍon, not even lts own nature

(svabhãva).73 If the absolute were to have self-nature, Ít would be

implied that the absolute regards itselfr thus dlviding itself from

Ítself. As the absolute is beyond all dichotomy, it is also empty of
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self-nature. It is unperverted by the limitations of díchotomatizing

conceptualization and poínts of view¡ and devoid of all prediction.

Ultimate truth is Ehe absolutely real conpared to which all dharmas of

conventional knowJ.edge are relative. Absolute trulh is true knowledge

of the way Èhings are in truth. It is the thus-ness of Èhings

(tathatã).74

Thus, Nãgãrjuna distinguishes two truths - the absoluÈe1y true

and the apparently or conventionally true. The absolute víewed through

ignorance and iÈs resultant relative concepEualizations is the phe-

nomenal world. The pheno¡nenal world empÈy of these limÍÈations is

reality as it is absolutely.75

These two truths are irreconcilable and must not, be confused or

overlapped. However, they do not indicate tvro separate spheres or sets

of objects. The absolute is the sole reality, the only truth' the

reality of the apparent. It is not another thing besÍdes the world, but

the world without distortion. Nor do these truÈhs differ in degree.

ConvenÈional truth is not a partial truth requiring addition to be made

whole. Absolute truth is not simply one kind of knowledge amongsÈ

others, but is of a different nature. The difference between absolute

truth and conventional truth ís not ontologícal nor quantitativer but

epistenological. Reality puts on different forns due to the ¡nanner of

manrs apprehensÍon.76

The

ality' and

false from

tno truths are different reflectlve statements about re-

both have their place. ConventÍona1 truth, although totally

the absolute standpoint, is valid for ever

but.-unk¡lqtlÍg
OF MANITÖBÂ

AIItn¿nrÉ$

solute Èruth is not false from the relative standpoi
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those ignorant of the true nature of reality and entrapped Ín phenomenal

existence.TT From the ordinary viewpoint the absolute is nothing, since

no category of thoughÈ is adequate to iÈ. The absolute is not affected

by the distinction between absolute and conventional truth. Once aware

of absolute truth the distinction is unnecessary, and from the absolute

standpoínt the distinction is non-exÍstent.78

Conventional knowledge conceals the real nature of reality and

makes it appear other than Ít is in truth. fgnorance of the contingent

and thus empty nature of all phenomena results in the imposition of

illusory fabrications onto reality as actually real. Absolute truth is

obscured and distorted by the dichotomatizing conceptualization re-
sulting from this ignorance. Conceptual thought leads to the afflic-
tions (kreéas) of posssessive desire (rãqa) for and aversion (devega)

fron apparently existing objects and ideasr âDd of the íllusion that

everyday things are ontological entities (moha). The combinatíon of

these afflictions binds man to apparent conventional existence. AlI

ideas are but false constructions, and to entertain concepts, believing

they are real, ís a habit ensuríng bondage. Attributing permanent

exÍstence to appearance leads to endless cycles of sufferÍng.79

Absolute truth is attained only through the removal of false

constructions of conventional- knowledge which obscure it. The dis-

tinction of absolute from conventional knowledge reveals the true nature

of dhar¡nas as contingent and unsubstantial, and thus empty of true

existence. Ignorance of this emptiness results in the exístence of the

world of ordinary experÍence and attachment to it as truly existent.

With the removal of Ígnorance, the apparent existence of the phenomenal
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$rorld dissolves and nothing is left of the false views of conventional

know1edge.S0 Critical reflection on the nature of conventional ex-

períence and knowledge leads to consciousness of the illusory appearance

engendered by ignorance and its eventual negation as a distortion and

obstructÍon of true knowledge.

2.L.2 The tive Dia

N-agãrjuna employs a negative dialectic to void the mind of all

conceptual determinations erroneously ascribed to the real. This subtle

and consistent critical analysis dissolves all superimposition and

hindrance to the real, so that true absolute knowledge can arise.

Absolute truth is not produced, but discovered through the refutation

and removal of all false víews.8I IÈ is not the attainment of absolute

knowledger which Ís eternally existent, but the removal of obstructing

ignorance.

Nãgãrjunars negative dialectic is the crit,ique of all phílosophy

as inherently leading to dogmatism, conflict and contradiction as it is

attached to ideas and dharmas as self-existent entiÈies and insísts on

the absolute truth of relative conceptions of the real. It exposes the

unacceptable logical consequences of all vievçoints. Reflective aware-

ness of the true nature of categoríes of thought reveals them to be

limited, applying only to the phenomenal and not to the rea1.82

Dogmatic philosophy is a mÍsunderstanding of the transcendent in

terms of the empirical. IÈ illegitimately extends logic¿183 categories
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to the unconditioned, while they are only valid in conditíoned exÍs-

tence. Disregarding íts linitations, it has the pretension of being the

only complete picture of reality. As there are many philosophical

viewpoints, each a limited constructíon of conventional knowledge' an

intermÍnable conflict between varying views arises when each attenpts to

establish itself as an absolute norm. Generally, when a particular view

is refuted, ít is through opposition to another viewr which is then

grasped as true and as the logícal progression from the previous view.

Lacking critical awareness of the inherent limitations of all víewpoints

of conventional knowledge, Iogical enquiry becomes an endless task,

never attaÍning ultinate truth.84

Nãgãrjuna's negative dialectic exposes the false pretensions of

all logical systems by subjecting each to a penetrating analysis and

critique. By drawing out its imptications according to its own logicr

principles and procedures, every view ís reduced to absurdity and re-

jected ruthlessly as inherently ambiguous and contradictory' and there-

fore untenable. A given thesis is pursued only until the holder of that

thesis is convinced it Ís illogical. Every thesis is self-convicted in

this nanner strictly for the benefit of the thesis holder, with no

antíthesis being posíted. It is an absolute negation of each and every

thesis which does not result in an affirmation of its opposite. A

partial phílosophical proposition is rejectedr Dot so that it can be

replaced, but to eliminate all such false assertions.S5 The poínt Ís to

disclose the conflict and confusion ín logic.
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2.L.3 The Use of the Catuskoti

Nãgârjuna demonst,rates the conflict inherent in all logic and

viewpoints by a method of argumentation that denrolÍshes all assertions

on any matter, the four cornered Buddhist argument or catuskoti:

non-A

both A and non-A neither A nor non-A

The tetralenrna is exhaustive of all possible arguments, and each al-

ternative is accepted hypothetically and then rejected. Each of Èhe

first two alternatives, A and non-A' that is that the phenomena or idea

presented exÍsts or has being or, in the second alternative, does not

exist or have being, must be intelligible in itself, wÍthout reference

to its opposite. But every conceptual position poínts to íts counter

position, with each posÍtive assertion beÍng correlated with its ne-

gation. As the fÍrst Èwo alternatives are mutually dependent, neither

stands on it,s own as a plausible argument and thus each ís rejecÈed.

Nothing can meeÈ the demands of self-existence, as there is no element

of existence which does not arÍse dependently. Therefore, nothing is

non-self-existent. Both are false dogmatic posÍÈions. The third al-

ternative combines the first two alternatives, both A and non-Ar rê-

sulting in a contradíction and thus must also be rejected as an invalid

A
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argumenÈ. The fourth alternative, neither A nor non-A, is not under-

standable and nust be thrown out as well. As the third and fourth

alternatives depend upon the first and second, throwing out the first

two arternatÍves rogically reads to rejecting the last two

aLternatives.86

Through relaÈing each of the four possible alternatives of the

catu:-koLi to each philosophical concept, Nãgãrjuna denonstrates the

inapplicability of any concept to the real. As all dharmas and ideas

are etçty of own being, the constructions of these four positions cannot

apply to then and must be rejected.

Nãgãrjuna rigorously examines the various concepts ordinarily

utilized to establish experience on a coherent and acceptable basÍs, by

an application of the four argu¡nents of the catuskoti to dísclose a1l

such ordering as unintelligible. For exanple, the concept of productíon

is revealed to be contradictory and irrational. Entities of any kind

cannot originate by themselves, nor by others, nor by the co-operatíon

of themselves and others, nor without any cause. spontaneous

origination is not an acceptable Ídea, and if a thÍng already exists ít

cannot originate again by itself. The origÍnation of a thing by others

assumes the orÍgin of a thing al-ready exisÈíng. The origination of a

thing fron both iÈself and by others is contradictory. OrÍgination

wíÈhout any cause is not an intelligible concept as entitÍes would be

coming into being at all times without any basis.87

rNothÍng exisÈent is brought forth, because iÈ is Ín
existence¡ nothing non-existent is brought forth
because it is noÈ in existencei nor anything both
existent and non-existentr because no thing has ¡nu-
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tually cont,radictory attributes So, as no effect
is produced, there is in conseguence no cause."88

rf an effecÈ is totally different from its cause, no relation can exÍst

between the two - they would both exist independently. If an effect is
equal to its causer there would be no difference between the two - they

would be ídentical. Both cases demonstrate the irratíonal nature of any

attempt to explain causality through the assunption of self-existent
entitÍes.89

Nãgãrjuna applies similar and exhaustive arguments to any pro-

posed philosophical concept. rn this manner time, motion, perception,

maÈerial objects, the agent and his acts, character and its charac-

teristíc, the self and so on are all shown to lack Índependent self-
existence and therefore reality.90 Even Buddhist doctrines are sub-

jected to Nãgarjuna's penetrating critique. None of the four positions

of the catuçko!Í can be logicarry appried to the four nobre truths, to

nirvãlta¡ to the Buddha and so on, demonstrating that all these BuddhÍst

concepts are empty of genuine self-existence. None of the four posÍ-

tions are vatid. Each is merely a conceptual construction whÍch is
dÍsclosed to be contradictory and unintelligible under rigorous crí-
tiqus.9I

The categoríes of thought that provide the seemÍng realíty of
objects of conventional truth are found to be ideas without ultimate
significance. AIt conventional knowledge depends on differentiation.
ExistÍng only through contrast, mutually dependent ideas have no ín-
trinsic meaning nor value. Nãgãrjunars critÍcal dialectÍc uncovers the

true nature of philosophical knowledge and factors of existence as being

empty of independenÈ self-existence and, therefore, reality. No con-
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ceptual account of the world can be given, as all- such accounts pre-

suppose self-sufficient existence. Thus, the negative dialectic shat-

ters all attempts to provide an intelligible account of the world. Its

rigorous critique of aII views as contradictory and enpty of real truth

demonstrates the inadeguacy of aIL ratÍonal though¡.92

The negative dialectic was anticipated by the Buddhars silence

to certain tlpes of questÍons. These came to be called the fourteen

unresolved questions or inexpressibles and are as follows:

"Whether a tathãgata exists, does not exist, both
exist,s and does not exist or neither exists nor does
not exist; whether the world (of lÍving beings loka)
is fÍníte, infÍnite, both fínite and Ínfinite, or
neither finite nor infinite¡ and whether the world (of
living beings) is eternal, not eternal, both eternal
and not eternal, or neither eternal nor not eternal.
In addition the relationship beÈween a vital
prínciple (jïva rsoulr) and the body which ís en-
visaged under only two headings t viz. whether they are
differenÈ or not different.n93

The Buddha refused to respond to any of these moot points when ques-

tioned about them, as any ansv¡er would be inadequate.

As they try to explain delusive appearances in terms of delusive

appearances, all concepts are pretentious by nature. That which is not

what it pretends to be is unreal. Thusr all that is negated through

Nãgãrjunars dialectic is unreaI.94 The success of this dialectic is

measured by the lessenÍng of the cluster of ideas blockÍng clarity of

mind and genuine grasping of the way thíngs are in truth. ft results in

a progressíon from appearance to reality.9S
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2.L.4 PosÍtive Apprehens Íon of Àbsolute Truth

Nãgãrjuna's negative diarectic is not simpry a dest,ructive

process, but is used together with nedítatÍon to prepare the ground for

true ínsight. The negatíve dialectlc deconceptualizes the Íntellect,
removing all hindrances to Èhe positive apprehension of absolute

truth96. However, it is not enough to be Íntellectually convÍnced of

the enpLiness of all dharmas and conceptual constructs. Emptiness is
meanÍngfuI only with a defínite spiritual attiÈude. Meditation dÍs-

closes its profundity and engenders an inunediate etçerience of absolute

t'ruth. As the intuÍtion of genuíne knowledge grows through spirituat
díscipline, the freedo¡n from attachmenÈ to limited knowledge also ad-

vances.

The criticar dialectic frees the mind of farse con-

ceptualizations so that true knowledge may arise. By pursuing concepts

to theÍr logical conclusion, Nãgãrjuna's critical examinatÍon leads to a

reflective awareness of the lÍmited nature of att conceptual construc-

tion. It thus voids the mind of the obscurÍng determinations of asser-

tive verbal statements and discoursive thoughtr and their objects,

thereby dÍssolvÍng attachment to the false appearance of the phenomenal

world. Freedo¡n from afflictions and sufferÍng arises fron the annihi-
lation of bondage to these ernpty determinatlons. Through selfless

renunciation' rejecting all supports and excluding alL that could dis-
tract or ínpede, the mind becomes calm and translucent. Clearing the

mÍnd to such a state of purity and even-mindedness opens it to ever-
present absolute knowledge. Thus, the dialectic is noÈ an endless,
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desÈructive process. Once linltation is renoved from Iinited truth,
true and lmmediate íntuition (prajñã) of genuine truth arises.97

AbsoluÈe truth is noÈ produced nor acquired, but is known by

being uncovered, which the refutatíon of all viewpoÍnts accomplishes.

when ignorance (avidvã) is negaÈed, only what ls real, true knowLedge,

remains. This process does not constitute an ontological changer but is

a change Ín apprehension, a change in the manner of knowÍng.9g

Prajñã is super-rationar, non-rerativer perfect wisdom, the

Pure' inunediate intuiÈion of eternal and invariabLe absolute truth. fÈ

is freedom frorn Ígnorance and suffering, and from all lÍmitations.

Perfect gnosis is empty of idenÈiÈy and difference, beyond the distinc-
tÍons between subject and object, affirmatÍon and denÍal, existence and

non-existence, and conditíoned and unconditioned reality. When the

object of the mind is negated, there is nothing to which knowledge

refers. Thus, true knowledge is contentress and independent. Ab-

soLutely isoraled, it is devoíd of any relation and specific
characteristÍcs or marks. with no properties to recognize it byr âb-

solute knowledge is ineffabLe and inconceÍvable.99

Absolute truth is a posÍtive apprehensÍon. rt is infÍnite
knowledge of the way reality is truly, the discovery of true such-ness

(tathatã). However, Nãgãrjuna does noÈ posit a substantial absolute

essence as the unconditional eternal source of all phenomena. He ls
positing an absorute truthr not a thÍng. Absorute knowredge is a

positive apprehension, yet nothing can be said about Ít which will not

become an object to which to cling. Thus, absorute knowledge is ul-
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tinately inexpressibler incomprehensíble and unteachable.

response from the highest level of insight is silence. Butr

tiness of absolute truth Ís the ultimate fullness 6¡ ¿11.100

The only

this emp-

2.L.5 The LÍmiÈed Usefulness Conventional Knowledoe

Nãgãrjuna is aware of the problen of using language, which is

based on dichotonous conceptual structures, as a means to release man

from deceptive conventional knowledge. Absolute truth cannot be reached

by words.101 Nãgãrjunars critical analysis demonstrates the limitations

of words. As they lack Índependent exisÈence, all language construc-

tions are ultimately enpÈy. Thus words apply only to conventional truth

and not to knowledge of the real as lt is tru1y.

NeverÈheless, Ymrds are necessary to indicate and teach higher

truth to those aÈtached to conventional truth. The empÈiness of all
existence cannot be genuineLy conveyed through words, yet words are used

Èo give some idea of ultimate knowledge. Nãgãrjuna utilizes words in a

secondary sense. They are not, intrÍnsically neaningfur, but they are

pragmatic and tenable guides to surpassing understanding or atrareness

(prajñapti). The part,icuLar linguistic mode manifested by Nãgãrjuna in

a particular situatÍon is appropriaÈe to the level of understanding of
Èhe indÍvidual beÍng instructed. Nãgãrjuna utilizes language only as a

provisional, practÍcal tooL and is anare of its inherent linitations.l02

Ultimately he dÍscards all words as inadequate.

Nãgãrjuna ís aware of the dÍfficulty the Mãdhyamika systen

presents to ordinary understanding. The doctrine of emptiness ís easily
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misconstrued as it is so radically different from conventional concepts.

The sheer t,ranscendence of absolute truth does violence to ordinary

thought processes.l03

Nãgãrjuna does not deny the utÍlity of Logical constructs in the

realn of ordinary e:çerience. Conventional formalÍzaÈions can provide

much consistent and clear practical knowledge. Bewilderment ís not

necessarily conducive to understanding¡ while what ís familiar can often

be quite efficacious. Conventional knowledge is not destructive Ín

itself. Ratherr it is the dogmatic insistence on the absolute truth of

a partÍcular and liníted conception of the real, as opposed to seeking

knowledge of the real as it is truly, that results in sel-f-deceptÍon and

sufferÍng. Nägarjuna distinguishes between concepts defÍned as self-
subsisting entities in thernselves and thus leading to delusíon, and

those used ín a practÍca1 sense, but, understood as being relatÍve and

enPÈY.104

The negative dialectic Ís employed as a neans to disclose the

limítations and emptiness of all language and conceptualization and thus

disentangle the nind from its attachment to then. Through a crÍtical
examÍnation' thought Processes are penetrated to the point where lan-
guage becomes paradoxical and logic turns against Ítself, and then can

be transcended.

The negation of all viewpoinÈs takes into account the various

dlspositions of those to be guided and offers refutatÍons accordingly.

For ÍnÍtiaÈes on the path to true knowledge, the principles of formal

logÍc are retained and popular notions are employed to confute popular

theses. For those more advanced, contradictions are used to break

attachnents to habitual thought patterns. Eventually even paradoxes are
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left behind on the road to true atrareness.I0s

The alternatives of the BuddhisÈ four cornered argument

(¡þtuSg}i) are valuable in accomnodating aspirants of varÍous insights

and progressively indicating sonethÍng of the nature of u1tímate t,ruth.

The denÍal of being counteracts the commitment of the ignorant to the

factors of the phenomenaL world as existent entities. For those who

becone attached to denial as self-existent, non-beíng is also negated.

The final two arguments are more subtle and are designed for those who

possess a faint understandÍng of enpt,íness. None of the four arguments

have íntrinsic power¡ rror are valid from the standpoint of true know-

Iedge.106 Fínally¡ the entire process.of the catugkoli is negated.

Buddhism provides a path in terms of conventional knowledge to

guide the ignorant to genuine knowledge. Based on the insights of those

who have attaíned true knowledge for themselves, its teachings have an

established authority. The various Buddhist doctrines are useful anti-

dotes to suffering when applÍed in a nanner suitable to the specifíc

diseases of different indivi¿u¡1s.107 For instance, the Buddha, the

perfected being (tathãgata) ' is the personalized aspect of enptiness in

Madhyanika Buddhisn and functions as a mediator between absoluÈe and

conventional truth. As absolute truth personified, the Buddha becomes

an object of devotion and mediÈation. IIe appears out of infínite com-

passion (karuga) for the salvation of all. As enptiness, Ehe Buddha Ís

in the realm of absolute knowledge. While possessed of compassion he is

ín the real¡n of convenÈional knowledge. Partially ín the conditioned

and partially in the unconditÍoned, the Buddha can apprehend absolute

truth and reveal it to those ignorant of it. The Buddha discloses truth
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only from the relative perspectíve, and he is only a concession to

ígnorance.l08 Similarlyr all Buddhist doctrines are useful in the world

of conventional thought. Howeverr they have no ultimate truth and nust

finally be negated as empty. "No doctrine about anything at arl has

been taught, by Buddha at anytime.nI09

Nãgãrjuna also accepts the pragmatic distinction between con-

ventional and absolute truth for the convenience of instruction.ll0 The

two truths are different manners of knowing. Conventional knowledge,

although false from the poÍnt of genuine truth, is valid and useful Ín

the realm of ordinary existence dominated by ignorance. Absolute truth

is not false from the relative perspective, but unknown, as no ordÍnary

category of thought is adequate to it. Conventional knowledge is useful

to dispel attachment to entities and ideas as self-exÍstent and to

discuss the limited vaÌue of all conventíonal thought processes, and so

indicate something of true knowledge. Absolute truth is not affected by

the distinction, and once true knowledge Ís attained the distinction

becomes non-existent. There is only one truth, the way things are

truly. Absolute knowledge is empty of all duality and therefore of any

distinction between the conditioned and uncondi¡ion"¿.111 Thus, uI-

timately the distínction between the two truths must be negated.

The language of negation and emptiness is used to províde some

idea of absolute knowledge. It is not possible to state what truth is

without the assertion becoming an object of attachment, and thus truth

is not positively described. However, what is not truth can be stated.

Nagarjuna denies a series of atÈributes to absolute truth, without

bestowing it wÍth any contrary attribuÈes. To indicate absolute truth,
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which cannot be reached by words, it Ís díscussed as emptiness. Enp-

tiness ís not an attribute or víewpoinÈ, but a symbol indicating the

exhaustÍon of all words and viewpoints. One for whom emptíness becomes

a theory is incurable. Thus, Nägãrjuna declares the emptiness of emp-

tíness. Even emptiness and negation are without genuine reality and

must be 6s¡is¿.112

Negation itself ís only a means and lacks an affirmative basis.

It is a technÍque to break down aII theories and respresenÈations of

t,rue knowledge. But Nãgãrjuna ultinatel-y denies his own denial. As

nothing can be said that does not become an object to cling to, say

nothing.Il3 only silence expresses ultimate truth. However, where this

silence is not understood, Nãgãrjuna uses the above techniques.Il4

2.I.6 Avoidinq the Extremes o f Doqmatism and Nihilisn

Nãgãrjuna does not present a nihilisn leading to mere naught.

He claims níhilists are naÍve realists who do not truly understand the

lack of self-exisÈence in things due to their dependent origin. He

denies calling the negation of being the affirmatíon of non-being.

Voidne,ss as ontic existence is destructive, and Èhe dogma of non-

existence is refuted equally with the dogma that things are in being.

Negation is not the goalr nor is emptiness an attribute for the in-

expressible absolute truth. Negation is a rneans and emptíness is a

symbolic pointer to true knowledge, but ultimately boÈh must be denied.

NegatÍon removes the constrictions which dichotomizÍng conceptualization
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and discourse place on the real, includÍng the statement claÍning the

emptÍness of all. But the end of all conceptual constructs Ís not the

end of meaning. Ttre refusal Èo defÍne absolute truth is not its deníal.

The denial of absolute being to the world does not reduce it to
nothing'lr5 once alr timitations are removed, the way things are in

truth' the so-ness or thus-ness (tathatã), is discoveredr ând this is a

pos itive apprehension.

correctry understood Nãgãrjuna is not dogmatic. To take any

conceptual position results in dogmatic doctrinal extremes. EmptÍness

is the avoidance of essentiat differentations, and repudÍates both

existence and non-existence as dogmaÈÍc. Nihilism and realisn are two

extremes derived from discursive thoughÈ, and as both are equally devoid

of rearÍty, both are eschewed. Nãgãrjuna voids and transcends the

dualisn and extremisn of aII positions and ontÍc systems. His is the

middte position, which is no position.rl6 He does not posit his o¡rn

view, but provides the means to realize the emptÍness of all views and

represenÈations of reality. Nãgãrjuna presents his self-conscious

critique of all dogma as a destructive technÍque, without providing

opposing construction.

2.L.7 Spiritual Freedom

Nâgãrjunars emptiness is neaningful only with its definite

spirÍtual orientatíon. Taking things as real results in hypostatizing

thought with naned things as it,s objects. The resulting afflíctions of
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aversíon, desire and illusory belief in ontological entitles cause

endless cycles of suffering. Nãgärjuna provides a spirítual discipline

whÍch seeks an end to suffering by purifying the nind of all attachnent,

defilements and hÍnderances. The fgnorance leading to the false im-

position of existence onÈo what does not truly exist is removed by

cleansing the mÍnd of conceptualization of the real. Once freed of
false belief and conceptualization, all attachnent and therefore suf-
fering cease. fn a Èotal renunciatíon of the self, and all ideas and

objects of thought, of all that could díst,urb, a spiritual regeneration

occurs.ll7 with clear vision, absolute truth is experienced. rÈ is a

way of riberation through the Èrue knowredge of the neaning of emp-

tiness. The turnoÍl of lífe ceases, bringing peace, blÍss and perfect

purity. Enptiness is nirvã?a, spirituar freedom, the enpty rerat,ion of
aII in total ¡¡sg¿6¡.118

All that has been said of emptiness is true of nirvãqa. NirvãBa

is release only if Ít does not become an object to be grasped. NirvãrJa

cannot be attained if iÈ is desired. OnIy the rejection of the last
fragnent of attachment allows nirvã?a to arise. Nirvãqa Ís that which

can neiÈher be made extinct nor realÍzed through action. NÍrvã?a cannoÈ

be saÍd to be something to atÈain wiÈhout resultÍng in a false dis-
tinction between nirvã{ra and who attains Ít. Thusr nÍrvãIra never ceases

or comes Èo be, nor is it ever-lasting. Ultimately there is no trans-

formaÈion, neither the attaÍnment nor non-attaÍnment of absolute truth,
nor anything or anyone to be perfected, for all being and becomÍng are

negated.ll9
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2.2 ADvArrA vEDÃNTA - éñxenn

éañfara's presentation of Advaita vedãntal2o ¡ss¿s prinarily on

the tenet that brahman, ultimaEe reality' is the innernost self (ãtnan),

pure, homogenous consciousness. As brahman, unconditioned absolute

reality, alone is real, all characterÍstics of phenomenal existence are

illusory impositions onto Þrah4êg. Ignorance of the true naÈure of

absolute reality results in the appearance of the nanifold world and

atÈachment to ít as genuinely existing. éañfara discriminates the

apparent from the absolute and discards it as unreal. Once the false

impositions are removed from absolute reality' the liberating knowledge

of brahman, the innermost self freely arises. Ttris negation does not

lead to mere naught, but Ís a means for realÍzing true self-knowledge.

Knowledge of brahman is brahmanr the absolute realíty and u1tÍmaÈe

freedon.

2.2.L Absolute Reality and Illusorv Aooearanee

éañkara's teachings are called Advaita Vedãnta. HÍs basic tenet

is that brahman alone is real. AII is brahman, the one wiÈhout a se-

se¡¿.121 There is nothíng outside of or differenÈ from Eqþ@. The

essence of reality is Íts unconditioned absoluteness. Brahman is ex-

istence-knowledge-bliss absolute. It is without at,trlbutesr difference

or parts. Existence, knowledge and bliss are not qualities of brahman,
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they are brahman, the indefinable and unthinkable ultimate. The central

purpose of life is to realize that conditioned brahman, the ground of

all existence' is identical with the innermost self at the core of every

individual. Absolute reality is one, pure, homogenous consciqus¡sss.122

Rooted in avidyã (ignorance) or mãyã (the power of illusion),

beginingless mutual superimpositÍon (adhyãsa) conditions brahman as the

cause of the appearance of the worldr ârrd imposes the world as effect on

brahman. Thus, the world is erroneously viewed as absolutely real and

brahman appears as multiplicity. Duality is an artificíaI construct and

not an original fact of reality. From the standpoínt of avidyã, the

absense of knowledge, the multiple world appearances are concrete facts

of existence. From the standpoínt of brahman, perfect knowledge, the

manífold world does not exist. AII that exists is brahman.123 thus,

the world is but brahman falsely viewed as nultÍplicíty.

2.2.2 The Appearance of Phenomenal Existence

Since the differentíated world appears to truty exist to all

lacking in true knowledge, dañkara offers an explanation of its mani-

festation. But he qualifíes all discussíon of the world as only an

intellectualization' a theoretical concession to those who hold man-

ifestation as a fact, and without genuins ¡¡u¡¡.124

Brahmanr through association with mãyãr the power of illusion,

ís conditíoned as the cause of the phenomenal world so that to those in

avidvã the indivisible brahman appears to transfor¡n itself ínto the
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murÈiple Índividual existences of the worrd. Brahman, through the

IinitatÍon imposed by avidvã, is the material and efficient cause of the

appearance of the wor1d. From brahman the world appears, Ín brahman the

world exísts and to brahman the world returns. The manifold world, as

effect, is an illusory imposÍtÍon on brahman, the cause. The sense of

reality whÍch the illusory world appearance carries is due to the erron-

eous attribution to ít of the characteristic*s of brahman. Brahman Ís
h') L

eternally infínite and unchanging, and canube the cause of the manifold

world as the existence of the world is only apparent and not genuinely

real. Brahman is not truly transforme,il into the phenonenal worldr êDd

Èhe apparent manífestation of manifold existence does not affect brahman

in Íts ultimate transcendence. However, the illusÍon of the world

appearance is beginningless and is the universal error of those lacking

true knowledge.

Mãvã ís the principle of Íllusion which condítions brahman as

creator and is the povter with whÍch brahman is invested to account for

phenomenar appearance. Mãyã is the principre of creation as power

(éakti), the power of nescience. rt is the accessary cause of the

appearance of the world as well as phenomenal creatíon Ítself, and thus

is a potency which transforms itself ínto the world appearance.126

Mãvã's power is twoford. rt acts as a concealing veil, where avidyã,

though línited in nature, obstructs the intellect of the observer and

conceals brahmanrs true unlimÍted and uncondítioned nature. It also

acts as a projectíng power and creates the appearance of the phenomena

of the worrd. The concearíng and projectíng powers of mãyã work simur-

taneously, wiÈh projection due to the veil and the veir due to the
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projection. The soul lacking in knowledge is unable to look beyond

^ãuã.127
World illusion is possible because brahman in its true nature is

not known. Thusr the absolute, the one wiÈhout a second, appears as

relative diversity. Rooted in avidyã the everchanging and discreÈe

forms of the world appear to have theÍr own truth and reality. But it

is only brahnan, conditioned by association wiÈh the principle of illu-

sion, mãvãr which projects the false appearance of the r,¡orld. Absolute¡

unconditioned brahman has nothing to do with world appear

ance.128

Brahman¡ in association with cosmic mãyã, appears as ïévara, who

possesses all the atÈributes of a personal god. rn avÍdvã, brahman is

conditioned and described in dualÍstíc terminology. Thusr Ïévara is

endowed with the highest qualities man knows in his ordinary working

IÍfe, such as power, wisdom and mercy. lévara Ís described as the

creator, preserver and destroyer of the uníverse. Conceíving the world

in his mind, Îévara projects the roorld, associating ít with suitable

forms¡ and thus creaLing a phenomenal existence of space and time,

objects and subjects. For sport, ltvara emils the world from hi¡nself

and directs the play of the world. Although he is immanent in his

works, iévara remains transcendent to the nultiplicity of change and

inperfectÍon of the universe he has crea!6¿.I29

Thus, éañkara dÍstínguishes higher, unconditioned brahman

(nirqu$a brahnan) from the lower, conditioned brahman (saqufia brahnan)

or iévara. For those who are unable to grasp unaltered absolute truth,

éañ¡<ara supports approaching the impersonal absolute reality through a
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personal god. This personal god Ís a symbolic reality and is described

as possessÍng qualities to make him acceptable to the consciousness of

those Ín avÍdyã. Devotion to Îévara strengthens self-control and con-

centrationr âDd is a step towards the urtimate knowledge of un-

cond itions6 brahman. 130

But devotion to Ïévara keeps the disciple bound in dual-ísm and

only true knowledge of uncondiLioned brahman can bring release from

illusory world existence. As an aggregate of avídyã, ï6vara, the high-

est manÍfestation of relative exístence, is only as real as the universe

he creates, and lacks absolute reality.

Brahman in association with individual mãyã, appears as jÎva,

the individual sour. rn avidvã, brahman, the innermost serf, is mani-

fested as an índividual which sees itself as separate from or as but a

part of pure consciousness' through the obstruction of the true nature

of the self. Oblivious of its ultirnate nature, jîva identífies itself

with the attributes of the ego, mind, senses and vital forces. From the

perspective of empírical experience there exists a multiplication of
jivas' each resulting from assocíatíng the self with different at-

tríbutes i¡ avidvã.I3l Each jîva is a subjective entity who perceived

the phenomal world as an external object. The individual jîva passes

through diverse experiences in the manifest worId, succumbing to the

defects of desire and aversion. Conditíoning the self as an agent and

experiencer, the 'iÎva accumulates the desirabler undesirable and mixed

results of its actions' which in turn produce effects in the jîva's life

when appropriate conditions arise. once set in motion, Èhis cycre Ís

endress, for, as the fruit of sone past action is spent, rnore is ac-
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quired' with increasing momentum. Thusr the jiva, Èhrough aÈtachment to

the world of duality, becomes bound to the causally conditioned world of

transnigration and its ceaseless suffering.I32

BelievÍng itself in bondage¡ the jiva is a victim of its own

illusions. The distinction between the self and iÍvas is not real, and

appears only in ignorance. The creation of multiple jÍvas is like the

creation of the manifold world, apparent only, and non-existent in

absolute reality.133

However r the soul that lacks true knowledge Ís unable to look

beyond mãvãr the veil that obscures the true nature of brahman. Thus,

the diversified phenomenal world appears real and to exÍst separately

from brahman. The indlividual believes that it is a distinct entity and

bound to transmigratory existence. But nanifold existence appears only

through mãvã Ín association wiÈh conditioned brahman, and therefore has

no Índependent existence or reality. The world Ís an effect imposed

onto brahman and is conceivable only in reference to brahman. Totally

lacking self-identity' nanifest phenomena have only relatÍve, apparent

existence. Creation and transmigration are illusory projections. Both

Ïévara and jivas are but apparent manifestations of brahman, pure con-

sciousness. Although llvara and jTvas appear different due to avidyã,

they are identical, and ultimately they are brahnan¡ the innermost

self .134 rllusory ¡nanifold existence lasts as t-ong as Ígnorance of

brahrnants true nature persísts.

From the absoluÈe perspective only uncondÍtioned brahnan, whÍch

is identical ¡rith the inner¡nost self , is real. The world does not

spring from brahnan insofar as ít is existence-knowledge-bliss absolute.
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The one without a second cannot become nany. Brahman is eternally

infinite and unchanged, and is never really the cause of nanifold ex-

istence. Thus, Èhe world is not rear and unreality Ís never born.

There is no ldvara or creation. There is no jTva or causal trans-

migration. ultimatety there ís no ilrusory impositÍon on brahman, no

conditionÍng and no mãvã. Avidvã is not real. Brahman, the self, alone

is real. Brahman Ís all that exis¡s.135

2.2.3 The Mutual Super ínpositÍon of the SeIf and the Non-Self

d"rirar" elaborates on the appearance of the ilva, its properties

and objects of its perceptÍons as distinguished from the self, whÍch is

identical to brahman. His discussion Ís of the apparent reflection of

the self ín the intellect by which all things are known and to which all

things owe their existence.

The self' pure consciousness, is brahman and of the nature of

eternal knowledge. Free from contact wÍth anything and devoid of all
phenomenal attributíons, the self is eternally independent and con-

tented' and Í¡mnediately known. Always pure subject and never an object

of knowleger consciousness is ever self-iIlumíned, self-evident and

self-ex Í s¡s¡¡.136

rn contrast, the non-self is all that appears as separate or as

but a part of the self. rt is the conglomerate of the interlect, the

ê9or the mÍnd, the senses, the body, the vital forces and their pro-

perties - the aggregations of mãvã. the non-self has no conscÍousness
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of its ownr being totally dependent on the reflection of the self,

eternal knowledge' in the intellect for its consciousness and knowledge.

Al-1 non-conscious things cannot illuninate thenselves or each other.

They can onJ-y be illumined by the self and thus depend on the self for

their exisÈence. Pervaded by the reflection of pure consciousness

within ít' the intellect assumes the forms of various objects, revealing

their existence. The intellect is continually ¡nodified as it pervades

objects one after another, revealing them and knowÍng them sequentially.

137 Thusr the awareness of all objects is mediately known, dependent on

the inÈervening reflection of the self in the modÍfications of the

intellect. The nutable non-seIf is always an object of consciousness,

existing only for pure consciousness. Lacking Índependent exístence and

self-consciousness, the non-self is inseparably related to the self, its

underlying prÍnciple.

Ifhile the self underlies and pervades all, it always remains

pure consciousness and of a fundanentally different nature from that Ín

which it is reflected. The self is never ídentified with the intellect,

nor does it change with the modifications of the intellect. The pure

self has no rest or motíon. ft is changeless and ever-existing.t38

Different than the combination of the intellectr the ego, the body and

so on' Ít is free from contact with anything. The self exists for no

other and is dependent on nothing for Íts existence. It Ís eternally

self-existent, índependent conscious beÍng. Never an object of

consciousness, pure consciousness needs no evidence to be known.

Eternal knowledge itself, the self knows all simultaneously and is

always directly ¡¡¡e*¡t.139
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However' the soul in avidyã is unable to discriminate between

the self and the non-self, and nutually superimposes the non-self and

its inpure, transitory qualities on the self and the pure eternal qualí-

ties of the self on the non-self. This beginnÍngless, endless and

erroneous mis-identification makes things appear as they are not and is

the root of all il-IusÍon. The self, pure subject and eternal knowledge

itself, and the non-self, the object of knowledge¡ êr€ of such radically

different natures that it is impossible to mistake one for the other,

and yet it is the universal error of the deluded mind. Although thís

mutual superimposition is Ímpossible from the standpoÍnt of absolute

reality, no phenomenal experience Ís possibl-e wÍthoug 1¿.1-40

Ignorance of the discrimination between the self and the non-

self results in the superimposition of the non-self and its transitory

qualitÍes on the self, obstructing its nature as pure, limitless con-

sciousness. Although the self is without attributes or parts, it ap-

pears to assume diverse forms due to connectíon with the unreal límiting

adjuncts of avidyã. The non-relatíonal self ís related to the mind, the

senses, the externaÌ world and so on. The propert,íes of the intellect

assumed by the reflection of the self within ít are attributed to the

self, with the predicates of knowerr knowing and knowledge being falsely

ascrÍbed to the self. The self, eternal subject, appears as the object

of knowledge' the individual perceiving consciousness or ego. The ego

sees itself as separate from others and Ís the repository of numerous

l-imitations and characteristics.l-41 In this erroneously imposed form,

the self ís seen as an agent and is connected with the varÍed ex-

períences resulting from its actions. The self thus appears bound in
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phenomenal existence through nis-Ídentification wÍÈh the non-ss1¡.I42

Avidvã also results in the superímposition of the qualities of

the self on the non-self. Due to the proximity of the self through its

reflection within it, the intetlect appears conscious. The intellect is

also falsely attributed with knowledge, although only the self is of the

nature of true knowledge. Thus, the object of consciousness is confused

with pure consciousness and erroneously endowed with independent self-

syis¡g¡gs . I43

The lack of discrinÍnation between the self and the non-self is

the cause of all mísery and evil. rn avídvã there arises an apparent

dual world of ¡nultiple índividual conscÍousnesses and their objects.144

The individual consciousness desires the objects of its apparent con-

sciousness. As the individual consciousness is an agent, this desire

motÍvates it to actíon and the enjoyment of the fruit of its action,

which in turn results ín further action. The causal relation between

the individuar subject and its objects, between the agent and its ac-

tions, becomes an endless vicious circle of bondage and suffering.l45

The reflectíon of pure consciousness in the intellect, which is

regarded as índividual conscíousness experiencing transmÍgratory ex-

Ístence, is due to ignorance of its true nature as eternal self. The

duality of the individual consciousness and the objects of Íts per-

ceptions ís only apparent. The two do not exist independentry, but are

only made known through reference to the pure conscÍousness underlying

both. The self-luminous setf is the illuminator and perceÍver of all
phenomena through its refrection in the Íntelrect. onry by being en-

dowed wíth the reflection of the self withín Ít is the íntellect able to
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transform into the forms of external objects and so reveal them. Thus,

the intellect and all objects of consciousness are transítory, relative

and dependent, and devoid of any genuine self-identity or realÍty. The

beginningless mutual superimposition of the self and the non-self is

impossible, as in absolute reality nothing exÍsts but the eternaÌ self,

which is brahnan.146

The self is immutable, pure consciousness, without parts and

predícatÍon. The self never really identified with the non-self. Its

connections with limiting adjuncts are illusory for the self is devoid

of contact wÍth anything at all. ft is free of knowing, action and

experience, from transmÍgration and any relatíon with the diversified

phenomenal worldr and of superimposition and its root, avidyãr as they

are al-I unreal. Nothing exists except the self, the one wíthout a

second, eternal knowledge. It is freedom ítself and alone 
"*is¡s.147

2.2.4 Mãyã

Mãyã prevents self-Iuminous brahman, the innermost self, from

being known. As the projectÍng power of creatíon, mãyã obstructs the

true nature of brahman as eternal knowledge and makes things appear as

they are not. Mãvã is a posÍtíve princíple as it produces and is the

itlusion of the manifotd ¡¡6¡16.148 Endowed with the quality of ex-

istence (sattva) it rests on pure conscÍousness and partakes in know-

Iedge.

Yet mãyã is an entirely dependent prínciple, being conceivable
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only in reference to brahman and insufficÍent to account for the appear-

ance of phenonenal existence alone. Ttre various individual objects that

exist in nãvã are known only through the reflection of the self in Èhe

íntellectr and thus have no independent self-existence. Absolute re-

ality, unconditÍoned brahman alone exists and there can be no ignorance

in pure conscÍousness, which is of the nature of eternal knowledge.

lfavã has only apparent, temporary existence and dissolves when true

knowledge dawns. It exists only as long as the intellect is deluded by

Ít ancl thus cannot be real. However, mãyã cannot be totatly unreal, as

it is a necessary postulate of phenomenal experience. ft is inferred

from the ¡nanner in which knowledge of objects is revealed in the in-

tetlect of the individual consciousness.l49

Thus¡ mãvã ís indefinite (ahirvacanîva), for ít cannot be pro-

perly defined in positive or negative ter¡ns. It logically fails Èo

describe the relation between brahman and the nanifold worldr ând be-

tween the self and the non-self. This failure is due to the fact that

no relaÈion can exist between brahman, pure conscÍousness and eternal

knowledge, and the object of consciousness, the manifold world, which

appears only in ignorance.lso Nevertheless, 4!yi Ís a necessary error.

It is the means to brahnan. Avidvã developes into viilya (knowledge) and

thus is the condition needed to reach vidva. There is no salvation

without sin. The negative Ís the condition of Èhe posiÈive. Thus, gê¿{

is the hindrance and nedium for the arisÍng of Èrue knowledge.
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2.2.5 The Three ls of Reality

Although éañkara does not really admÍt divísion Ín reality, for

the sake of convenience he speaks of three levels of reatity. The first

is pratibhãsika, the fictions which man encounters and sees through in

his ordinary experinãces in the world. The second is vva ika, the

relatÍve phenomenal existence of the soul in avidyã. The illusions of

this stage are only removed with the realization of true knowledge.

Paramãrthika is the third and final stage. It is the absolute truth

attributable to brahman alone. The distinction between these three

truths is epistenologicatr their being different manners of apprehending

realíty. Brahman is unaffected by such distÍnctions, and from the

absolute standpoint, such distínctions do ¡s¡ s:<is¡.15I

2.2.6 The Three States of Consciousness

Partial data read to partial knowledge, and only the whore of

experience leads to perfect knowl-edge. Thus, éañtara rejects no form of

experiencer âItd examínes the three states of conscíousness, waking,

dream and deep sleep, which he states exhaust all the conditions of
g)<is¡s¡ss.152

The waking state is the lowest stage of awareness. It is the

state of the externally conscious individual who experiences external

objects and becomes attached to then. In this state the Ínteltect ís

transformed Ínto the forns of objecLs and so reveals them. rt is a
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limited state of consciousness, beíng under the influence of ignorance,

and it suffers and perishes with the physical boay.I53

The dream state is the state of the internally conscíous in-

dividual. In the dream state the modificatíons of the íntellect do not

assume the forms of external objects, but of theÍr impressions on1y.

Thus, the limits of Èhe physical world are transcended and the mind is

free to create and move within worlds where anything ís possible. Yet

the dream state remains a state of ignorance where happiness perishes

and suffering persis¡s.154

The state of deep sleep is the primary state as it is the cause

of the waking and dream states, and is the state of ignorance into which

these two states of consciousness merge. In deep sleep the intellect

ceases to operate and thus withín it all objects of knowledge and their

effects are non-existent. For this reason deep sleep is regarded as a

stat,e of unconsciousness. But unconsciousness is a notion formed in

consciousness, whÍch cannot conceÍve of Íts own absence. Therefore,

even in deep sleep pure consciousness persists. Deep sleep ís a state

of undifferentiated blÍss, but it lacks awareness of this unification

and bliss and awareness of pure consciousness.l55

In relative consciousness, a false sense of reality is created

and the claims of a given state of consciousness are accepted on Íts own

pronouncements. However, although the objects of the dream state appear

to be real while the dream persists' they are found to be illusory on

waking. Similarily the objects of the waking state cannot survive an

awakening fron illusion and are finally discovered to be unreal. The

state of deep sleep also lacks genuine aerareness or real knowledgs.156
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All three state of consciousness are illusory manifestations caused by

avidyã. Each state is transítory, going out of existence as another

staLe comes Ínto existence. All three states are relative objects of

knowledge superimposed on the self and thus dependent on the self for

their exÍstence. The self remains in its true nature of pure con-

sciousness in aII three states of consciousness. Ultimately Ít is

radically different from and unaffected by the states of wakíng, dream

and deep sleep.157 From the perspective of relatÍve consciousness,

consciousness is transformed ínto three states. From the perspective of

the absolute the three states of consciousness do not truly exist and

pure conscÍousness is unchanging and undifferentiated.

2.2.7 The Neqation of Erroneous Superimposition

Absolute realiLy is not attainable by the false knowledge of

apparent phenomenal existence, but by taking it away. As the absolute

is without characteristícs and ÍndefinÍte' it ís better to indicate it

through the removal of all attribution than to attempt a posÍtive de-

scription. Rather than proving brah¡nan ís one, ít Ís best to refute all

present notions of brahman. A discrimination (vÍveka) of the real from

the unreal results in the negation of all superÍmposiÈion. éañkara

submits experÍence to a searching analysÍs to disclose its illusory

nature, and thus enablíng Íts negation and the realization of true

knowledge. 158

All explanations of phenomenal exístence procede from ignorance,
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and are finally found to be contradictory and false. Even 6añkara's

discussion of the appearance of the ¡nanifold world through brahman in

association wÍth gfuã crumbles into ÍndefÍniteness. The enquíry into

the cause of phenomenal existence inevitably ends in faÍlure, for it ís

impossÍble for unreality to be born of reality and for the one, Ím-

mutable brahnan to become manifold, transitory, phenomena. The idea of

causality is but Ëhe superímposition of avidyã and thus manifold ex-

ist,ence must be negated from brahman. If the conditions appearing

through avidvã are elininated as unreal, the apparent dualÍty of phenom-

enal experience ceases. Then only brahman remaÍns, for brahman is all

that exis¡s.159

To discrimÍnate the true self, which is identical Èo brahman,

from falsely superimposed adjuncts, the soul still bound by avidyã must

negate what the self is not. All quatities erroneously superimposed on

the self must be negated as not being the selfrs essentíal nature. AII

that is defÍned as the non-self, the intellect and the mind, the senses,

the body, the vítal forces and their properties, must be negated.

Egoism and the idea of agency¡ the desire and aversion that leads to

action, and the pain and pleasure that is the result of action, causali-

ty, duarity and murtipricity - arl are eradicated as not being pure

consciousness. All concepts of the self are imaginations of the mind,

obstacles due to ignorance, and not truly real. Even the predication of

knowing applies only to the intellect with the reflection of the self in

it' and not to the self. the duality of subject and object dÍsappears

when the mind ceases to act and it is realized that the self alone

exÍsts. The object of consciousness, the reflection of the self in the
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lntellect and even Èhe process of superimposÍtÍon nust be negated as not

truly applying to pure consciousness.160

All that, is negated is unreal¡ as only false realÍty can be

negated. As that which is negated does not really exist, being illusion

onl-y, it does not really disappear . Once alt f alse at,tr ibution is

negated it is realized that these attributes are of the nature of

brahman, for only brahman 
"*is¡s.161 When the process of negation ís

completed a1l that remaÍns is brahman, the eternal self. The seLf is

Èhus reduced Èo its original oneness, immutability ancl purity. That

which trul-y exists can never be non-exÍstent. So the self is not the

result of negatÍon, but is eternally prese¡¡.162

2.2.8 Absolute Knowledqe

Once all false aÈtributes are negatedr all obstacles to self-

realization are removed and inunediate knowledge of the absolute identÍty

of the self with brahman, existence-knowledge-bliss absolute, can arise.

It is not enough to simply recognize the erroneous nature of all super-

imposÍtion and negate ít. The pull of transcendent knowledge of brahman

is also necessary. Tt¡e removal of ígnorance and the arisíng of know-

ledge are si¡nultaneous.163

f{ith absolute knowledge¡ aII limÍtations and condÍtions, all

individuality and differencer all superÍmposition and the entire diver-

sity of phenomenal exÍstence dissolves. Illusíons cannot persÍst when

the truth is known. Eternal knowledge destroys false knowledge and its
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effects once and for a11r164 so that delusion can never recur. Once

knowledge arises there can be no avidvã, for knowledge ís conpletely

incompatible with avidvã. There can be no avidyã in the self, wtrich is

of the nature of eternal knowledge itself.165

Once knowledge of brahman is realized it is seen as self-

evident. True knowledge depends on nothing else to establÍsh it. It is

not something that is acquired, but is a disclosing of what has always

exísted. Realizing self-luminous truth results in a permanent trans-

fornation. Eternal knowledge of brahman, the innermost seIf, ís
g¡¿¡¡¿¡.166

2.2.9 The Utility of Relative Knowledqe

éañkara admits the necessiÈy and utilíty of relative knowledge

in the realm of ordinary experience, provided it has no absolute pre-

tensions. ALthough the self-evident brah¡nan is depenilent on nothing for

its illunination and is beyond the reach of nords and thought, it is

obscured by ignorance. Ttrus, for those bound in ¡nãyã, éañkara provides

an explanation of creaÈion and a means of release from its bondage.

Born into phenomenal existencer the soul suffering from ignorance must

work through appearance to approach absolute reality. The posÍtive

evidence of scrÍptures and Ínference, as taught by an enlightened teach-

êr r is necessary to point the way to direct experience of true know-

ledge.167

The primary source of the knowledge éañnara lnparts is fu!!,
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the sacred scriptures, whose authority he stresses is unquestionable.

éañfara is primarily concerned with the Upanisads, the concluding chap-

ters of the Vedas, the Hindu scriptures. The Upanisads are the basis of

Vedãnta. éañkara follows the dÍvision of all érutí into two parts, the

karma-kã{rda, or rituarístÍc portÍonr and the jñãna-kãqda, a portion

dealing with knowledge of brahrnan. He describes the distinction of

karna-kânda and 4_nana-k ancla as minor and major texts respectively,
stating each group offers different teachings suited to the different

temperaments of seekers after truth. The minor texts view reality fron

the causal perspectÍve and relate indirectly to brahman. They lead the

aspÍrant through ernpirically experienced dualÍty to meditation on the

knowledge of non-dual- realíty. The najor texts make dual-ity impossible

and lead to the irnmedÍate experience of non-dual brahman. éañfara seeks

to harmonize the scríptural statements with the experíence and knowtedge

of those seeking true insight.168

éruti depends only on its own authority, but as rong as the soul

Ín avidvã is a slave to the rational and duatistic experíencer the

absolute self-sufficíency of éruti has little appeal. A ratÍonal ex-

planation as a suPplement to éruti is helpful in strenghtening an under-

standing of the sacred texts. Thus, éañkara expounds his phÍlosophical

explanations as a concession to those lacking in insigh¡.169 Although

nãvã is indefinite and logically fails to describe the appearance of the

world, it is offered as an explanation of creation for those who hold

creatíon to be a fact.

Inference is also used to repudiate wrong concepts so that those

who aspire after liberation may be steady in the path of knowledge and
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free from the doubts which may arise fron hearíng false doctrines.

Attached to the conclusions arrived at by their own enquiries, dualists

take their relative viewpoints as absolute truth. Inevitably disputing

amongst themselves, these uphol-ders of false doctrines mutually con-

tra,ilict and thus refute each other, thereby establishing Advaita or non-

duality.l70 éairkara claims Advaita is the supreme teaching as iÈs

Ínferences are in conformity with the Upanigads.

Right knowledge is the greatest secret of éruti since it cannot

be realized without being taughÈ by a teacher. íruti can give in-

formation, but not inspiratÍon, so a seeker after IíberaÈion must take

refuge in a teacher.

trThe teacher is one who is endowed with the power of
furnishing arguments pro and con, of undersÈanding
guestions and renembering them, who possesses tran-
quility, self-control, compassion and a desire to help
othersr who is versed in the scríptures and unattached
to enjoyments both seen and unseenr who has renounced
the means to all kinds of actions, who is a knower of
Brahman and is establÍshed in it, who ís never a
transgressor of the rules of conduct, and who is
devoid of shortcomings such as ostentation, príde,
deceít, cunning, jugglery, jealousy, falsehood, egoism
and attachment. He has the sole aim of helping others
and a desire to impart the knowledge of Brahman
only. trI7I

The teacher, in his infÍnite grace, guides the earnest disciptre to

perfect knowledge.

A teacher nust impart supreme knowledge only to one who has the

true qualities of a disciple. The disciple nust possess learnÍng and be

well-versed Ín the Vedas. He must possess self-control, tranquillity of

¡nÍnd and compl-ete concentration. He must have dispassionately renounced

all pleasures and wÍthdrawn into the serenity of the self. He must be
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abre to discriminate between what is rear and what is unrear. The

disciple must possess hunility and forebearance, and must be obedient to

and have faith Ín this teacrrer. Finally, the disciple must have an

Írrepressible longing for the realization of absolute knowledge.l72

éañkarars teachings are for such spirítually advanced disciples who are

on the verge of self-realization and who onÌy need to hear and meditate

on the highest teachingr that brahman is the self, to attain eternal

knowledge.

lilords and ideas, being limited and phenomenal¡ cân only be

appried directly to the intellect, the object of knowledge, and in-

directly to the self, whÍch is true knowledge and whích cannot be de-

noted by any word or i¿s¿.173 Nevertheless, éañfara uses the teachings

of the scrÍptures and inference, which are modifications of the in-

tellect and must not be attributed to the self, as a medium for in-

vestigating truth. Although the intellect is an object of consciousness

and has no hope of comprehending the self, pure consciousness, Ít can be

used as an imperfect instrument to remove avidvã and point to true

knowledge. As the íntellect transforms into the object with which it is

in contact to reveal it, so it is transformed into brahman-consciousness

when instructed in right knowledge. Eternal knowredge may be dimry

perceived before beconing completely clear, but it must always be total

and never partÍal. Arísing at fÍrst as a state of consciousness, true

knowledge of brahman overwhelms the reflection of the self in the in-

tellect, so that all that remains is self-brahman.174 Ultimately all

scriptural teachings and inference, all intellectual knowledge, must be

transcended for the Í¡runediate experience of true knowledge. éañkara's
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path of self-realization destroys avidvã and leads to the direct reali-
zation of eternal knowledge as the selfts true nature and as identícal

to brahman.

2.2.L0 Avoiding Nihilism

However, the negatÍon of the phenomenal experience ín the quest

for self realizatÍon does not lead to a fatal void. It is the mechanism

for removÍng avidyã and not an end in Ítself. Negation has two facets.

First of all, it indicates that absolute reality is attributeless and

that any attempt to define it is doomed Èo failure. secondry, it in-

dicates that nothing exists outside brahman, that brahman Ís aIl-
inclusive. The negatÍon of avidyã leads to the positive apprehension of

true knowledge of brahman, pure conscious¡sss.175

2.2.II Brahman. the Eternal Self, True Knowledqe

éañfara does not try to prove that absolute reality ís one or

that the self Ís identical to brahnan. He simply presents these state-

ments as fundamentar truths. HÍs main purpose is not to explain the

manÍfold worrd, but to explain it away. Thus, he discloses the farsity
of existing notions of phenomenal experÍence through rigorous argumen-

tation. It is easier to remove false knowledge through Íts negation

than to attempt to put forth positive evidence. Once all erroneous
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conceptions of reality are negated, true knowledge can be realized.

However, this negatÍon leads to an affirmatíon. ror lañkara,

brahnan, the innermost serf, is clearly a posítive rearÍty, and he does

provide sone posítive characterízations of brahman. Brahman is free of

limÍtatÍon and duality, and without parts or nultÍplicity. Not related

to anything, it is devoid of predication. Brahman is existence-

knowledge-bliss absolute, which l.ñfara stresses are not attrÍbutes of

brahman, but its very essence. Brahman is infiniÈe, pure being.176

Brahman, the serf, is all pervading. rt persists in all ¡nani-

fold appearances and yet remains Èhe same throughout. rn¡nediate and

ever-present' it ¡nanifests and maintains all objects, but is never an

object of consciousness 1¿ss1¡.177

The self is the eternal witness of the varÍous forms of phenom-

enal existence' but re¡nains free of their defects. It is the wÍtness of

all existence and non-existencer âDd the witness of atl change and

superimposition. rt is the witness of the states of wakíng, dreamr and

deep sLeep thaÈ exhaust all condítÍons of experÍence. It is the witness

of the negation of false adjuncts and the teaching of true knowledge.

If a witness other than the self is presumedr an infinite regressíon

resurts. Thus the immutable serf has no oÈher witness. The self,

brahman, is the i¡nmutable essence q¡ ¿11.178

Self-Ídenticalr self-subsistent and self-evidentr the seLf is

eternally contenÈed. Nothing exists except the se1f, which is brahman,

the one without a second. The eternal- self is without beginning or end.

rt is serene, pure consciousness.lT9

Eternal knowledge Ís eternally existent in the self. It is the
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selfrs true nature. Thus, the self is the basis of all knowledge.

Eternal knowledge has no object content. Pure consciousness is always

immediately known and needs no other conscÍousness to be known. It is

never an object of knowledge, neither of another consciousness nor of

itself. The self is always naturally self-luminous. Eternal knowledge

ís not an attribute of the self, but its essence. Knowledge of the self

Ís the self, brahman.l80

2.2.I2 Liberation

Self-knowledge' the realization of the true nature of the inner-

most self is brahman, Ís eternally existing ín the setf. This eternat

knowledge is eternally existing 1Íberation. ft is the supreme goal

which destroys avidyãr the root of bondage to the transítory, manifold

world, and once attained avidyã and Íts effects never again occur.181

Freedom is attained only through knowledge of brahman and is identity

with brahman. Liberation Ís not a change of state or a product as the

soul in avidvã falsely believes. If líberation were a change in exis-

tence it would be transitory and therefore artifícial. Bondage is but a

delusion, and once this delusion is removed, knowledge of the self as

eternal and immutable líberation arÍses. Eternal knowledge has no

connection with the ideas of acceptance or rejection. ft is never known

or unknown. It never goes out of existence nor cones Ínto exÍstence

from previous non-existence. Ultímately there is no bondage or avidyã,

no aspirant, no Iíberated soul and no Iíberation. The self is ever-
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avrakened, freedom itserf. Liberatíon is always attained. The self-

rearization, which is liberation, is not of the urtimate, but is the

t¡l¡i¡¿¡s.182 It is eternal knowledge, which is brahman, the self.

2.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF NÃGÃR,JUNAIS AND éaÑxana'S IEACHINGS

The discussions of Nãgãrjunars and 6añfarars teachings have been

presented so that the parallels between the two are clear. Both dis-

tinguish two fundamentally dífferent manners of apprehending reality

conventional, conditioned knowledge and absolute knowledge. Ignorance

of the true nature of the real results in conventional knowledge obscur-

ing and distorting the absolutely reat, causing the apparent existence

of the phenomenal worId. But a rigorous analysis uncovers the inherent-

ly dependent' contradictory and 1ímitedr ând thus unreal nature of

conventional- existence and knowledge. Therefore, these illusory im-

positions are removed from the absolutely real, allowing transcendent

intuÍtion of absolute truth to freely aríse. Both Nãgãrjuna and éañkara

seek to arrive at fundamental meaning in life by providing a means to

realize true knowledge, absolute spiritual freedom.

Nãgãrjuna stresses the absolute negativis¡n of all manrs ordinary

perceptions and conventíona1 knowledge. He refuses to define the ab-

solute in any manner' arguing that all such attempts to indicate the

nature of absolute truth serve only to conceal it through illusory

fabrications. He is so rigorous and consistent in his deníal of all

views of absoluÈe truth that he can not be called dogmatic in any way.
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He negates every statement that he makesr êvêD his negation. éañkara's

presentation Ís perhaPs nore palatable Èo the unenlightened. He does

provide an explanation of the appearance of the manifotd world for
ignorant souls, alÈhough he stresses iÈs absolute unrealÍty as anything

oÈher than brahman. gis absolute knowledge is not as negative as

Nãgãrjunars, as he stresses that the absolute, brahman, is the innernpst

self, knowledge-consciousness-bliss absolute. Although éañkara stresses

that these are not characterizations of brahnan, but brah¡nan itself, he

ís providing an indicatÍon of the absolute. He also adamantly states

that brahnan is identical to the self and that absolute reality is one,

thereby presénting a view where Nãgãrjuna toÈarry denies alt views.

The dÍstinction between selective understandings of reality and

the non-selective reality is illuminated by the lucid and concise dis-'
tinction between conventional and absolute knowledge provided by

Nãgãrjuna and éañkara. The inherent limiÈations of conditioned exist-
ence and Èhe dangers of it attempting to usurp the absolute are clearly

specifÍecl, and the absolute freedom of rear truÈh is stressed.

The presentation of the inherently contradictory naÈure of aII
linited knowledge and the relativity and unsubstantiality of all physÍ-

cal exÍstence, and thus bhe inpossibiliÈy of a consistent and complete

description of Èhe physical world Ís partÍcularly ÍnterestÍng for the

discussions of the following chapters on the scíentific method and

modern physical theories. Neither Nãgãrjuna nor éañkara deny the

utility of ordered descrípÈions of phenonenal e:çerience Ín certain

contexts, provided these descrÍptions are not seen as absoluÈely real.
However, for both' Èhe main purpose of discussing these descriptions is
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to reveal their inherent línitatíon and ultimate unrealíty so as to free

man from theÍr confines to realÍze true meaning and his real potential -

that is to enable the unfettered arising of absolute knowledge, whÍch is

genuine freedom.
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3. SCIBNTTFTC UETEODOLOGY

Having examined two philosophical religious systems in some

detail, scÍence will now be ínvestigated. Turning again to the western

perspective, it will be disclosed how an awareness of the inherent

limitations of selective views of reaÌity as distinguished from the non-

selective whole of reality informs an understanding of methodology. A

great deal of extensive research has been underÈaken in the field of

methodology. The problens encountered in scientific ¡nethodology are of

particular interest because they apply in more extreme ways to other

fields of research which are not as clearly defined and which do not

have as rigorous research Èechniques. The fiel-d of scientifíc meth-

odology is vast and encompasses nany dÍvergent views. No attempt is

made here to be exhaustive. Ttre following presentat,ion spríngs largely

from Thomas Kuhnrs discussion of scÍentific nethodology.l83 The many

complex issues of the field are simplifíed to present an introductory

overvíew which fits the frame presented in this thesis.

Nãgãrjuna and éañkara disclose t,he contradictory and linited

nature of all conventional knowledge and the inpossíbility of a complete

and consÍstent description of the world as a neans for attaining freedon

from limÍtation. Science, however, seeks to uncover a coherent and

neaningful order of the phenonenal world through a systematic neth-

odology. The insÍghts of Nãgãrjuna and óañkara should be kept in ¡nind

while examining the process through which scÍence acquires knowledge'
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the posítivfstic and purely relativistic nisunderstandings of the

scientific nethod and the usefulness, limitations and potentiaL of
science.

3.I Scientific Paradigms

To examine some of the conditions naking science possible, to
examine its nethodology, is to analyze the process by which paradigms

develop and come to doninate scientific thought. A paradig¡n is the

scÍentifically accepted pattern for perceiving and discussing phenomenal

exPerience in terns of a specífic overall order. Scientific nodels

symbolically represenÈ aspects of the world for specifÍc purposes and

Ínform the theorÍes whÍch explaÍn the idealized behavíour of observable

systems. Together, npdels, theories and empÍrical data form a paradign,

the generally nrecognized scientific achíevements which for a time

províde model problens and sorutÍons to a community of
practictioners"lE4. The paradigmatÍc quality of scÍencers natural

ínterpretations conscior.lsly and unconsciously inform scÍencers under-

standing of the oniv"¡ss.185

A paradigm is inextricably interwoven with the indÍvidual re-
searcher and hÍs comnunÍty. A given paradigm is the reflection of the

here and now consensus or prejudices of scientists and thelr milieu.
scientifíc knowledge is a consequence of prior agreenenÈs and is dis-
closed subject to constitutive interests of which there is often no

explicit awareness. The co¡nmon possessions of the practitioners of a

dÍscipJ.Íne are the symbolic generalÍzatÍons which function as parts of
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its laws; the shared conmitments to beliefs in particular modeLs which

provide the metaphors of the discipline and help to determine the ex-

planation of solutions of problens¡ the values whÍch determine the

choÍces between rùays of practicing a disciplinei and, finally, the

choÍce of exemplars or concrete problems wtrich the discipline addresses.

These PresupPositions of a given paradigm are governed by the currently

exÍsting social norns. A paradign is what the members of a disciplinary

matrix at a given time share. It accounts for the fullness of their

communication and the unaninity of theÍr professional judgements. The

conmon intuitÍons and rnetaphysÍcal commitments of a group of scientists

dÍctates the welÈanschaung of their comnunity.186 A given paradÍgm

freezes the shífting presuppositions of scientists and their cultural

mÍlieur and telçorarily reduces mants environment into a manageable,

comprehensive and suitable order.

A specÍfic paradign governs the nodels and theoriesr the in-

struments, procedures and apprications of scÍence. rt serects the

problens to which the scientific comnunity adtdresses itself, and de-

termÍnes the presuppositions which underlie and generate Èhese problems.

It aLso provides an evaluation of the kinds of solutions to these pro-

blems whÍch are acceptable. The paradigm even determines the phenomeno-

logical fierd accessible to research at a gÍven tÍme, prejudicing the

expectatÍons and interpretations of observ¿¡ie¡s.187

Scientific education ls a process of conditioning all scientÍfic

thinkÍng to the existÍng paradigm. Students of science must learn theÍr

field by acceptíng the theories of the present paradigm on the authority

of their teachers and texÈbooks as they do not have the conpetence to do
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otherwise. Scíence Ís learned through practice rather than through the

acquisítíon of the rules for its practice. However, practice examples

and problems are solved according to pre-estabtíshed procedures and

ínterpretatíons. Science is bound to its hÍstory, and most scientific
textbooks present the history of scíence as a lÍnear cumulative process

by implyíng all past scientific enterprise was strívÍng for the present

paradigm and by discardÍng scientific research whích does not fít thÍs
cumulative perspective. As they are pedagogic vehicles for the per-

petuatíon of the present paradigm, textbooks have to be rewritten in

whole or part whenever scientífic paradigms undergo a major change.188

3.2 rNormal Scíence I

Most scientific research occurs in the context of fixed pre-

suppositíons. rNormal sgi....rl-89 is a process of predictÍon; a puzzre

solving activÍty in which the scientist relies on the existing paradigm

to set the puzzle and lÍmit the possÍble solutions. OnIy those puzzles

are chosen for which it is thought the solution is known. The puzzles

are solved according to pre-established criterÍa, with prior experience

determíning present experience. Thus, problems arise only in the con-

.text 
of specific presuppositions, with most of the detairs of their

solution preknown and the expectation of resultanÈ detaits even greater.

The questions asked determine the answers. onl-y identifyÍng objects,
perceiving what Ís known to existr has a role. The fascination of
Inormal sciencer ís the chaltenge of solving the puzzle. The critería
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by which a given solution is judged is not whether it is relevant or

sígnificant, but whether it works. The progress of tnormal scÍencer is
measured by the nunber of proble¡s s61ys¿.L90

rNornal scÍencer is comprised of loosely related competiÈive

specialties whÍch analyze the world into precise fragng¡¡s.191 It is so

engrossed in examining details that it ignores the greater whole.
rNornar sciencer is not explicitly conscious that ít is dealÍng only
with models of phenomenar experience and not prÍmary experÍence.

conformity to the rules of the existíng paradigm becones un_

conscÍous, so that contrary informatíon does not make a connection. A

rule without exception is not recognized as a rule. Any gÍven paradÍgm

is Íntolerant of any ner,r theory that charlenges its authority, and it
linits possibte data to only that whÍch fits its criterÍa of sig-
nifícance. Thusr aII novel ideas and data are rejected or not noticed,

and creativity ís repressed. rNormal science' does not consider philo-
sophical issues. I92 rt is concerned mainly with forcing nature into

the conceptual box of the exísting paradign.

3.3 The Pos ítivistic Mis erstandinq of the Scientif ic Method

From the standpoint of the phiLosophy of scÍence, the uncritical
view of the scÍentÍfÍc method of Inormal sciencer is posÍtÍvÍstic.
AlÈhough in phitosophical considerations of science positivÍsn is most

often associated with the various proponents of the mechanÍstÍc world

view of classical physÍcs as provÍdÍng the final and conprete de-
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scrÍPtion of the universer iÈ Ís used here Ín the broader sense of the

fundanental mis-understandÍng of the scientifíc method that uncritically

cuts off enquiry into the conditlons surroundÍng the acquisition of

scientific knowledge. The several schools of thought into which pos-

Ítivism is divided are not detaÍled here. OnIy the general atÈÍtudes

which inform the positivistic view of the scientific method wÍll be

dÍscussed.

.The positivistic mÍsunderstandÍng of science stands and falls

¡Yith scientism, whÍch reduces knowledge to what scÍence can know through

Èhe empirical analytic method. Scientism has an unproblematic belief

that it can describe the universe in a theoretical and lawful manner,

and boasts a rational ¡nethod that constructs and corroborates all íts

laws by precise rules. Convinced that its method is founded in pure

reason' scÍentism harbours the íllusíon it provides inmediate, objective

knowledge of the phenomena of nature. Phenonenal e:çerience is analyzed

into separate elements of fÍxed natures, whose interactions can be

directly determined and nanipurated. Knowledge is regarded as in-

fornation, and the universe as a totality of facts whích behave Ín a

predictabLe and lawful manner.l93

Positivístic science regards these facts as existing Ín then-

selves and as waitÍng to be díscovered through careful observation and

independent fro¡n the theories regardíng then. Scient,ific knowledge ís

objectíve and unambiguous, and free from the knowing subject and his

interests and values. The hlpotheses that empirÍcal science formulates

correspond directry to these self-exlstent facts. Hypotheses are de-

veloped according to specÍfic, rational rules. The certainty of system-
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atic observationsr whÍch Ísolate aspects of the world for repeated

testing, results in Ímmediate, unbiased evidence supporting these hypo-

tþs5s5.194 rn this mannerr all scientific knowledge is predicted and

verífied exactly.

ScienÈism thus believes its theories provide clear knowledge of
the universe as it is Ín fact. Its precise, fornalized language gives a

literal, deterninate descriptÍon of natural processes. From its ex-

periences with local phenomena, scientism extrapolates its analyses to
universal validity. It, also claíns ít will eventually be able to ex-

plain all phenomena without major ¡nodifications of its scientific prÍn-
ciples. RegardÍng its method as enlightened, scÍentÍsm suffers fron the

illusion of presenting final and compLete knowledge.

ScienÈisn is only interested in the efficient prediction and

control of objectified natural processes. It subverts the relevance of
its knowledge to the successful achievement of thís purpose. ThÍngs are

conÈrolled and used without reflection on their essential nature or

Purpose- By progressively bringing nature under Íts dorninance, Ít seeks

to technicalLy manipulate the ¡natería1 environnent and thus ensure human

survival.

Positivistic scÍence severs interests from Íts knowledge and

dissociates values from the facts it uncovers. rt is not concerned with

insight into the whole of life or the depth dimensions of existence.

Rather, Ít reduces atl qualitiatÍve values to quantitative facts.
Regardíng its nethod as lntellectually detached and valuefreer it Ís

unconditionally commit,ted to pure theory. ft brackets out and overlooks

arr aspects of l-ife not amenable to technicar utiti2¿¡i6¡.195
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3.4 ScíentifÍc ldeoloqv

Clairning Íts rational nethod as the only valid one for al-l

realms of lífe, positivistic science declares an exclusÍve clain to

genuine knowledge. Insisting its standards are necessary for truth, it

reduces all knowl-edge to that acquired through the enpirical analytic

method. It presumes that scientifíc knowledge exhausts hurnan interests

and understanding¡ âDd¡ usurping other values of life, scientism reor-

ganÍzes traditional structures according to scientific and technical

standards and laws. Socíal norms are supplanted by scientific inforna-

tion and a scientific ímage of the world is held before nan.l96 !{ith

its growing technical powerr scientism seeks to control social life in

the same manner as it manipulates the physical environment.

fn its more radical formsr ând when allieil with power and in-

dustry, the posÍtÍvistic misunderstanding of science reduces science to

the tool of personal ambitions. Scíentific knowledge is now the primary

force of productionr wÍth manufacturing concerns focusing on technical

information which brings nature into a form man can utilize for labour.

It is the view of so¡ne peopte that labour thus becomes machinery and man

is separated from the actual work process. Also, physical phenonena are

viewed as co¡nmodities, with the capitalÍstÍc producer seekÍng the or-

ganization of society along strictly econonic lines. Everything Ís

vÍewed as objects for use or profit. With ÍÈs vested interest, scÍence

becomes a force in preserving the sEatus quo and an apologist for the

existing social systen. Knowledge is powerr and the powerful knowledge

of science can be used to develop society into a technocracy. WÌ¡en its
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limÍtations and potentials are not correctly unde¡s¡6e6. 197

once a system is rooted in manrs way of lÍfe, it goes unnotíced. The

permanent¡ regulated feedback is so overwhelming, the realm of possible

experience is prejudiced. Under the influence of the posÍtivÍstic mis-

understanding of its method, science begins to circumscribe the entire
culture and to be institutionalized Ín its social structures. In clain-
ing its standards as necessary for truth, posítÍvÍstic science is re-
npved from the relativity of thought. It thus progresses as the neces-

sary organÍzatÍonar form of a rational socÍety. rt facilÍt,ates the

acceptance of Èechnical structures through increasing reference to the

neutral authority of science itself. DisguÍsed as independent scienti-
fic common sense, self-Iegitinitizing scÍentís¡n renþves Íts standards

from public questioning and crítÍcal reflection. I{íth no genuÍne under-

standing of the involvement of science and technology in the environnent

and society' the public has no sense of personal responsibilÍty for
their effects. 198 rn this manner the positivistic dogrna of scientism,s

belÍef in itself becomes the dominating ídeology of society.

3.5 Crítioue of The Positivístic l4i standinq of the Scientific

Method

The success of the enpirical-analytic method of detaÍling the

laws of nature has given it a false irpression of excellence. Misunder-

standing the role of paradigms, it does not seem as vehÍcles for com-

prehending nature, but mÍstakes then for literal descrÍptions of nature.

Tttus' a paradign acquires a reality of its own, with Líttle reference to
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actual reality.

It is naive to assume thaÈ the uníverse is organized precisely

according to the artÍculated laws of science. Scientific knowledge can

be considered as only well-tried hypotheses which are subject to

possible falsification at a later date. The exact repeatability of

experimenÈs is not certain, for tine may enter experíments as an

uncontrollable variable. Instruments are never perfect and may provide

imPrecise or erroneous results. fn addition, there are various ways ín

which experimental results may be interpreted. There are no bare facts,

rather facts are always inseparably linked Èo theories. The meaníng and

validÍty of empÍrÍcal statements are pre-established and prejudÍced

accordÍng to the norms of the scientistrs milieu. ScÍence is a hunan

endeavour' with the scientist living in the world as one of its parts

and influencing the object of his study, makíng pure objectivity

impossible. Scientific concepts are always approxinationsr with the

scientist idealizÍng the images received fro¡n observatÍons. The complex

history of scÍence discredits the purely rational method of scientism.

Positivism ignores faulty theories and hunan errorr and the fact that

aLl human knowledge Ís disclosed accordíng to interests and

prejudices. 199

Although decJ-aring decisions and standards to be neanÍngless,

scientism advocates the criteria of pure rationality and value freedom,

and determínes what constitutes good scientific technique. As scientisn

deníes iÈ contains value judgnent,s, the decisions it does make are

arrived at arbÍtrarily and uncríticalty.200 Thus, the idealized empíri-

ca1 method of positivistic science is neither desirable nor possible.
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Positivistic science tends to see its rational order as per-

manent. But despite the rigidity of Èhe positivistíc tendencÍes of
rnormal science', scientifíc theories are contÍnuaIly shífting wÍth

man's changÍng experience and insÍghts. New developments in technology,

new observational data, either from new experimental procedures or

accidental discovery' new theories and ¡nodels and changing attÍtudes to

nature necessitate a constant re-Ínterpretation of physical phenomena.

ScíentÍfic statemenÈs are provisÍonal and Íncompletêr ând always subject

to change.

3.6 Scientific Chanqe

rNormal sciencer clings to the established paradigm, attempting

to suppress noverty and being intolerant of any new theory which may

challenge the authorÍty of existing structures. rt does so by only

selecting problens with a solution in the context of the paradigm. The

greatest emphasis ís placed on the capacity of adaption within a

paradígm, which enables an adjustnent of theories withouÈ a fundamental-

change in the established underlying notions of order. tilhen new exper-

iences implnge, a re-arrangement of existing images is sought. In

certain contexts accomodation ís adeguate, allowing gradual change.201

Howeverr sornetimes anomalous phenonena or problems emerge which

cannot be dealt with by the establíshed theories and procedures, or by

simp3.e adaptlon within the existing paradigm. An anomaly energes only

wÍth difficulty¡ for first a scÍentist must see that something is, then
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discover what it ís to become aware that an anomaly exists. An anonaly

nust be identified, subsumed under a concept and related with all the

concepts and information available, before questions can be asked about

it. Once an explanation has become implicit, contrary information has

difficulty rnaking a connectÍon. Faniliar ways of vÍewing the world have

high psychologíca1 value and enotional Ínvestment, and any deviance

threatens these entrenched ideas and expectations. There Ís sonething

so compelling about an inítia1 premÍse, even in the context of dis-

information, that there is a preference to distort the incomÍng Ínforma-

tÍon, rather than sacrifice the existÍng solutions. It is hard Èo

question laws whire standing in then. An anonaly is uncovered only by

pursuing thoughts not permitted by the existÍng paradigm. Overcoming

basic prejudices to recognize dissonant phenomena necessitates chal-

lenging ideas never before challenged and a fundamental shift in percep-

¿i6¡.202

lilhen accomodation ís no longer adequate, a fresh perceptÍon of

the whole world order is reguired. Irlhen a signif ícant anomal-ly does

emerge, Ít points to ínherent problems in the old way of thínking,

forcing a paradÍgm shift. This shift often takes the for¡n of a scíenti-

fic revolution, sÍnce the normal scíentific community is usually too

rígÍd to change its underlying order untíL a crÍsis demands it. À

crísis blurs the boundaries of the paradígm and loosens the rules of

ordinary research, allowíng dissension in parts and provoking funda-

mental philosophÍcal questÍoning. Fractures in exísting sÈructures

challenges scientÍsts to discover new creative insÍghts into the rela-

tionships of physical phenomena. A paradigm shift reguires a change Ín
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perceptio[¡ âo escape fron entrenched presuppositions through a funda-

mental inÈuÍtion to a new integration of inages. The implicít insight

thus forned is made explicit by the articulation of a new order through

discursive thought and language.203

A given paradigm is frequently retained even when ít is known

that ít is inadequate, for a paradigm can only be rejected if an alter-

native is accepted sinuLtaneously, sÍnce there can be no normal scienti-

fic activíty in the absence of a guiding paradign. In a paradigm shift

a whole new network of theorÍes and experinents, instruments and proce-

dures, and vocabulary and observed data emerges with the new paradign.

The problems and solutions, the rational interpretations and the entire

process of normal science are restructured with the perception of a new

6¡6s¡ .204

3.7 The Pluralistic Method

Eowever r the consequences of a nerr understanding of order must

be thought out. It takes time for a new paradigm to develop its

theories, to be supported by empÍrÍcal evidence and auxiliary fields and

to become relevant and applicable and to be detaíled in specific forms

which can be utilízed by normal scientific research. In the beginning,

connections with the previous concepts and modes of thinking cannot be

avoided as neyr forms have yet to be devet-oped. The new paradigm can

only be judged by new sets of criteria and enpirical tests, which may be

unknown at first. Old facts must be reinterpreted. At first the exis-
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ting Language forms patterned on the o1d paradÍgm nust be retaíned as

new forms do not exist. These nust be utilízed in unusual and distorted

ways to express the novel ideas, until a nelr vocabulary can be developed

to fÍt the new si¡u¿¡ie¡.205 A paradigm is coherent and reasonable only

after being in use for a period of tine.

Thus' a breathing space is required during which critical phe-

nonena are largely ignored and anbiguity is tolerated. While the neÌr

paradigm Ís developing ít is necessary to step back from comprehensive

and rational proceduresr and aIIow ad hoc hlpotheses and approximations.

Even once a neyt paradÍgm has been clearly elaborated and artic-

ulated, Ít ís not readily understandable to those who do not share its

presuppositions. Scientists with different theory commitments have

different perceptíons of the same phenonena and different soluÈions to

similar problems. Much language and logic are paradígm dependent.

Thus, there ís difficulty in co¡rununÍcating between paradigns and a gÍven

paradign is not logically compellÍng to those outside of its frame. In

debates between proponents of competing paradignsr each group uses the

presuPpositions of its own paradÍgm to argue in Íts defence, so that the

opposing groups often talk past each other and become ensnarled in

cÍrcuLar argunents. The result is that persuasion, coercion and propa-

ganda, instead of reasoning, are frequently resorted to in order to

convert scíentists to a new paradÍgm.206 Howeverr â DêrÍ scientÍfic

truth does not usualry triumph by convincing its opponents and naking

them see Èhe líght, but because íts opponents eventually die and a new

generation of seientists grow up that are familiar 11¿¡ 1¡.207

À, plural-istic nethod is necessary to keep science open and
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critical. It allows the scÍentist to step outsíde of well established

rules¡ categoríes and constrictíons, and to be free and innovative. The

pursuit of many avenues of thought should be tolerated as it, cannot be

known beforehancl which wÍII prove to be the most coherent. Scientists

should be allowed to step outside the existing paradigm and to introduce

counter inductÍve hypotheses inconsistent with the existing theories and

experinental data. New data introduced by ad hoc connections should be

permitted. Allowing a degree of indeternination enables science to

deverop, adjust and evolve. I{hat appears as nonsense today may becone

signifÍcant in the future. New ways of observing probrems can be sug-

gested by transfering the features of other situations betÈer under-

stood. The whole of human thought and activity, affects scientÍfic

achievements in various and subtle waysr âssisting its deveropment.

Bringing together a varÍety of perspectíves and unusual and miscel-

laneous infornation, and allowing an unmethodical and unreasonable

foreplay stinulates creative insight into new q¡6s¡s.208
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3.8 ![he Rela tivístic Misunders ].ng of the Scientifíc Method

An awareness of the prejudiced order a paradígm presents, and of

the irrational nature of scientifÍc developnent is necessary to avoid

the naive and idealistic notion of the scientific method of which pos-

itivism is guilty. Arising fron this awareness is the radíca1 vÍew-

point, opposing the extreme attitude of posÍtivism, that scientific

knowJ.edge is purel.y terçorary and relalive. Tt¡is view sees any given

paradigm as restricted to being merely the most logically consistent of

the number of known possibilities in a particular hístorícal sÍtuation,

not providíng any genuine insight into natural processesr and to be

replaced as soon as a better paradigm is found. pure relativisn

stresses Èhat all paradigns are totally inconrmensurable in a manner

parall.el to the different perceptual modes of diverse cultures. Thus,

there are no neutral languages or argu¡nents, no overarching standards by

which to compare different paradígms. Personal judgnents, varues,

interests and prejudices alone determine the decision to accept a given

paradign. A scientíst is not rationally convinced of the value of a

given paradigm' but Ís converted to the belief systen of that paradÍgm.

rn this view science ís confined to the progressÍon of a series of

closed systens' with no movement to genuÍne truth. In its lnost extreme

form the relativistic view of science claims that the only true scientí-

fic method is anarchism, and the only rule to which science should

adhere to is the rule that no ruLe should not be broken. Any idear

whether ínvented or Ímparted from another discÍpline can improve

science. tAnythÍng goest I stepping back from comprehensiuirity and
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lnto chaos is necessary for knowledge and free prog¡sss.209

3.9 Crítique the Relativistic Misunderstandinq of the Scientific

Method

Eowever, such total relatÍvísm is neaningless and impossible.

An anarchÍstic method is stirl a method. The rure ranything goesr Ís
jusÈ anoÈher rule. simply denouncing it does not provide genuíne

freedon from a rational rnethodology. Even a self-proclaimed anarchistic

scientist has had training and is prejudÍced by the presuppositions of

his worldview, and thus cannot be truly rando¡n and irrational in his
judgments and decisíons. Any aÈtempt to pursue an anarchistic
methodology would cause science to degenerate Ínto an elaboration of the

personal fantasies of individual scientísts.

ÀIthough there are no explicit rules for a choice between

paradigmsr there are independent criteria, shared reasons and values.

General judgments as to the simplicity, accuracy, applicabirity,

coherence and elegance of theoríes are used to determine their worth.

Aesthetic perceptÍon of the harmony of structure of the theory and

bet,ween theory and fact, and effective achievement of purpose are

further crlteria. A theory can aÌso be falsified through empirÍcal

testing. There are usually some overlapping concepts and terminology,

and jointly identifiable phenomena between paradigns. It is possible to

discover how two paradigms differ, translate between Èheír divergent

perspectives, and nake a decision as to which is the most appropriate in
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Èhe given context. The old paradigm is often still valid as an aspect

or condition of the new paradig¡.2l0

ArbiÈrary change leads to confusion and thus most paradigm

shÍfts are lÍmited to clearly defined problems in the context of Èhe

whole body of knowIedge.2ll Science is not a purely relative enterprise

reduced Èo the philosophy of ranything goes' or to a serÍes of closed

systems wíth no progression in its understanding of nature. For science

to be free and creative, it Ís noÈ necessary for ít to relinquish all
order r only the dogmatic and uncritical domination of a partícu1ar

order, an error of which the positivistic ¡nisunderstanding of the

scientific method is guilty. NeÍther purely rational, empirical and

deterninistÍcr nor irrational, subjective and anarchistic, scÍence

provides explanations of aspects of realíty with inherent limitations

and values.

3 .10 The Limitations and Va1ues of Science

Sciencer conscious of the limitations of its rnethodology and

knowledge, Ís a worthwhÍle enÈerprise. Science deals with abstractions,

approximations and idealizations. By concentrating attention on certain

portions of ¡nanrs experíence and simplifyíng the vast amount of in-

fluxing informatíon regarding physical phenomena, íts analyses provide

limited expÌanations of aspects of greater systems. Science success-

fully introduces order and regularity into the wealth of heterogeneous

experiences, reducíng thern to nanageable bits which are predíctable,
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comprehensive and dependable. Its process of constructÍng interpretive

frarnes for understanding nature is consistent wíth the human Èask of
finding neaning and his place in the ws¡1¿.212 Man cannot ignore the

physÍcal environnent in which he finds hí¡nself. The cosmology presented

by science makes this environment nore understandable and less threat-
ening.

ScÍence Ís very clear and successful Ín certaÍn donains.

scientific knowledge has many practical applications and much can be

learned by exploring the irnplications of a given paradigm. The empir-

íca1 ¡nethod is a highly sophisticated and useful means of interacting
with the envíronment. Scientific technology has vastly Ímproved the

physical capabilÍties, health and wealth of nan. rt has made the

natural r¡orld a less hostile environment, and Ín many ways ensures manrs

"uro'io'"1.213 
rndeed, science and technorogy are now necessary compo-

nents of nodern civÍlization.

Accepting the order science presents enables actíon and the

pursuít of other dinensions of hunan experience without constanÈ thought

about interactíon with the physical wortd. ScÍence is a vÍÈa1 and

efficacious component of human understanding, provided it is not seen as

providing final and absolute answers.

Some scientists seek a final explanation whích wÍIl enconpass

all natural phenonena. Howeverr articulaÈed insights are not totally
relevant fndefinitel.y. Manrs attítude to nature is continually
shífting, making given scientifíc conceptions of natural phenomena

provisÍonal. Statements which are the most complete that can be ¡nade in

a given context, often become inadequate as mants experience and under-
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standÍng change. Scientific order is time bound and only valid for

delinited areas of experience. Thus, scíence needs to promote tolerance

and change if it is to survive and remain relevant. Science should not

become too rigíd, nor should it relinquísh its sense of structure.

Science may nove to continually new levels of knowledger and

even qualitatívely new kinds of ÍnsÍghtr but it stilI remaÍns in the

realm of conditioned, phenomenal existence. Science cannot achieve an

articulated order which encompasses aIl of existence. Its theories

represent abstracted aspects of experÍencer relevant in dellmiteil

contexts. Intuitions into the vaster whole can only be experienced' not

ex¡rressed. Science does not provide a literal description of natural

processes. Rather iÈ presents a picture of man's relationship to

nature. Science is a human activity. It images are developed by nan,

and the scientists is a part of the phenomenal field he is sÈudyíng.

The object of scientifíc research is not nature in itselfr but rather

nature exposed to nanrs questÍoning, his knowledge of the phenomena of

nature.2l4 They are symbolÍc, interpretive frames for understanding

phenomenal experience which describe and relate abstractions from a

greater whole and contradictions arÍse if they are applied formally.

ScÍence is continually asking guestions and probing into

physical phenornena. But scientific developnent usually leads to more

questions than answers. There is always a chasm between the order

science discerns and nature itsetf wÍth its many facets science has yet

to discover and explore. There are also nany dínensions of ex¡lerience

beyond sciencers scope. The gap between what science knows and the

potential for understanding results in a tension and a thirst for know-
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ledge.2l5 An understandÍng and acceptance of this gap can be a

stabalÍzÍng force around which science can orientate Ítself. Science

should not positivistically seek to capture the whole of ex¡rerÍence ín

the limited orders it discerns. Rather, it should accept its role as a

constructÍve questioning activity, with inherent limitaÈions.

Science is a suitable enterprise only for certain delimited

areas of experience. There are guestions it cannot ask and still remain

a scientifÍc disciptine. ScÍence nust also recognize Èhe impingement on

it of other facets of experience. The whoLe history of hunan thought

and exPerience affects its achievements in various and subtLe ways

makÍng the scÍenÈific ¡neÈhod a conplex process. Science provides only

one Ytay of knowing Ín a wider truth. ft can rnove to the border of its

limited knowÌedge, but not beyond. Eowever¡ the linitations of a

particular form of human knowledge is not the limÍtation of hunan know-

ledge ¿s sug¡.216 There are certain crÍtical limits of conprexÍty,

whÍch' once attaÍned, lead to new ex¡lerience nhÍch Ís discontÍnuous and

not' predictable fron former experience. To truly understand science,s

view of the universe and be aware of all its li¡nitatÍons, it ís neces-

sary to stand outside of it, in a deeper level of ínsigh¿.2l7

Abstractions have no significance when they are considered

autonomous. Any phenomenon is truly understood only through its rela-

tionship with the whole of experience. For scÍence to have genuine

neaningr it nust have an orientatíon beyond itself in a more encom-

Passing whole. AIl relative symbol-isms presuppose an absolute as Èhe

focus to which they all poÍnt.

Nature is not merely a develop¡nent of man. There is a reality
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fnto which science provides lÍmited ÍnsÍghtr and thus scientific
theories can be confirmed by empirical experience. rnfor¡ned intuÍtions
of wider connections are often the creaÈive centre of science, providing

the essential Ídeas which rnormal scÍence' then elaborates in detail.
How science relates to the whole of realÍty nust be continually queried,

for it is the criteria by whÍch to establish the genuine worth of
science. To go beyond science, it is not enough to sinply recognize its
inherent limitations. An awareness of the whole Ís also necessary.

Neither absolutely true nor absolutely false, science does

dÍscLose sone significant knowledge. rt is a limited yet valid form of
knowing' provided Ít avoids the extremes of posÍtivisn and relativisn,
and maintaÍns an awareness of the larger whole beyond its scope.

co¡nmitment to a paradÍgm enables the acquisitÍon of knowledge of
physÍcaI phenomena, the development of powerful technologies and the

achievement of purposeful action. scientific ideas can be util_Ízed
without abandonÍng an arrareness of Èheir rimitatÍons.

Good scÍence is tolerant and tentatÍve. It is open for revision
and grows with nanrs changing experience. CreatÍve science is dyrnanic

and flexÍbre. To recognize the value of scÍentific knowledge, it Ís
necessary to be aware of the conditions naking it possible. Conscious

applicatÍon and understanding of Íts ¡nethodology keeps science self-
crítica1. wÍth iÈs increased knowledge and technologÍcal advances,

science unleashes powerful forces. with thís poweË comes the tenptation

to utÍ1Íze ít in sel-fÍsh or destructive ways. Responsible scientists
alert socÍety as to the implications of scientific advances and assist
in appJ-ying them wisely. The genuine scientÍst seeks to understand
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reality and uncover truth.218 Good science balances an awareness of its
límÍtaÈions, with an exploration of Íts potential, in the contexÈ of the

greater whole. Fron such a perspective Ít can confront the íssues and

problems of ¡nodern culture and assist in providing meanÍng in the life

of the peoples of Èhat culture.
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4. IIODERN PEYSICS

In the past science's presentation of physical order has tended

to be based on the connonsense view of natural phenomena prevalent at a

given tine, the two continually interacting and shifting together. This

correlatÍon was certainly the case with the physical order presented by

cLassical physÍcs. However, the theorÍes being developed and the

phenonena being uncovered by modern physicsr and their interpretation by

physÍcists, are Íncreasingly departÍng from the comfortable simplicÍty

and familÍarity of the comnonsense view of his environment wÍth which

man operates in hÍs daity lífe. The emerging representations of the

physical universe raise fundanental guestíons about the nature of

science, the manner of its knowing and the value of the knowledge it

discloses.

4.I IIIODERN PHYSICAI, TITEORIES

4.1.1 Classical Physics

Classical physics provides precíse empirical knowledge of the

dualistically experienced physical world. Its analyses disclose a

universe composed of a multiplicÍty of disparate entities ÍnteractÍng
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deterministically. These interactions are preilictable and can be for-

nulated Ín precíse mathematical forns. The cosmic laws of classical

physics simply provide a more detailed explanation of man's ordínary

interactions with his physical envire¡¡s¡¡.219

4.1.2 The Íheorv of Relaùivitv

Physics first real novenent away from the classical world order¡

with its sensible description of the universe occurreil with Einsteinrs

theory of relativity.220

The theory of relativity states that the perception of order in

the universe is relative to Èhe speed of the co-ordinate frame of an

observer. Space and tíme are no longer absolute, but are now dependent

on an observerrs perspecÈÍve. Thus, the universe appears different for

different observers. The only absolute is the speed of light, a fÍxed

value that is unaffected by the relatÍve velocity of an observer and to

which all space and ti¡ne ís relative.

The special theory of relativÍty is concerned with reference

frames noving with a uniform velocity relatíve to an observed object or

event. Under these conditions length is found to contract and time to

dilate. These effects become increasingly significant as the relatÍve

velocÍty of an observerrs frame of reference approaches the speed of

light. Transformation equations are needed to translate physical laws

between relative frames of reference. Special relativity descríbes a

higher degree of order than classical physics, integrating space and
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time into a four dÍmensional continuum. Also ¡nass is dísclosed as a

form of energy in Einsteínrs famous equation E = mc2.

A four dimensíonaL universe Ín wl¡ich length conÈracÈs and tÍne
dilates Ís paradoxÍcal for man's ordinary understanding of his envi-

ronnent- Especially perplexing ís the paradoxÍcal nature of time posed

by special' relativity. rf an individual were to go on a trip,
travelling at close to the speed of Iíght, on his return he would find

the friends he left behind to have aged considerably more than he has

aged. Tine would have slowed down for hín relative to the time his
fríends experienced. Àn astronomer examining the information carried by

electro-magnetic radiatíon from distant parts of the universe ís
act'ually observing the past. Physical experiments are no longer simply

repeatable, for time is no longer a constant, but is now a variabre

which is different in different experÍmental contexts. These physical

phenomena are alien to ¡nanrs ordinary experience.

The general theory of relativiÈy describes a physical order

valid for all reference framesi those novlng at both unÍforn and non-

unÍform verocities rerative to the observed event. r,eaving the

Euclidean geometry of classical physÍcs and man's prinary conception of

space and time, general relativity introduces a curvilinear order. The

structure of the four di¡nensional space-time continuum ís its geonetry.

The curvature of space-time is caused by the gravitatÍonal fields of

massive bodies. Matterr and its graviÈational field, Ís the curvature

of space-tÍne. Objects travelling through space-tírne take the ¡nost

efficient path, the geodesic, and thus move accordÍng to the strucÈure

of space-tine not due to the effect of forces acting on them.
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Varíations between different fra¡nes of reference are explÍcable by

graviÈy, the curvature of space-time, which is indistÍnguishable from

uniform acceleratÍon. space-tine Ís no longer sinply the stage of

physÍcal events, but is now a participant.

General relativity detaÍls the structure of space-time through

non-Iinear eguations which prevent the analysis of the world Ínto

separate yet interacting elements. It discusses localized structures as

events or patterns of movement rather than as rigíd bodies or point

particles. ft is a description of a closed nodel of the universe and

díverse theories of the conÈraction and expansion, and the origin and

end of the universe have arisen fron íts equations.

4.1.3 Ouantum Theory

The physical description of the universe takes an even more

startling departure fron nan's

theory.22l

commonsense experience with quantum

QuanÈum mechanics discloses the properties of ¡natter through

probability waves. The wave equation of matter is a well defined

mathematical structure which enables the calculation of the probable

outcone of a given physical experinental arrangement. It, cannot predÍct

whaÈ will actually happen Ín a specifÍc event. The wave equatíon is

only a probability measure for the actualization of differenÈ potentíals

in a statistical ensemble of si¡nilar observatlons carried out under

specific conditions. Thus, subatomic particles are known only as
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mathematical formulizations. These formulas determíne Èhe probable

behavÍour of particles, not the actual propertÍes of an indÍvÍdual

partÍcle. A single particle is described as a tendency to exist and Íts
path is called a probabÍlÍty orbit. The details of iÈs path and its
propertÍes cannot be established Èhrough guantum theory. Thus, the

characteristics of matter become statistically revealed potentÍals.

The wave equation describes a system with the possibility of
being in alr possÍble states. upon observation one possibirity

actualizes. A perplexing paradox arÍses when the eguatÍon predicts two

equally probable outcomes for a single experimental situation. fn which

state does the system exist prior to perception? or does only
perception lead to the actualízation of a single state?

The wave equation of an observed particle cannot be specÍfied

apart from the overall experimental conditions set up to observe the

partÍc1e. These experinental conditions ultimately extend to the enÈire

universe. The form of the experimental conditÍons and the meaning of

the experimentar results are one whole, in which analysis into
autonomously existing elements Ís not relevant. As the observer alters

the observed by the act of observation, he must be Íncluded as a part of

the experínental arrangement,. the observer cannot obtain a true pícture

of Èhe perceived as he changes the observational field in the act of
observing. Only in interactÍon with the neasuring apparatus is the

behavÍour of a partÍete disclosed, makíng events or interrelationships
the fundanental observation. Discussions of particles as existÍng Ín
themserves are no longer meanÍngfur. The physical worl-d is not,

independent of the nanner of its apprehension. The concept of
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independently existíng objects is only an ldealízation, an abstraction
from a more fundamental wl¡o1e.

Quantum theory is limíted by a basic uncertainty whereÍn an

observer can gain information about a physical systen through
measurement only at the price of a complenentary piece of informalíon.

Neither time and energyr nor posÍtion and momentumr cân be measured

simultaneously wíth precision. rn addition, dependÍng on the

experimental conditions an experimenter arranges, light, or rnatter, will-
disclose either wave or partÍcle behavíour, dÍstinct properties that are

not definable símultaneously. The same entity discloses Èwo sÈates,

responding as a wave or as a particle, depending on the physicar
questÍons asked by an experinenter. Thus, quantum theory praced

limitations on physical concepts being precisery fornulated.

A necessary conclusion of present quantum theory is that events

separated in space are directly correlated in ways incapable of detailed
causar expranation. rn vioratíon of the theory of reratÍvity, whÍch

restrÍcts causal rerations to the speed of light, distant systems appear

to conununícate without Èransnitting Ínformation in such a restrÍcted
manner. The observation of a particle, whÍch results in an alteratÍon
of its state, results Ín an instantaneous alteration in the state of a

distanÈ particler which was formerly in contact with the first. rn

addition, the movement of an electron between the standÍng wave patterns

of its stationary states Ín an atom is a discrete, unanal.yzable guantum

leap. Thus, a detailed descriptÍon of the movement, of a particre, or

the ínteraction between particles is not possible Ín guantum theory.
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Quantum theory challenges manrs ordinary experience of his

envíronment and introduces an indeterninistic and perplexing

representatÍon of physical phenonena. Chance has enteredl the real¡n of

physÍcal laws. The situation is aggravated by the necessity of

communicating the indeterministic and non-dualistic behaviour of guantum

phenomena with the deterministic and dualistic language of classÍcal

physics. Quantun theory places an inherent limÍtation on manrs abitity

to know the physical world wíth precision. It is only a mathematical

formulÍzatíon, an abstraction or idealization, which requÍres

interpretation to become neaningful for manrs worldview.

4.L.4 The Particle Zoo

In the period following the introduction of relativity and

quantum theory, physicisÈs have found that physical experimenÈs and laws

are disclosing increasingly enigmatic phenomena. Experiments in high

energy collisÍons of subatonÍc particles have resulted in a veritable

explosíon of partÍcles.222 The experi¡nents are not disclosÍng the

fundamentaL building blocks of matter, but a conplexity of creation and

destruction. The partícles created in these collisions are not

fractions of the origÍnal particles collided, buE creatÍons from Èheir

kinetic energy and mass. Many of these newly created partícJ.es are

highly unstable, manifesting only ¡nomentarily in the explosion of energy

and matter these collisions Índuce. The more the freedom of movement of

a sÍngle particle is l-irniÈed, the more quickly it moves around iÈs
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confined space, giving

particles appear to be

velocÍties.

the appearance of solÍd substance. Thus,

bundles of energy or processes moving at high

The uncertainty of measurement in guantum theory allows even

free particlesr that Ís those particles not in interaction with other
particles, to emit particles, provÍded they are reabsorbed after a brief
ínterval of time, without violating any physical laws, such as the

conservation of energy or momentum. Free partÍc1es do not have an

excess of kinetic energy which can be utilized to emÍt independent

partÍcles. Ratherr they ¡nomentarily transform into dÍfferent particles

in what is known as a virtual- process. These transÍent or virtual
particles enit their own virtual particles, so that a single particle

can be regarded as a fuzzy croud of virtuar particles, a continual
process of self-interactÍon.

Forces between particles are explÍcabre by the exchange of

virtuar particres conforming to Èhe uncertainty pr inciple.
Electromagnetic force is weak, yet has an enor¡nous ranger as the virtual
particles comprising Ít have a ¡nÍnimal energy and thus can exist for
rerativery long intervals of tíme. Nuclear force is very strong, yet

very short range, as the virtual particles comprising ít have high

energy and thus a very short life span.

Each partÍcle is continually generating oÈher partÍcLes which

are generating it, so thaÈ any given particle is sÍmply the intermediary

of the complex of ÍnÈeractions. À11 partÍc1es exist potentially as

differenÈ combinations of other partícles in a constant emission and
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absorption of virtual particles, resulting in the Ínterpenetration and

interdependence of all particles.

Even ernpty space can provide particles out of what is apparently

nothing, provided the existence of these phantom particl-es is extremely

short. Seemingly empty space is a field of endless creative potential,

capable of manifesting particles of all possible energies and momentums.

The field of the whole universe is the primary description' the

potential of all forms, wíth particles existing as abstractions,

localizations of the field or concenÈratíons of energy. The fÍeld and

the particle do not exist autonomously, but are inseparably interwoven.

As distances become snaller, the total energy of this vast fluctuating

background of creation and destruction approaches infinity.

The emerg ing image is of a restless ' effervescent,

interdependent and powerful universe. There is no localizatÍon of

physical eventsr rather each part interacts with aII other parts. The

universe appears as a dynamic web of interrelated and interdependent

events, with no part necessarily more fundanental.

4.1.5 Conclusion

Certain regularities have been discerned by some physicÍsts in

this highly complex and unsettling scenario. Particles and their

interactíons have been grouped into fanÍlies structured by the rules of

the varíous conservation laws of physics. Matrices have been developed

to specify Èhe initial and resultant conditions of particle
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inÈeractions- ÀttenpÈs have been nade to represent the general synunetry

ProPertÍes of the universe through field equations. euarks have been

proposed as the funda¡nental buildÍng blocks of elementary particles with

some success.

The above discussion does not cover the enÈire gamut of theories

deveroped and being developed in modern physics. rÈ is simply a concise

exa¡nination of those theories nost relevant to the thesis being

presented. Às yet there ís no generally accepted, consistent and

comprehensive explanation in physics for the strange world íts
maÈhematical formulas and experinents are disclosing. physicÍsts are

not in general agreement as to the direction physics should take to
meaningfully Íntegrate all nodern physicar phenonena Ínto a

comprehensive order.

4.2 INTERPRETATIONS OF MODERN PHYS rcs

In physÍcs, mathematical fornulas and experimental observations

cannot be separated from their interpretations and explanations, the

theorÍes which together provide a meanlngful order by whích the physica1

universe can be understood. Even more unsettling than the bizarre
phenomena modern physics is uncovering are the dÍfferent interpretations
physicists give of these phenomena and of the future course of physics.

Intertwíned with these interpretaÈions are presupposÍtíons about the

value of scientific knowledge and the methodology by which such

knowledge is uncovered.
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4.2.L The Probabilitv Function

Sorne of the greatest debates in modern physics centre on the

neaning of the probability wave equatÍon of quantum mechanÍcs. rn
statístics, probabÍlity functions are only mathematical nodels
facilitating the analysis of targe groups of data. The concept of
probability was not origÍnally intended to be logically applícable to

concrete physical systens.223 However, as the probability equation is
the only existing successfuL neans for calcuJ-ating Ín detail Èhe

behaviour of the subatomic world, and as ft can only describe this
behaviour in terms of sèatÍstically revealed potentials, some physicists

declare nat'ure to be fundanentally indeterminate. Chance ÍrregulariÈy
and uncertainty are seen as prímary experiences. Erwin Schroedinger,

the physicist who firsÈ formulated the wave equation of matter, states;
nwe sorery need those spherÍcal waves as rearities ... there are many

experiments which we sÍmply cannot account for without taking Èhe erave

Èo be a wave' acting sinultaneousJ-y throughout the region over whÍch it
spreads e224 Thus, some physÍcists directry contravene the
assumptions under which probability theory was derived, and assert that
probability waves correspond dÍrectry Èo the physÍcat phenornena of
atomic and subatomíc processes.225
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4.2.2 The Copenhagen Group

A group of physicists neetÍng in Copenhagen durÍng Èhe early

days of quantun theory came to the conclusion that the wave equation

does not directly represent physical phenonena. It is sirnply an

algoríthm for ¡naking statistical predictions. The uncertainty prÍnciple

indicates the lÍníts of physical concepts being placed in precise

nathematical form. This limitation does not denote ignorance on the

part of physicists. Rather, it discloses an ínherenÈ barrier to precise

descriptions of natural phenomena. Quantum mechanícs is the besÈ

description physÍcs can provider and the Copenhagen group of physicists

are satisfied with the way it correlates physical phenonena. A more

complete understanding of the universe lies beyond rational, scientific

thought.226

Níels Bohr is the central physicist of the Copenhagen grouP. He

declares that the results of experiments in quantum mechanics can only

be described in terms of the concepts of classÍcal physÍcs' making

complenentarity necessary for a full description. Both the wave and

particle are needed for a conplete picture of the phenonena observed,

and yet both cannot be defined si¡nultaneously and precisely. The only

solution ís to accept complenentarlty as fundam"n¡u¡.Z27
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4.2.3 Heisenberg

$Ierner Eeisenbergrs interpretation of quantum mechanÍcs arises

to a large extent out of his discussions wÍth NÍeIs Bohr and the other

physicists meetíng ín Copenhagen. He also claims that the uncertainty

inherent in quantum theory is a natural barrier to physical descrip-

tions. Quantum mechanics can only provide indirect knowledge of the

behavÍour of subatomic particles, but there is no known language with

which to speak nore precisely of physical processes. Although it Ís not

futly understandable, quantum mechanics works and is complete ín the

sense that through it physÍcists know all they can of atomic phenomena.

HeÍsenberg feels that the uncertainty inherent Ín quantum theory

calls for abandoning the search for fundanental partÍcles and advocates

focussing attention on representÍng Èhe phenomena uncovered by quantum

theory through matrÍces instead. Matrices do not specify what happens

durÍng atomÍc and subatomÍc interactions, rather only the patterns of

initial and resultant conditions. The symnetries of nature rePresented

ín such physÍcal models are more funda¡nental than partÍcles.

Heisenberg staÈes that modern physics does not study nature ín

itself, but only man's knowledge of nature. It no longer provides a

picÈure of nature, but rather a picture of man's relationship to nature.

However, although physics may be the limit of certain forms of human

activity, it is not the linit of human activity ¿5 5us¡.228
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4.2.4 Planck

Max Planck also declares that the imprecision presented by

guantum theory does not exist in the physical phenomena themselves, but

Ín their mathematical formulations. Things are not indeterminate, the

mathenatics is Índeterminate. The physicíst must be ardare that he

translates the sense world Ínto a physical world pÍcture, and that the

trvo are not identical. The value of the translation depends on the

reriabirity of the translator. As ¡nan is part of nature, he cannot

predict natural events with absolute accuracy. However, a better

descriptíon than indeterminism nay be found. Planck states that physícs

is ilçrovÍng steadily in precision and completeness. Its fundamental

building blocks are the unÍversal constants. All processes in nature

are subject to unÍversal and rational laws that are partialJ-y knowable

by man and to which man is subject. À metaphysÍcal- absolute is the real

wÍthÍn and behind all, but it is beyond physÍcs ¡s¿1m.229

4.2.5 Einstein

Albert Einstein does not accept the interpretation of the role

of physical theories arising from the Copenhagen discussions. He

declares guanÈum mechanics as incomplete because lt can only offer a

statistical interpretation of nature and statistics is sinply a

mathematical tool without physical reality. Einstein does not accept a

basic indeter¡ninÍsn in man's knowledge of natural phenomenar and
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decLares causalÍty as an absolute law in physÍcs. Ee is deeply troubled

by the ldea of uncertalnty as fnherent in nature, claÍming physics is

simply not measuring precisely enough. A one to one correspondence must

exist between theory and nature. Physics must descrÍbe nature directly,

not íts knowledge of nature. rGod does not play dicetr Einstein

retorted to his fellow physicists, and he concentrated all his energies

on trying to discover the game God does pl-ay. Through his work on

unifíed field theory, Einstein sought to uncover the true unÍversal and

rational order 6¡ ¡¿g¡¡¡s.230

4.2.6 tiliqner

Eugene $Iigner feels that the laws of physics must be modified to

deal with a more general situation in whÍch life and consciousness have

signíficant roles. Quantum theory deals with the connections between

observations, and therefore cannot be discussed without reference to the

observing consciousness. Wigner describes the yrave function as a

composite of all possible observed systens Èhat develop Índefinitely

untíl consciousness enters and collapses the wave function so that one

possible observed situation is actualized. Therefore' only through the

intervention of consciousness does the system move into a definíte

state. AII experiences of past observations modify the observerrs

appraÍsal of the probabilities of his future experience. Wígner's main

argument for the inclusion of consciousness Ín physÍcs is thaÈ every

action has a reaction, and, as matter clearly Ínfluences consciousnesst
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the converse influence must also be true. Thus, physical laws are

Íncomplete until modified to include consciousness.23l

4.2.7 Everett

Hugh Everett clains naÈure can be exactly rePresented

mathemaÈically. He accepts the mathematical formulizations of quantum

theory, stating that the erave function actually describes physical

events. There Ís a wave function for Èhe entire universe contaíning all

observers. This wave function of the universe never collapses' and thus

all possible outcomes of any observation occur. There are nany worlds,

one for each possible outcome of each neasurement for each observer.

The wave functÍon describes a conplex space of an infínite number of

dimensions andr therefore, an ínfinite nu¡nber of universes can co-exist

Ín the same space. There is no physícal comrnunication between these

unÍverses as they are mutually orthogonal. Everett presents a picture

of the universe constantly splitting into a stupendous number of

branches, all resulting fron measurenent-Iike interactions with its

myriad conponents. Each quantun event splits the unÍverse and all

possibte realities so created exist sinultaneously, al-l equally real and

non-interacting. As every possible outcome of an event is equally

probable, chance is not a measure¡nent of ignorance about a system, but

an absolu ¡s.232
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4.2.8 l{heeler

John Archibald lrlheeler asserts that we will understand how

sínple the universe is when we understand how strange it is. lilheeler

describes an infinitely dimensional superspace of which the classical

concept of space time is an abstraction. The guantum fluctualions ín

geometry indicated in guantum theory are a property of alr space. These

fluctuations become significant aÈ very small distances because of the

huge amounts of energy involved. Wtreeler postulates that the fabric of

space is a guantum foam in whÍch guantum fluctuatíons create

singularitíes or bubbles, which are wormholes interconnecting every

poínt in space. Ee claims quantum fluctuations differ only in degree

fron the probablístic scattering of particles in interactions. As a

particle facing ímpending dÍsaster with another particle scatters, so

the universe facing collapse scatters. A probability lrave propagating

through superspace scatters at the point ln superspace where

gravitational collapse is expected, resultíng ín an alternative history

of the unÍverse. At very short distances, the viotent quantum

fluctuations are gravitational collapses of locat universes. These

collapses are not final, but are continually occurring and being undone,

resulting ín a probability distribution of new, co-existing histories.

Collapse and fluctuatíons are two aspects of the same geornetrodynanics.

Wheeler declares that nature conserves nothíng. Mutability is

the central feature of physics. Both the geornetry of space and

particles are deríved from a more primordial pregeometry. Geonetry and

particlesr the constants and dynamlc laws of physics are simply fossils
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of the violent conditions of the bíg bang at the origin of the universe,

and they will be rubbed out ln the lneviÈable gravitational collapse of

the whole universe $lheeler finils predicted by the closed model of the

universe of general relativity. Between these two extrenes lies the

staírcase of the laws of physics. Beyond the physicaL laws is nothíng'

chaos, the pre-geometry on which physical laws are built. The world is

brought into being by those who ParticÍPater who linit the chaos to

yield 1¿i¡s.233

4.2.9 Sarfatti

Jack SarfaÈti explores the physical roots of conscíousness. He

sees space-tine as derived from a primordial, self-referencing

pregeometry, the quantum principle that essenÈiaIly involves ¡nind- The

range of conscious processes is the very short distances where space-

tine collapses into singularities, the quantum foam of rotating nÍni

black and white holes that enable the instantaneous coÍununication of all

points in the universe. This communicatÍon occurs through direct

quantun junps Ín tachyonic world lines' superluninal transfers of

negentropy that transcend space-time. The high degree of order or

information exchanged ís not tiect to energy or matter flow. Sarfatti

develops wheeler's concept of the participator, making the consciousness

of the participator the determiníng factor for each quantun jump'

Generally the collective will of all participators, aII conscious

entities, is unfocused J.eading to the apparently random character of
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quantum fluctuations. However' sone particÍpators have enough

volitional control to consciously Ímpress a coherent structure on the

incoherent energy of the quantum turmoil. Not only are scientifÍc facts

and latrs created by those who participate, but the actual universe is

thus brought into being. AII possible hÍstories of the universe occur

and interfere constructively to give the most probable history, whích is

the one ordinarily experienced. MÍnil is the highl-y ordered structure of

matter in space-¡i¡".234

4.2.L0 Conclusion

Several physicists, extrapolating far beyond the presently

accepted physical theories, find in science the possÍbilities for

explaining all aspects of human experience¡ from commonly experíenced

physical and nental events to paranormal experiences.

The above discussion demonstrates that, rather than making

nature nore accessible and comprehensible, modern physical theories of

nature are growing increasingly strange, lntroducing an image of

constant flux and paradox, multiple universes and irregularÍty, forcÍng

man to think in new $rays. Current physical theories are alien and

difficult to discuss, being beyond manrs ordinary concepts and language¡

and not logícally derivable from his sense Ímpressions. Can man be said

to undersÈand something he cannot express in words? the question arises

íf such presentations can ever beco¡ne fanilÍar aspects of man's ordinary

worldview. Indeed, the variety of interpreÈations of modern physics
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raises the doubÈ if physics can come to a consistent and comprehensive

unÍversal order such as iÈ has been able to provide Ín the past.

It is naive to assume that nature is organized in the same

manner as modern physícar languagg.235 The modern physical theories

discussed above Índicate Èhe inherent li¡nitations of exÍsÈing attempts

to precisely portray the physical wor1d. However, some physicists, such

as Everett and Sarfatti above, inte /
rprete' the present physical theoríes

as literal descriptions of the universe. They replace the absolute

deÈerninism of classical physics with an absolute indeterminÍsm from

guantum theory. The physícists neeting in Copenhagen are wise to warn

that the probability function of quantum mechanics is only an algorithn.

The wave equation does not detail the properties of matter, but simply

provides a means for analyzing and interpreting certain kinds of

information. So all physical formulations are but tools aiding Ín the

discernment of universal order. PhysÍcal theories are not perfect

descr iptíons of phys Ícal phenomena and thus have inherent

inconsistencies and insoluble problems. They are a symbolic language

for discussing physical phenomena and have only indÍrect sÍgnificance

for the natural world. These Èheories become artificÍal if applied

forma1Iy.

However, the Copenhagen interpreÈaÈion of quantum theory sees

the uncertainty principle as an inherent limitation of scientifÍc know-

ledge. But the limitations being presently faced in physics may be

overcome by new and unexpected developnents. Planck is correct in

asserting that a

phenonena may be

more detaíled and rneaningful descrlptÍon of physÍca1

found. The physicistrs conception of nature Ís
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continually changíng. Too nuch importance should not be attached Èo

present concepts as there are J.ikely to be fundamental future
developments. Too many unanswered questions exist to deter¡nine physics

absorutely at this ¡i¡s.236 rndeed, the question arises if physÍcs can

ever be absolutely determined.

one of the nain consideratíons facing physícs today is
deternÍning the relationship of consciousness to the mechanisms of the
physical- unÍverse. Às the observer is now consídered a vital aspect of
experimental situations¡ Ít is possible that consciousness will come to
play a najor role Ín physics. PhysicÍsts are divided on the issue of
whether the observer's role is passive or non-passive. Sarfattirs and

wheelerrs proposals that consciousness Ís the substratum or determiner

of physical phenomena nay prove to be an important avenue of research.

Unfortunately, Sarfattirs discussion of consciousness reduces it to
líttle more Èhan another physical process. rt is raÈher presunrptíous Èo

assune physics can explain all the facets of consciousness. perhaps the

question of consciousness is not a physical problen, but a guestíon for
a different field of research.

Modern physÍcs does not appear Èo have moved nearer to the

essence of nature than classical physÍcs. rn fact, the more crosely
physics analyzes physical phenomena, the nore ethereal it becones. A

growing number of physÍcists question the idea that there are

funda¡nentaÌ building blocks or simple laws at the boÈton of the physÍcal

world. Ì{t¡íle sorne physÍcists see simpliciÈy at the basis of nature,
others see a vast sea of chaotic frux, a zoo of conprex disorder.

Physics has reached the point where Ít questÍons if there is a boÈtom
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Ieve1 to the physícal world. Many physicists are ínclined to view

nature as a web of interrelated events with no part being nore

fundanental. Thus, even the concept of levels is being querÍed.

In the light of the manner of scientific development and current

physical theories, Iifheelerrs declaration that no physical law is

immutable seems valíd. Sone physicists, although unwilling to accept

present physicat- theories as the final statement physics can or will

make, hope for a conplete descriptÍon of physical phenomena in the

future. Howeverr the one to one correspondence between theories and the

uníverse that Einstein de¡nands cannot be justifieil. Physical theories

are ideaLizations and abstractions from experience. As Heisenberg

clearly states they present a pÍcture of manrs knowledge of nature' his

manner of questioning, not a literaL description of nature. Physical

theories are not necessarily nore correct today than those of the past'

they may sinply be more relevant to the kinds of guestÍons man Ís

asking. The universal orders discerned by physics are changing insights

that move with man's experience, not fínal eternal truths. Although

physÍcs may move to qualitativeJ-y new or apParently deeper levels of

insight into natural processes' physics cannot capture the whole of

exístence in its descriPtions.

The major problem confronting physics today is that although it

has theories that work, theories that are able to analyze events and

províde utÍlizable infor¡natÍon, these theories do not provlde man wíth a

sensible cosmology. Scíence seeks meanÍngful order, and it is unlikely

it will rest wíth the chaos it is uncovering in the depths of matÈer.

But for physical order to be neaningful to the life of nan, it must be
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placed in the context of the whote of nanrs experience. perhaps

insÍghts from non-scientific fields can be instructive to scÍence in its
task of helping man find a place Ín the wor1d.
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5. EOI,ONOI{Y - DAVID BOElt

The physicist David Boh¡n Ís aware of the inherent fragnentation

and linÍÈation existing in the methodology and content of modern

physics, and he is concerneil with the neaninglessness of modern physical

theorÍes to modern man. Yetr he also recognizes within the scientific

nethod and present physical theories a movement towards undívided

wholeness, indicating the necessity of a new order in physics. Bohm

proPoses holonomy' the law of the whole, where all implicates all in

undivideil wholenessr as the basis for a new order. The distinction of

explÍcate and imp1icate23T orders is relevant for a clearer under-

standing of the whole and for understanding of physical phenomena and

consciousnessr and their relationship. Beyond the implicate order is

the holòmovement. The holomovement is not a fixed, final order, but a

movement in which new wholes are contínually emerging.

Bohmrs discussion ís comparable with Nãgãrjunars and éañkara's

presentations. It is from the perspective of a modern physicist, but ís

based on insíght going beyond the strictly scientific and western

perspectives. This discussion provides a further íItuninatÍon of the

frame of rselective understandings of reality and the non-selective

reaLityr Ín a context rneaningful for modern western scientÍfic culture.
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5.1 The Scientific Process

Bohm is concerned with the problems arising from fragmentation

and seeks to propel an orÍentation to wholeness. Most attempts to

understand the whole are linear and summativer reducing the whole to a

complex totality, which is no nore than just another part. ScÍence

normally proceeds through analysis, that is breaking up physÍcaI

processes Ínto autonomously existing elements of fixed natures and then

attenpting to synthesize these parts Ínto a coherent systen. But the

whole of the infinitely interacting universe is not simply a sum of its

parts.

Ànalysis is useful and necessary' provided it is applÍed with an

awareness of its lÍnitations. However, norrnal science extends

fragmentary analysis beyond the sphere where ít is valíd. Physical

theories present varíous views of aspects of the universe. But too

often they are taken as literal descriptions of the whole of existence.

Tt¡e nistaking of partial viewpoints for the whole becomes an unconscious

and self-reinforcing habÍt, leading to extended breaks ín what exists.

Attention to the habit of fragnentary thought and an understanding of

the relationship of the aspect to the whole is needed to end

fragnenÈatÍon and gain new insight inÈo the *¡661s.238

ScÍence is continually seeking and discovering basic orders by

whÍch lÈ hopes to describe the physical processes of the universe. Bohn

describes the general way of perceiving order as giving attentíon to

similar differences and different sinilarities. A hierarchy of sinilar

dÍfferences leads to higher degrees of order. In a high degree of
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order' each suborder has limÍtation. Bohn calls this limitation
\/
measure. Measure is specified through proportion or ratio, wÍth this
specification containÍng the notion of boundary or limit. The

harmonÍously organized whore of order and measure, which is both

hÍerarchic and extensive on each level, determÍnes an overall sÈructure.

Bohm stresses that structure is essent,ially dynamic in nature. It is an

organized whole of everflowing buildingr growth and evolu¡i6¡.239

Physical theories are changíng insÍghts which shape experience

and provide different vÍews of reality. Each theory abstracts an aspect

of reality that is relevanÈ in a certain context. A fact is what has

been manufactor"¿.240 Beginning with a perceptÍon of the actual
situatíon, a fact is developed by adding further order, form and

structure to it with the aid of theoretical concepts. Both facÈs and

theories are asPects of the whole in which analysis into separate but

interacting parts is not reLevant. The validity or Ëruth of facts and

theories Ís dependent on the contextr ând both must be continually

fitted to new experÍences. PhysÍcs acconodates between facts and

theories by adaption within the basic notíons of order. often

accomodation in the exísting frame of order is adequate. But Ít is
possible for old orders to become irrelevant, necessitaÈing a fresh

insight into the whore context, which is then articulated in a new

orderr measure and structure.24I

Science has a tendency to see certaín notions of order as

Perrnanent or to seek a fundamental order or description of the universe.

But Bohm stresses that there Ís no neanÍng in speaking of a fundamental

theory on which all physics would have a permanent basÍs or to which all
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phenonena of the physical world would be ultimately reduced, for each

theory discusses only an abstracted aspect of reality and ís relevant in

a línÍted context. There are no absolute laws. Even the most sacred

physical laws eventually become inadequate, for each ís but a step ín an

unending process of development to deeper levels. Each physícaI

description is ínconplete.

Thus, Bohm introduces holonomy, the lavr of the whole, which is

not a fixed final goal of science but a movement in wÌ¡ích new orders are

continually emerging. The law of the whole includes the possibility of

relevating242 selective aspects that are broad enough for the

description of given lÍnited contexts. These expLicated aspects appear

relatively auÈonomous, but actually have no neaning apart from the

greater whole. The whole does not need to confor¡n to a particular order

or to be bound by a measure. Generally all forrns of the whole merge and

are inseparable. Seeing the whole as a process leads to harmony.243

5.2 Modern Physical Theories

Bohm criticizes classical physics for its nethod that regards

the universe as analyzable into separately and independently existing

elements which interact Ín a non-arbitrary and mechanistic manner.

Classical concepts, including the idea of the constituent element,

Cartesian co-ordinates, Euclidean order and measure, and universal and

absolute tine independent of space r Present a fragmentary and

deterninistÍc picture of the physical world. The attitude of breaking
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up the universe into parts and then synthesizing these parts into a

total systen treaÈs the whole as a thing among thÍngs, and has only

limited validity.244 Bohn states that the classÍcal approach to the

exanÍnatÍon of physical phenonena and the establishment of physÍcal

order must succumb to a fresh perception of the wholer where specific
phenomena and orders are understood as abstractions wíth no meaning

independent of each other or of the whole.

Bohm points out that sone aspects of modern physical theories

imply a new notion of order based on undivided wholeness. For instance,

as discussed ín the previous chapter, special relatÍvity demonstrates

that the observation of physical order is relative to the speed of the

observer I s frame of reference and introduces a four di¡nensional space-

time continuum. Mass and energy are disclosed as different

manÍfestations of a single essence. General relativity emphasizes the

continuity of the field and its non-linear eguations prevent the

analysÍs of the universe Ínto separate but interactÍng parts. It

descríbes matter, gravity and geometry as inseparable aspects of the

curvilinear order and measure of space-tine. Localízed structures are

events or patterns of move¡nent, rather than fixed bodies. In quantum

theory the propertÍes of matter are disclosed as statistically revealed

potentials' and this probability function of an observed object cannot

be specified apart from a descríption of Èhe overall system set up Èo

observe the object. In quantum theory natter reveals both wave and

part,icle facets, depending on the context, and precise specifícations of

the behaviour of atomic particles Ís no longer possible. Quantum leaps

are indÍvÍsible and unanalyzabler and events separated in space are
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correlated in ways that are incapable of detailed causal explanation.
rn modern physical theories prinary emphasis is placed on the continuous

field of the whole uníverser wiÈh partÍcles regarded as abstractions
from the field or regions of intense field which interpenetrate wÍth atl
other particles or abstractions. Thusr the field and partÍc1e are

inseparably interwoven. These theoríes imply that ultimately the whole

universe is an undÍvided who1e, where analysis Ínto independent parts is
not meaningful.245

However ' there are aspecÈs of these modern physical theories

which conflÍct with the notion of unbroken wholeness. FundamenÈal to
relativity is the concept of a signal, an ordered modulation that must

be causally propagated at no more that the speed of light if the

information it carries is to be unaltered. A signal requires that its
source be clearly separated from the region in which it is received, not

only spatially, but also in the sense that the two nust be autonomous in

Èheir behaviour. rn guantum theory, the lÍnearity of the equations

allows the wave functions of the systen to be regarded as existing

separately and autonomously. Thusr the actual individual object of
classical physics is replaced by a nore abstract statistical object.

Boh¡n declares boÈh relativity and quantun theory as inadeguate as both

have fragnentary t.si¿us.246 these autono¡nous residues are the cause of
irreconcilable contradictÍons between the two theories which prevent

them from being unified Ín a nore encompassing physical descripÈion.

Bohm proposes retaining those aspects of existing nodern

physical theories whÍch point to undÍvided wholeness and droppíng those

aspects which conflÍct with it, to uncover a new notion of order. The
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aspects of relatívity and quantum theory that are still valid under such

conditions could be united harmoniously, resulting in a qualitatively

new theory¡ wÍthÍn which the present theories of relativity and quantun

nechanics would be retained as aspects or abstractions. Bohnrs aÍm is a

new Perception of physical phenonena from the perspective of undívided

*¡o1.rr.ss.247

An additionaÌ probl-em which Bohm has with existÍng descriptÍons

of physical phenomena is that they are not understandable. The first
reaction of students to quantum theory is that they are unable to

understand it. Eventually they realÍze that there Ís nothing to

understandr that Èhe wave equation simply provides the rules for
conputÍng results to conpare wiÈh experinents. Nevertheless, it is
supposed to discuss physical- reatÍty. Ment,al gymnastics are required to

smooth over thÍs contradiction. Viewíng quantum theory as an algorithm

with no physicat basÍs does not provide a consistenÈ and rneaningful

worldview. Butr to interpret quantum theory as indicatÍng an

irreducÍble índeterminancy in nature is equally unsatisfactory. Another

possÍble solution to the quandary of quantun theory is to develop a neet

guantum logic. Bohm finds all these proposed solutíons inadequate

because all do not provide an intuitive understanding of quantum

Phenomena.248

Bohm proposes seeking a deeper understanding of physicaJ.

Processes. The inherent Ii¡nitatíon apparently indicated by current
quantum theory indicates the necessity of a new order Ín physícs. This

proposal does not entail ignorÍng the for¡nalism of guantum theory.

Rather, the full extent of lts novel conceptual inplications should be
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exPlored. But the operation of statistical laws is not a reason for

denyíng the search for more detailed ÍndivÍdua1 laws whÍch apply in

broader contexts. If one theory Ís possible, so is another, better

theory which leads to new experimental results, and Bohm takes steps

towards uncoverÍng a deeper level of order which provides a nore

detailed explanation of physical phenomena. Bohm seeks a clear

intuitive understanding of physical reality in the context of the

indivisíble whol-e.

5.3 Explicate and Inplicate Order

Bohn íntroduces the distinction of explicate and inplÍcate

orders as relevant to attaining a clearer intuitive understanding of the

physical universe and the law of the whole. He st,ates that every

immediately perceived aspect of the whole comes ouÈ of a more

comprehensive inplicate order. The inplicate order expresses an

undÍvided wholeness whereÍn all aspects are holisÈically enfolded or

implicÍt and not yet apparentr defíned or expLiciÈ as separate elenents.

To implicate is to fold inward r to have the whole enfolded in each

region. As stated above, a series of sinÍlar differences constitutes an

order. If these differences are in the sane degree of implication, a

distinct inplÍcate order ls described. the law of the whole includes

the possíbility of the enfolded order unfolding and relevatÍng selective

aspects so that they appear relatívely autonomous in limited contexts.

These expLicated aspects are not dÍsjoint and separately existing
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thíngs, but absÈractions fro¡n the whole. To relevate ís to call

attention to asPects of the implicate order so that they stand out ln

relief. The enfolding of a particular explicate order of the whole is

governed by the laws of the implicate ordet.249 Whether an exPlicate or

irnplicate order ís discerned depends on the perspective of the viewer'

ExplicatedasPectsareonlyaPortionofthenonnanifest

imf¡lícate orderr â¡¡d therefore are incomplete. They have their place

but habitual- familiarity with them results in taking these aspects for

actual- descriptions of the whole. Thus, they obscure and usurp Èhe

potential of the whole. Generally, physical laws refer to the explicate

order. Each deals onty with abstracted aspects of the whole whích are

relevant only in selective situations. The explicate order is

incomplete and fragnentary in nature, leading to contradiction and

confusion and making t,he formulaÈion of coherent physical laws

6if¡isu1¡.250

The irnplícate order avoids many of the problems of the explicate

order by looking at the universe nore fundanentally anct by introducing a

higher degree of order into the donain of physical laws' Moving from

the manífest to the essential by penetrating to broader orders of

movement beyond imrnediate perception is the only way to solve the

problems of a limited perspective'

The explicaÈe and Írnplicate orders nust no! be confused' The

Ímplicate order ís not reducible to a ¡nore iletailedl or conplex explicate

order. The explicate order may be adequate in certain contexts' but it

has little meaning aPart from the deeper inplicit whole' The tno orders

conplete each other, with the explicate order implying the inplicate
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order. the nanÍfest ís the outcome of the nonmanÍfest. The nonmanifest

is greater than the nanifesÈ, but Ís still related to the runi¡gs¿.25l
once the Ímplicate order is regarded as the more fundanental order,
aspects' as relativÍty independent subtotalities broad enough for the

descrÍption of a specific context, can be abstract¿6.252 Thus, Boh¡n

stresses giving prÍmary rerevance to the Ímpricate order.

There are nany levels of implÍcate orders of varying degrees of
subtlety. But the Ímplicate order Ís stilt in the realm of expressible

ideas and Èherefore limited. It is beÈter able to deal wÍth reality
than Èhe ideas of the expricate order, but Ít still does not grasp the

whole of realÍty. The implicate order is necessary as man needs ideas

to deal ¡vith reality coherently. But Ít implÍes an ineffable and

infinite wholeness beyond iÈself, and it can become a hindrance if Ít is
not transcended. The implÍcate order acts as a bridge, loosening rigid
attachment to the abstractÍons of the explicit order and moving nan Ín

the direction of the deeper r¡61..253

The hoLomovement is more fundamental. The ínplÍcate order is
grounded in the holomovement, the unending flux of enfoldment and

unfoldment. Particular aspects of the holomovement merge and are

inseparable. It noves between the explicate and inplícate orders, being

stÍll more inward than the two orders which are its extrenes. The

rpvement is basíc, and specific states are its abstractions. Infinitely
subtle and without boundaries¡ the holonovement does noÈ need to conform

to any order or be bound to any measure.254 rt is the eternar and

indefinÍte movement of the whole.
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5.4 The Lens and Èhe Eoloqram

To provide a clearer understandíng of his proposed manner of

perceiving the whole' as opposed to attenpts to understand the whole

through anarysis and synthesis, Boh¡n suggests considering the

differences between the optical lens and the hologran. Ee feels that

this distinction is conducive to the perception of a new order that is

relevant for physical laws.

À lens encourages the díssection of the universe Ínto separate

parÈs. The essentÍal feature of a lens is that it brings the

corresPondence of specifíed features of an object and its ímage into

sharp relief, thus strengthening an awareness of the various distinct
parts of the object and the relationship between these parts. In this

manner ít furthers a tendency to think in terns of anarysis and

sYnthesis.255

The hologram, on the other hand, provides an appropiate symbot

form for perceiving the unbroken whole, Ín which analysis into well-
defÍned parts is not relevanÈ. rn the opticar horogran, a bean of

coherent laser light is split ínto two beams, with one beam being

reflected otf an object and the other beÍng used as a reference beam.

The convergence of the two beams creates an interference pattern which

is reeorded on a photographic plate.256 The resulting interference

pattern is extrenely fine and complexr and disÈríbuÈed equally and

ubÍquÍtousry throughout the prate. rf any small regíon of the prate is

illurnínateil with coherent lightr the whole ílluminated object is
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revealed, although somewhat vaguely and fron a decreased range of

possible points of view, so that the whole is found to be enfolded in

each part. Thus, with the hologram, in each region of space the

movement of 1Íght implicitly contains a vast range of distínctions of

order and neasure appropriate Èo the whole illumined structure. There

is not a one to one correspondence between the parts of the illuninated

object and the parts of its image on Èhe photographic plaÈe. Rather,

all parts are interrelated and each part contains the inage of the whole

object inplicitly.257 The whole not only contains its parts, but is

potentíally present in all its parts, so that the whole and its parts

cannot be separated.

The lens, with Íts analysis of the universe Ínto autonomous

elements, is a limiting case of the hologram, with lts tendency to see

aspects as relevant to the whole sÈrucÈure. ÀIthough the optical

hologran Ís a meaningful symbol for gaining insighÈ into the whole, it

is, however¡ only a partial analogy that is static and abstractedr ând

it cannot reveal the Èotal depths of the flowing rnovement of the

whole.258

In the optical hologran in each region of space the order of the

whole illumined structure is enfolded and carried in the novenent of

J-íght. This order and movement can be enfolded and carríed not only in

electromagnetic uraves, but also in countless other for¡ns of novement.

lo generalize, so as to emphasize undivided wholeness, Bohm proposes

that what carries the inplicate order is the ¡novement of the unbroken

whole which he calls the holonovement.259 The hologram is a limited

static Ímage. The hoÌonovement is the unliniÈeil and essential movenent
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of the whole.

Bohm proposes that the structure disclosed in the hologram

extends over the whole universe and the whole past with implÍcations for

the whole future. The entire order of the universe Ís enfolded in each

region of space and time, so that even íf only a part is manifest, the

whoLe is inplicitly present. Man is implicaÈed in alr he sees and

thinks, for he Ís present everywhere and at all tines, and so is every

objec¡.260 Although relatively autonomous aspects can stand out in

relief against the background of the whore, all implicates atl ln

undividled wholeness.

5.5 The Ink Drop Analow

To clarify the distinction between the implÍcate and explicate

orders, Bohm provides a particurarty vivid illustration of how an

enfolded implicate order nay unfold as an explicate order of ostensibl-y

discrete, separate elements. He describes a transparent container full

of viscous f1uíd and equipped with a mechanÍcal rotor that can stir the

fluíd slowly' but thoroughly. Insoluble ink droplets are dropped into

the ftuid, one after another, and stírred into the fluÍd. The ink

droplets are thus gradually transfor¡ned into threads that extend

throughout the whole fluid, apparently losing theÍr separaÈe identities.

They are enfolded so that they interpenetrate wíth the wt¡ole, appearing

only as a nass of grey fluid. Each droplet is enfolded in a seeningly

rando¡n manner, yet each has an order impLÍcated in the fluÍd which is
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distinct from every other droplet.

If the stlrring device is rotated in the opposite dlrection, the

transformation ís reversed and each droplet ís reconstiÈuted. If the

reversed rotation occurs very rapidly, the droplets unfold and again

enfold in the fluid so quickly that the individual droplets are not

resolved in perception and the appearance of a single, solid object

moving through Èhe fluid is created. As the human eye is only sensitive

to certain concentrations of dye, ft cannot see the whole movemenÈ of

the dye, rather only the relevated aspects. Each manifested droplet is

merely an aspect abstracted from the whole.

In the continuous movement of the fluid and ink droplets,

varÍous inplÍcate orders become explÍcate and explicate orders

implicate. The total structure of the dye at any given noment is that

in which different degrees of irnplication are arranged in a certain

overall order. Every part of the whole structure contributes to the

order of each of the droplets, in their various stages of implication,

and each droplet, and therefore each level of implicatÍon' irreducibly

contributes to the structure of the who1e.

The ensemble of droplets is so íntermingleil that the specifÍc

orders of the various droplets appear Índistinct. However, the

differences in their orders are revealed when the varÍous partÍcles are

explicated. The sËructure relates only those aspects wÍth the same

degree of implÍcation. Thusr the picture which the hunan eye can

perceive at a given time is onJ-y the inage of those aspects which can be

explicated together, that is those droplets that are synochronous or

possess the same degree of inplication. The explicated droplets cannot
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consístentry be regarded as autonomous. Each aspect has no meaning

apart from the whole "¡t¡¡.¿u¡s.26I The whole ímplicate order is present

aÈ every npment and contributes to each expricated droptet.

By asserting thaÈ the ¡vhole is ínplicit in every part of the

ÍmpricaÈe order, Bohn is introducing a radicarry new description
incorporating the wholeness of forn. He sees this order of unbroken

wholeness as a possÍble neans of explainÍng prevÍously inexplicabl-e

quantum phenomena. For example, the quantun reap, where a particle

appearing at a certain position dÍsappears onry to reappear

inexplicabely at a new posiÈíon, can be vÍsualized as a particle
unfoldÍng, enfolding and unfolding again, as in the ink drop anarogy.

Às the senses are onÌy aware of Èhe explícate ¡pvements of the particle,
Íts implicate developments appear unaùÌyzable. Non-causal correlations

also become understandable. Tvro particles spatially separated at Èhe

explicate level are ÍmplÍcit1y interconnected. The fact that in quantun

mechanics an object cannot be specified apart from a description of the

overall system set up to observe the object Ís the result of the whole

structure being implicÍt Ín every part, whether explÍcate or implicate.

The constituents of physicat theories, such as particres and waves,

space, time and movementr are only abstractions of the nonrnanifest

implicate order and therefore incomplete in isolati6¡.262 Bohm stresses

the need for a Èhorough wholeness in physÍcal thought.
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5.6 Hiqher DinensÍonal Order

Thus far the implicate order has been presented through inages

of a process of enfoldment and unfoldment taking place in ordÍnary three

dimensional space. Bohm, however, feels Èhe inplÍcate order indicates a

higher dimensional reality, of which the three dimensional world of

ordinary experience is buÈ an abstractÍon.

To itlustrate the abstraction of lower dinensional phenomena

from a higher di¡nensional reality and their correlation, Bohm discusses

the reLatÍonship of two unigue two-dinensional movie projections of a

single three-dÍmensional object. He presents the scenarÍo of two movie

cameras filning the movement of a fish swimming in an aguarium, as seen

through two glass walls at right angles to each other. !{hen the two

films thus recorded are projected onto separate screens, each image will

appear generally different, and yet there will exist a relationship

between the two inages. As Èhe fish projected on one screen executes

certain moves, the fish projected on the second screen will execute

corresponding moves. Thus, the two images are correlated and reflect

each other. Both images refer to a single whole, the conmon ground of

both. They are simply two-dimensional absÈractions of a Èhree-

dÍnensional reality. The three-dÍmensional realÍty holds the two-

dimensional projections wÍthin itself as abstractions, and yet is

neitherr being of a nature beyond 6e¡¡.263

Bohm suggests that in a similar fashÍon particles are

projections of a higher dinensional reality. In guantum theory' the

interaction of several three-di¡nensional particles ¡nust be described by
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eguations of hígher dimensionsr leadíng to a higher degree of order ln

physics. The interaction of two three-dimensional particles must be

describecl by a sÍx-dínensional wave equation. The interaction of n

three-di¡nensional particles leads to a wave equation of three n-

di¡nensions. The eventual result is an infínitely dinensÍonal universe

which cannot be reduced to three dÍ¡nensions. Under certain conditions

abstracÈed three dinensional partÍcIes will exhibit relatively

índependent behaviour. Butr in a ¡nanner similar to the two dimensional

projections of the three dÍmensional fish, such particles will exhÍbit

corretated behavíour that irnplies they are projections of a higher

dÍnensional whole.264

Thus, the implicate order indicates a multi-dimensional reality.

The exanples of the hologran, Èhe ink droplets and the projecÈions of

the fish are only three dinensional approxinations of thÍs hÍgher degree

realíty. The order of the whole is a process of unfoldnent and

enfoldnent in a multi-dinensíonal reality, which, under certain

condítions, can be ex¡llicated to a three dlmensional abstractíon'

5.7 Íhe !{a tization of the Implica Order

Bohm states that a vague notion of the implicate order is not

sufficient. He stresses that it ls time to present physical theories in

tern6 of thÍs deeper order. He thus begins the process of the

mathematization of the inplicate.

The nathematization of the general language of physics makes
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possÍble a more precisely articulated discussion of the ímplicate order

than is ¡rossíble in the general language alone. The general language of

physics and its nathenatizatíon work together coherently and

harmoniously as two aspects of one whole. A dialogue between the two

leads to new meaníngs coÍmon to both aspects. In physics the ex¡llicate

order arises as an aspect of sense perception and ís described in

Euclídean order and measure. The simpte geometrical changes within a

given explicate order are transfornations, and these physical Processes

of the explicate order can be readily nathenatized. the inplicate order

is described in a higher dimensional order and measure, and dÍscusses

more radical kinds of change¡ which Bohm calls metamorphoses. Bohm

denonstrates how effects demonstrated by the hologram, where the whole

illumined structure is enfolded ín each regÍon of sPace, can be

maÈhenatized. He also demonsÈrates how the enfolding and unfolding of

Ínk droplets in viscous fluid can be mathemati2s6.265 Thus, the

posslbility of a relevant mathenatics coherently related to the general

Ianguage for discussÍng the inplicate order and its meÈamorphoses is

discLosed.

Algebra conÈains features similar to the features of structures

built on inplicate orders. Individual algebraic symbols are not

directly relevant in isolatíon. OnIy in the relations and operations in

which they take part are they rnade relevant. In this lray they

correspond to words, whose lrnplicit meaning is only fully realized in

the manner language as a whole is used. In the general Language for the

description of impLicate order, the indefinable and imneasureable

holomovement is consldered as the whole from whích aII that is to be
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díscussed is ultimatery relevated. simirarly, in the argebraic
mathenatization of general language, an índefínable algebra is the whole

from which each algebraic term is relevated. Each tern derÍves its
meanÍng by signlfying a whole novenent in all the terms of the algebra.

Tt¡is sinilarÍty leads to the possibítity of a coherent mathernatÍzatÍon

of the general description whÍch takes the whole to be the indefÍnable

and imneasurabLe holomovement. Às relatively autononous aspects of Èhe

holomovenent can be consÍdered, sor in íÈs mathe¡natization, relatively

autonomous subalgebras, as aspects of the indefÍnable whole algebra, can

be considered. fn both cases the law of the whole context LÍ¡nits the

autonomy of the aspects. À given physical context can be descrÍbed in

terms of an appropriate subalgebra. Às the lirnits of the given context

are surpassed and its descrlption becomes lnadequate, broader al-gebras

must be consÍdered. Algebra itself Ís a limited form of mathenatization

and eventualry it nay be necessary to move beyond it. Neverthel-ess, it

still offers a range of aspects for nodern physics to explore.266

5.8 Hidden Variable Theory

Bohn states that scientific progress ís an unending process of

moving Èo ever deeper levels of Ímplicate orders. He feels that physícs

can now step to a deeper level of exploration than the indeterminacy of

quantum theory through his hÍdden variable theory. His hypothesis is

that the results of individual quantun nechanical measurements are

determined by new kinds of factors. These factors can be represented
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nathematlcally by a set of variables beyond those currently exÍsting in
physics. The variables describe the staÈes of these new entlties in a

deeper subquantun level and obeying qualÍtatively new laws. The search

for these new variables shouLd take place where present Èheories lead to

inconsistent results and unsoLved mathematicaÌ difficulties, the very

small distances and hÍgh energy of the violenÈ quantum fluctuations.

The hidden variable theory would predict results consisLent with those

predÍcted by the ordinary interpretatÍon of quantum theory, but based on

different assultptÍons concernÍng the existence of a deeper tevel of

inclívÍdual laws. The further varlables in the subquantum realm would

enable a more detailed deternination of the unanatyzable fluctuations

resultíng in existing quantum measure¡s¡¡s.267

In the deeper lnplicaÈe order, the theory of relatÍvityrs

consideration of sPace is no longer adequate. Relativity provides only

an explicate ordering of space, with space being regarded as a continuun

that can be covered by a conrprex, thaÈ is the joining together of many

separate objectsr ând discussed Ín terms of coordinate systems. It ls a

view of space as a set of unigue and werr-defined points, rerated

topologically to a set of neighbourhoods and related metricall-y by a

defínÍtíon of distance. An implicate orderíng of space introduces the

idea of a multiplex, that is the enfolding of unli¡nited systems of

orders and measure into each other. With the introductlon of the

inplicate order' relativityrs concept of a signal, which ls consÈituted

of an explicate order of events, Ís also no longer relevant. The theory

of relativity states that all co-ordÍnate systems furnish eguivalent

frames of reference. The law of the whole considers structures to be
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implÍcate relative to each o¡¡"¡.268

Bohm feels that his efforts to mathernatÍze the implicate order

wíll result in a nore detailecl explanatíon and understandÍng of physical

phenomena than quantum theory and relativity provide. Experinents ín

new domaÍns and to new degrees of approxímatÍon will result in new

entitÍes r IIIêthods, laws and ef forts which may substantiate hÍs

theoretical proposals. Boh¡n is not adanant that his hidden variabLe

theory is the best course for physíes to pursue. rÈ is impossibre to

know beforehand which avenue will prove to be the rnost fruitful, Èhus

many avenues should be exprored. For Bohmr this theory is the nost

conceivable possibility and he explores Ít to avoid the stagnation that

he feels results from accepting current physÍcat theories as the linits
of physical knowledge.269

5.9 Phvsieal Theories as Aspect s of Èhe Whole

The law of the whole places the entire context of physics into a

new structure. The implicate order extends indefinitely in a ¡nulti-

dimensíonal reality in whích relatively independent subtotalities may be

abstracted. Thus, crassicar physics, guantun theory and relatívity
theory¡ and even the hidden variabre theory, are aspects of a more

comprehensíve structure. Reality appears as a series of levels of

implícate orders, a hierarchy of subsystems, systens and supersystems.

Each level of order is, to an extent, influenced by all other levers. A

level is not fully comprehensible in terms of the next lower level
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alone, although the nexÈ lower Ìeve1 may be its ¡nain determiner. Each

level irreducibly contributes to the description of Èhe whole and Èhe

whole is reflected in each level. A relatively independent physical

context can stand out in relief against the background. However,

urtimately all revers and contexts¡ explicate and implicate, nerge in
the unknown whole of the onio'"¡ss.27o rÈ Ís not possible to arrive at
an ultimate physical theory. Implicate orders may be expressed, but the

Process of describÍng ever subtler levels of reality is endless. Bohm

presents a thoroughgoÍng wholeness, where all implicates alr in
undivided wholeness.

Bohmrs discussion of physÍcal theories does not activeJ.y include

the observer. He seeks an undersÈaniting of the relatively independent

physÍcal context. Some physicists place the observer in a cent,ral and

active position in modern physical theories. Bohn, however, feels that

this is leaping ahead of existing evÍd'ence. He does recognize that

consciousness is an aspect of the whorer âs werl as natter, and is
inplictly present everywhere. He also ad¡nits that a conprehensive

explanatÍon nay be found whích encompasses both consciousness and

natter. However, Bohm states that there is no evidence as yet for

introducing a non-passive observerr ând thus he treats the observer as

functÍonally separate from the physical context and actÍve only in
lnterpretatíon. Bohm will wÍden his physical theories to Ínclude

conscÍousness if and when it is denanded by evÍdence. But, for now, he

is satisfieil with a non-passive observer. He also does not accept Jack

Sarfattirs proposal that consciousness is the essence of natterr the

hÍdden essence behind all physical phenomena. Rather, the whole, the
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essence of alL' is indefÍnite and beyond such classlfication as

conscíousness and r"¡¡s¡.271

5.10 ExplÍcit Thought and fmplicit ConscÍousness

DespÍte Bohmrs exclusion of consciousness from hÍs current work

in physics, he does find the raw of the whore rerevant for an

understanding of consciousness. By distinguishing between erçricit,
mechanistic thought and the implicit intellect, and warnlng of the
destruct,ive tendency of aspects of ÈhoughÈ to usurp the whole of
conscious thought, Bohm provldes an interesting Ínsight inÈo the nature

of consciousness.

The explÍcate order of consciousness consÍsts of associative
thought ' with one thought automatícarry foltowíng another
nechanistically through an assocíation deternined by habit. Thought

consists of routÍne1y and passively arranging the images arÍsing ouÈ of
me¡nory wíth sensory experíence to condition the next thought. The flow
of experÍence is seen as fleeting impressions against a background of
the separate features of the content of thought whÍch are ordered Ín
terms of the totality of relatively static images recorded Ín the past.
Associative thought ratÍonally anaryzes experience into expricit,
dÍscrete erenents. Time is present onLy in the content of Ehought. yet

thought changes deterministically with tine and is of the order of time.
AssocÍatíve thought is only an abstracted fragment of consciousness, a
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limÍted order e:çlicated from the whore of conscíous actÍvity.
Associative thought points to the deeper¡ Ímplicate order of

consciousness, the intellect. The conditÍon for the awakeníng of the

Íntellect Ís the non-operatÍon of mechanistic thought. The intellect Ís
of a different quality. rt Ís not a product of nemoryr rlor can it be

analyzed and defined. Ti¡neless and without restrictions or blocksr the

intellect is the inner formatlve activity Èhat is inplicitly in touch

with the whole of consciousness.2T2

The whole of conscÍousness is an indefinite, flowing novement, a

ceaseless frux from which expricate and implicate orders emerge.
Howeverr the access of personal consciousness to the implicate order is
limited by a resÍdue of memories with a specificr explicated
configuration, causing the nind to resonate with only a small subset of
informatÍon. AttentÍon to a certain ¡nanifest context of consciousness,

based essentialJ-y on memory, allows the recurrence and stability of a

relatively índependent subtotality of thought. This process Ís brought

about as a part of the sane process causing recurrence and stability in
the manifesÈ order of natter. The continuÍty of a certaÍn pattern of
thought unfolding regularly becomes a self-reinforcing and unconscious

habit. The repetítion of an explicated order of thoughÈ results in Ít
being seen as prÍmary. ThÍs aspect of consciousness extols itself and

Ímposes its order onto the whore of consciousness, usurpÍng the
implicaÈe in¡"11ss¡.273 The domination of the whole by an aspect teads

to fragmentatíon and contradiction, conflíct and confusion.

However' in each nomenÈ of consclousness, the explicated thought

content has a deeper irnplicate content which completes it. Stilling the
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operation of thought renoves its restraints, IirnÍÈations and

fragnenÈaÈionr and enables a movement at the subtler levels of

consciousness. The intellect provides a deeper undersÈanding of the

forming actÍvity underlying thought. ft has ínsighÈ into the implicít

aspects of consciousness and thus creatively arranges the content of

consciousness in qualitatively new rùays. fnsight results Ín seeing new

basic dÍfferences, new forms and arrangments, and new interconnections.

ft provides an aesthetic perception of the harmony of structure and a

sense of undivÍded whol-eness.274

Consciousness as a whole is the co¡rTmon source of thought and the

intellect. rt Ís an indefinite whole fron whence alr perception,

explicate and implicate, arÍses. The fmplicate order of the intellect

can have some insight into the underrying consciousness, but it can

never grasP it in its wholeness. ConscÍousness resonates between the

explicate and implÍcate orders, but is a deeper stream of awareness than

both. Each ¡nove¡nent of consciousness is in innediate contact wÍth all

levels of conscious order. Each aspect of awareness ís inseparable from

the whole. Atl nutually enfolded aspects of consciousness harnoniously

merge Ín the whole of consciousness.
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5.11 l¡laÈter and ConscÍousne ss as Àspee of a Greate r Yghole

Moving to an even deeper level of implication, consciousness and

natter are regarded as aspects of the fundamental subsÈratun, the

unbroken whoLe of holomovement. The relative Índependence of
consciousness and natter is apparently manifested in explicated orders

of descriptíon. However, they are Ínterrelated projections fro¡n the

primary flux, which Ís the co¡nmon ground of. aLI.275 the unbroken whole

is beyond all such classÍfÍcation. rt cannoÈ be described in forms

involving fragmentation and boundaries, buÈ only in terms of harmonious

interpenetration.

Bohm in¡plíes thoroughgoing wholeness. Ètan is implicated ín all
he sees and thinks, for he ls present everywhere and at alr ti¡nes

although only imprÍcÍtly. The same Ís true of every object. Every

moment of tÍne contains the entire past with implÍcatÍons for Èhe entíre
future. Every person¡ êvêr! object and every time are aspects of Èhe

whore, and are forded together with every other aspect of the whote.

Even the idea of the whole must merge into the whole. The divÍsions
between individual conscÍousness, between natter and consciousness,

space and tÍmer Ín fact all divÍsÍons, fall away.276 The whole is
enfolded ln arl orders and in arr aspects. Arl inpticates arl in
undivÍded wholeness.
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5.I-2 Holonomy

OnIy holonomy, the law of the whole, is adequaÈe to the

discussion of the whole. Eolonomy must be distinguisheil from autonomy

and heteronomy. Nothing Ís a law unto itself. At best there can be

relative and limited autonomy in certain conditions and degrees of

approxination. However, a given relatÍve autonomy is IÍmited by other

rerative autonomy. As everythíng ínt,eracts, nothing is self-ruling.

Eeteronomy is also inadequate, f,or it describes a law where reJ-atíve1y

autononous things are related externally and nechanistically. The

tinitations of autonomy and heteronomy are uttinately revealed by

holonomy. 277

Bohmrs holonomy is not a fixed, final order, but a movement in

which new orders are contÍnually emerging. The attempt to lnpose order,

whether explicate or implicate¡ on the flowing nature of the whole

inevitably results Ín contradiction. The holomovement is not capable of

conforming Èo any order. It ls a flowing movemenÈ beyond the

Iimitations of imposed orders.

5.13 The Movement of the Whole

fn the movement of the whole, orders may emerge as relatively

independent subtotalities. Ít¡ís unfolding is a creative process, with a

given unfolded order beÍng new content from a multi-dÍmensional reality"

There is a general relationshíp expressing a force of necesslty whÍch
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bÍnds together a certain unÍque set of elements of ímplÍcate order in
such a way that they can contribute to a common explÍcate end. The

origin of the force of necessity is not understandable solely in the

terms of the implicate and explicate orders of the sÍtuation Ín

question' but are inherent Ín the whole context. Understanding its
origin leads to more comprehensÍve and inward relatÍve1y auÈononous

implicate and explicate orders with corresponding deeper and nore inward

forces of necessity.278 Manifest orders always depend on the whole

context which is a flowing movement.

The flux of unfoldnent and enfoldnent is unending. There exÍsts

an infinity of orders or dimensions of inplication. The whole contaíns

an inexhaustible variety of different kinds and degrees of order. The

Process of disclosing orders of ever deeper levels of implication is

endless. The whole is conÈinually changÍng and thus not capable of

conforming to any order. There can be no ultimate descrÍption of order,

as all orders and descriptions are linÍted and incapable of graspÍng the

whole. If a given descriptÍon or order is assumed to ex¡rress the whole,

fragmentation and contradictíon result. The notion of imptícate orders

nust, be left behind or it becomes an obstacle to insigh! into the whole.

Eventually all conception of levels and orders, whether explicate or

inplicate, must be transcended. Àtl levets or aspects are lnterrelated

and all contribute irreducÍbly to the whole. Ultinately all levels

merge in the whole wÍth no clear distínctions. The whote is in each

Part' and each part shares in the whole. All implicaÈes all ín unbroken

wholeness
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The unending movement of the whole is all Èhat exÍsts.
rnfinÍtely subtle and infinÍtely complex a vague notion of it ís enough

to know that iÈ exists. But it cannot be defined or neasured, specÍfÍed

or analyzed. rt is the unknowabre, the genuÍneJ-y real and primary

reality. T{hat is' is the holomovement, the ineffable movement of the

¡¡¡e1s.279

5.14 Conclusion

Bohmrs discussíon of the aspecÈ as opposed to the undtivided

whole provides an excellent Íllumination of the frame of I selective

understandings of realÍty and the non-selective real-ítyr in a manner

largery comparable with Nãgãrjuna and dafrkarars discussions, and yet

relevant to issues of scientific methodology and modern physical

theorÍes. Itis efforts Èo discuss modern physics coherently proceed with

an awareness that such discussions deaL only wíth an aspect of

existencer and not Èhe undivided whole. Thus, he is able to provide

nuch useful knowledge and inslght without being deluded regarding íts

limitatÍons. He attenpts to make physics intuitively understandable,

but fro¡n a perspective that goes beyond the purely scÍentific and

western.

Bohm argues that the physical context should be exanined

independenÈly fron consciousness, as there ls not as yet evidence

necessitating the inclusion of consciousness Ín physÍcs. The study of

physical phenonena Ín lsolatlon, as an abstraction from a greater whole,
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is valid. Eowever, it does not need to preclude the study of physÍcal

and conscÍous phenomena together as another abstraction, perhaps nore

lmplicit than the physical context alone. Perhaps the evidence for the

incluslon of consciousness Ín physical theories does not exist as yet

because physicists do not know nhere to rook for it. Thus, arthough

consciousness need not be addressed by arr physícists, it need not be

excluded totally from physics.

Boh¡n states that matter and conscÍousness are two aspecÈs of a

greater wholer whÍch Ís undefinable. As consciousness is not Èhe

essence of the indefinite holomovenent, but an abstraction from it, Bohn

does not accept Jack Sarfattirs hlpothesÍs that consciousness is the

substratum of ¡natter and all phenomena. However, even íf Bohm does not

accept consciousness as the essence of the wtrole, it could prove to be a

more implicit order than matterr äDd thus the basÍs of matter.

As Bohm clearly indicates, it is lmportant to recognize that

further najor advances in physical knowledge are possible and that these
dfurther avances may necessitate rnoving into qualiÈativety new ways of

understanding. However, in agreement wÍth Nägãrjuna and Éairkara, Bohn

states that no matter how deeply ¡nan penetrates phenomenal existence, or

how advanced his conventionaL knowledge, Ít is stilt inherently J-imited

and Èhus contradictary, as the whole, or true knowledge, cannot be

grasped by conceptual thought.

AlÈhough Bohmrs discussion is comparable with Nãgärjuna's and

Éañkarats presentations, it Ís not precisely the same.

NãgEtrjuna and éaírkara make a cLear and rigorous distínction

between relative and absolute knowledge. They both present an
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unconditÍoned absolute reality and deny attenpts to characterize it in
terms such as movement or non-movenent. Their primary aÍn is sÍnrply to

provide a means to uncover absolute knowledge and thus true freedon. To

this end all limiteil knowledge and its expressÍons are denÍed any

ultinate significance and negated.

Bohm clearly dÍstÍnguishes between the abstracted aspect and the

whole. Eowever, he differs from Nãgãrjuna and éañkara ín descrÍbíng an

endless process of implÍcation. His dÍstÍnction between the unending

ímpricate orders and the movement of the whole Ís not crear and

rigorous. The holomovement is an endless process of enfold¡nent and

unfoldnent. Reality is never static or conplete.280 The holomovement

is not an absolute of which nan can attaÍn final knowledge. RaÈher,

Boh¡n dÍscusses the value of exploring the never endÍng revers of
inplicate order to attaÍn everchangÍng depths of insight.
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coNcLUsroll

The frame of rselective understandings of reality and the non-

selective realityr is valuable as it leads to an awareness of both the

1i¡nitaÈions and potenÈÍa1s of human understanding. Reality allows

various non-arbiÈrary configurations, none of which exhaust the whole.

The frane reveals the incompleteness and provisional nature of

artÍculations of ínterpretations of manrs experience. It thus deters

any descrÍption fron dogmatically asserting that it exhausts the whole

of possible experience. Mistaking particular viewpoÍnts for the whole

of reality and operating solely ín terns of such IÍníted perspectives

leads to contradictions and nanifold problemsr and is inherently

destructive. Linited viewpoínts are useful for ordering manrs

environment coherently and conveniently, and can be Èhe source of

meaningful insight into the nature of reality, provided theÍr

incompJ-eteness Ís recognízed. t imited expressions can give a vague

notion of the whole, enough to acknowledge its existence' although they

are unable to provide an actual understanding of it. Accepting

Iimitation, but with a critical consciousness of its selective nature

and with an oríentation of all relatÍve perspectives to Èhe whole,

enables nan to control and constructively utilize selective

understandingr rather than it dominating and deluding hÍm. The

linitation of certain forms of understanding does not mean the

limitation of human understaniling as such. SelectÍve and relative
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viewpoints do not have meaning apart form the whole of reallty' and thus

they nust point beyond thenselves to the greater whole.

Different expressions of experience are necessary in a world of

diverse and multi-faceted culturesr and the unigue and vital

contribuÈions of each should be recognÍzed. To understand experiencet

nan follows different paths based on different presuppositions, which

offer different descriptions of different aspects of life. Realit'y is

perceived in various ways, and each perspective provides an origÍnal

core of exÍstential meaning. À11 perspectives are valid, although

selectiver and all express manrs relatedness to the whole of reality.

Variety and e:çosure to other view¡roints are essential to manrs

vÍtality, creativity and growth. Àn ÍnÈegrated approach that explores

many perspectíves as opposed to the rnonopoly of one is stimulating and

adds dinensions of openness and tolerance to man's understanding. The

different insights of different understandíngs can be brought together

in a creative and dynamic interrelation that leads to a deeper astareness

than that achieved by the non-necessary assumptions of a single

perspective. Meaningful intercom¡nunication, that overco¡nes sectarianism

and the pursuit of group interestsr cân lead to mutual learning and

genuÍne novel ÍnsíghÈs. In such an atmosphere of intellectual freedon,

the emphasis is placed on the whole' not the vehicle to 1¡.281

À poÍnt of contact is established when it is recognized thaÈ

each view¡roint presents a selective understaniling of realÍty and, as a

relatíve perspective, each must point beyond itself to the whole of

reality. Awareness of the specifics of each prevents reduction of one

to the other. As each is only a path to the whol-er no one vehicle
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should be absolutized over the others. Banalities are avoÍded by not

collapsing all perspectives into a sinplistic, holistic totality. Each

must retain its own methodology and epistenology, but each must accept

it as limited. Being convinced by one perspective ¡rhen all are regarded

as aspects of something ¡nore fundamental is not intelligent.

Differentiation with dynamÍc ínterrelation creates tension and

the challenge of breaking old patterns to arrive at new insíghts.

Confronting the dÍfferences and contradÍctions of diverse perspectives

results in recognÍzing the linitations of each perspective. Disrupting

and interfering with the stabilizing forces and presuppositions of a

given viewpoint helps to push through its inherent linitations to a

deeper understandÍng. The stimulation of new perspectives can result in

a creative synthesis and awareness of the whole of reality surpassing

that of a single viewpoint.

À concern for the wholeness of realÍty brÍngs nan Èo the

foundations of his nodels and symbolsr to the ground of his selective

understandíngs and to the depths of his being. By being open and

critical, by keepÍng the boundaries of the possible supple and

creatively breaking old patterns, nan's awareness expands and deepens.

Exploring the llmitations of all- selective understandings and Èheir

dangerous, dogmatic Èendency to usurp the whole leads to an awareness of

the whole lying beyond aLl selective expressions. Man should act

responsibly. Through an orÍentation to the whole, he should be ready to

face the consequences of thÍs orientation and recognize the whole where

it reveal-s itself. Man has a spiritual core of infinite potential that

he need only realize to actualize. He has the potentÍal to move beyond
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the constraints of his ordÍnary understaniling to the deeper meanings and

lneffable freedon of the whole.

However, to break free of li¡nited viewpoints, it is not enough

to simply recognize their selectivÍty. The pull of the whole is also

needed. OnIy the whole is absolutely real, while selectivÍty determines

understandings which are only reLatively real. The metamorphosis from

selectivity to non-selectivity is not continuousr but is a leap from

conditioned existence to transcendent oneness.

It is ínportant to keep ídeas relevanÈ, to search for neaning

applicable to current problems. Experience and undersÈandÍng are

continually changingr nêcêssitatÍng new configurations. No single

expression of an undersEaniling of reality is relevant for all people '
for aII time. The insights of the past cannot símply be repeated. they

must be dynamically integrated wÍth those of the present or they will

become irrelevant. Stating and restating keeps insights alive and

rneaningful, and restatements must be made in each age to íntelligentJ-y

meet the challenges of the present worldviews' issues and concerns. It

is necessary to adjust, evolve and expand to survive in a meaningful

way. Thus, it is important to live with questionsr to poÍnt to

problenatic areas and Íssues, rather than seeking final solutions. As

the whole of reality cannot be captured in a single formula¡ contÍnual

restatenents of understanding of existencer relevant to the changing

experiences of nan, and continual striving for nore comprehensive re-

orienÈatíons to the whole nust be made.

In the nodern western world, one of the important issues is

har¡nonlously interrelatlng science and religion. Both scíence and
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relÍgion are vital conPonents of modern culture. How the two relaÈe is
one of the questions which must be continually resought and restated if
thÍs culture is to grow and survive ín a neaningful nanner. By

accePting the articulated understandings of both and dynamicalty

interrelating their diverse perspectives, a deeper understanding of the

whole and a common force in confronting the íssues of today can be

attained' beyond the possibilÍties either offer ln isolatÍon. Both

science and religion have important and valid contributions to make to

human existencer Yet neither expresses the whole of exÍstence. For

genuíne meaning, relevanÈ for the diversity of rpdern culture, to be

established, an orientation beyond single, selective understandíngs must

be sought.

The frame of rselective understandings of reality and the non-

selectÍve realityr provídes a good basis for considering the nature of
science and religÍonr their interrelationship and their relationshÍp to

the whole of reality. IÈ enables a variety of expressed understandings

of rearity to be examíned, western and eastern, religious and

scientific, recognizÍng each as lÍmited, and ye! as providÍng vital
insight Ínto realityr âhd recognizÍng that each, by its selective

nature, is orientated to the non-selectÍve whole of reality. In such a

contextr Do singLe viewpoint can absolutize itself over other

perspectives or have pretenslons of exhausting the possibilities of
human understanding. Discussing a variety of perspectives provides the

scope of insight reguired to adequately address a proble¡n of such

conplexity and vastness as the relation of science and relígion. ft

enables a deeper insíght into the Ii¡nitatÍons and poLentials of the
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expressions of hunan understanding than that achieved by a partícular

perspective alone.

A general overview of several facets of western culture reveals

the nature of selectivity. Selectivity enables abstracting an aspect of

reality for particular constructive application without the bombardment

of vast amounts of Írrelevant infornatÍon, ideas and experiences.

Howeverr each particular viewpoínt is meaningful for onJ.y certain

delÍnited areas of experience. When a given selective viewpoint
{

dognatically asserts thaÈ i/ exhausts the possibilities of human

understanding, ¡nan becomes a prisoner of that partial viewpoint and

destructive contradictions arise. Thus, it is vital to be conscÍous and

critical of the limiteil nature of all expressed understandÍngs. Only

the non-selective whole of reality is absolutely real. Each particular

selective understanding is interesting only as far as it reveals the

who1e. OnIy by dÍsrupting the boundaries of limited perspectives and

orientating each selective view¡roint to the non-selectÍve whole can the

potentfals of hu¡nan insíght be realized.

Näþãrjuna and dañkara provÍde an explÍcit presentatÍon of the

selective nature of human understandÍng through a discussion of

relativer convêhtional knowledge as distinguÍshed fron absolute

knowledge. They disclose_,o-f-' the contradictions and suffering that

result from ignorance obscuring true knowledge and causing bondage to

relative knowledge. They provide a means to attain freedon from bondage

to conventional knowledge through revealing íts conditioned and lÍnited

naturer âÌrd negating it, to uncover absolute knowledge. These two

philosophical religious systems provide a spiritual path to the depths
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of human meaning and potential through the atÈainnent of ultimate

freedom and knowledge, but in an abstract and systematic manner that is

comprehensible to western man, who is steeped in scienÈific anit rational

thought. The uníqueness of these presentations to the perspective of

western man stinuLates his Ínsight ínto new directions.

Nãgãrjuna and éañkara discuss the linÍted and self-contradictory

nature of all conditioned knowledge, and thus the irnpossibility of

deveLopíng a consistent and complete description of the phenomenal

wor1d. However, western science seeksr through conceptual thought

processes, to provide valuable knowledge and arrive at a meanÍngful

cosnology. Nâgärjuna's and éaírkara's negatÍon of what is the method and

content of science does not invalidate its usefulness in limited

contexts, but does reveal the falsity of any dogmatic pretensions ít

might entertain. Placing scientific enquiry and knowledge in the

context of Èhe greater whole of human understanding prevents the

meaninglessness which often arises from confinement to a particular

poÍnt of view. Though science provides seÌective understandings of

realityr valid for only limitecl areas of experinece' if it has an

orientation to the whole of reality, ít has great potential for human

insight.

David Bohmrs presentaÈion of the abstracted aspect as opposed to

the unbroken whole provides an appropriate concludlng discussion.

Influenced by eastern and religious thought, Bohm provides a discussion

of the issues of scientific methoilology and nodern physics in a manner

that expands their normal horizons. tle demonstrates how a delínited

area of science can be examined in detall more meaningfully if its place
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Ín the context of Èhe whole is delíneated. In thÍs manner Bohm is able

to make modern physics more intuitively understanclable and meaningful to

modern man. He also discusses how the relationship of different levels

of consciousness and of ¡natter can be undersÈooil by regariling each as an

aspect of a vasLer whoLe. Bohrnrs discussion ís conParable with

Nãgãrjunars and 6añkarars presentations, but is from a different

perspectíve and with a dífferent emphasís. It thus provides a unique

illurnination of the fra¡ne of rselective understanding of reality and the

non-selective realityt .

I am aware of the inherent limitations of presentíng rselective

understandings of reality and the non-selective realityr as a viable

frame for the study of science and religion. The issues involved in

suCh a study are numerous and complexr ând the presentation here Ís in

no way exhaustive. The thesis is sinply a first attempt at an overview

of the various problems and topics involved, each of whÍch would reguire

years of study to be treated adequate!.y. However, before enbarking on

specific studies, it is important to have an understanding of the whole

context in which particular issues arise. Once the general framework

for the study of science and religion has been established, specialized

research Ín delimited areas can be undertaken with an awareness of the

relationship of these specifÍc problens to the whole context in which

they arise, and in a manner meaningful to the general concerns of man'

rather than of inportance to only a closed circle of fellow researchers'

À continuous dialectic should be naintained between the general

framework and specialized research, with the two interacting and

developing together.
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Several possible avenues of research could be undertaken withÍn

the frame of rselective understandings of realÍty and the non-selective

realityr. The wesÈern treatments of language, thought' nodels of the

self and religious traditions could be individually exanÍned with a

comparison to and partial integration with the unÍque Buddhist and

Vedãntic treatnent of these facets of exÍstence, to arrÍve at a more

profound understanding of each of these facets. An attenpt could be

made to present BudilhÍst or VeclãnÈic thought in a manner explicitly

meaningful to the western, scientific culturer and yet true to its

original meaning. The methodology of varíous disciplines or

nethodological íssues in general could be examined with explicit

discussion of the lirnitations of selective understandÍng and the

importance of orientatÍng all partial understandÍng to the non-selective

whole. Buddhist and Vedãntic insíghts into epistemological and

rnethodologÍcal problems could be studied Ín conjunction with western

considerations of these problens' to arrive at unique and peneÈrating

insights. The cosmology of Buddhism and VedãnÈa could be explicÍtly

exarnined together with general western consideratíons of cosmologyr or

with the specific cosnology of nodern physics, to develop a broader

understanding of cosnology and possibly develop a cosmology meaningful

to both eastern and western cultures in the modern world. These are

just a few possíble directions ín whlch research could enbark from the

fra¡ne of rselective understandings of reality and the non-selective

realityr.

The frame of rselective understandings of reality and the non-

selective realityr is, of course, presented from the perspective of
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serectivity. However, it is hoped that through the examination of a

diversiÈy of perspectives, western and eastern, reLigíous and

scientific, a J.evel of understanding ls attained beyond Èhat of a single

perspective. The selectivÍty of man's particular points of view has

been examined to reveal the dangers of mísconstruing a particular

viewpoint for the whole of understandingr ând the constructive and

neaningful roles of particular insights when they orientate their

selectivity to the non-selective whole of reality. The frame provides a

foundatÍon for confronting the Íssues of utnost concern to the modern

scientÍfic culture, that is finding meaning in life relevant to both of

the tv¡o vital components of thÍs culture, science and religion.
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The Cu ltural Heri cte of India r ed. Earidas Bhattacharyyata
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vol. I, pp. 438-439, 452
40-242¡ R. Bhattacharyyâr
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Self-Knowledqe
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, by Sañkarachãrya (New York: Ramakrishnan-Vivekanda

Centre¡ 1946) , p. 67.
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237 - 239; Dasgupta,
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Adva Í ta in Èhe

A Historv of
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